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Abstract 

The flow of information within modern information society has increased 
rapidly over the last decade. The major part of this information flow relies on the 
individual’s abilities to handle text or speech input. For the majority of us it 
presents no problems, but there are some individuals who would benefit from 
other means of conveying information, e.g. signed information flow. 
 
During the last decades the new results from various disciplines have all 
suggested towards the common background and processing for sign and speech 
and this was one of the key issues that I wanted to investigate further in this 
thesis. The basis of this thesis is firmly within speech research and that is why I 
wanted to design analogous test batteries for widely used speech perception tests 
for signers – to find out whether the results for signers would be the same as in 
speakers’ perception tests. One of the key findings within biology – and more 
precisely its effects on speech and communication research – is the mirror 
neuron system. That finding has enabled us to form new theories about evolution 
of communication, and it all seems to converge on the hypothesis that all 
communication has a common core within humans. 
 
In this thesis speech and sign are discussed as equal and analogical counterparts 
of communication and all research methods used in speech are modified for sign. 
Both speech and sign are thus investigated using similar test batteries. 
Furthermore, both production and perception of speech and sign are studied 
separately. An additional framework for studying production is given by gesture 
research using cry sounds. Results of cry sound research are then compared to 
results from children acquiring sign language. These results show that 
individuality manifests itself from very early on in human development. 
 
Articulation in adults, both in speech and sign, is studied from two perspectives: 
normal production and re-learning production when the apparatus has been 
changed. Normal production is studied both in speech and sign and the effects of 
changed articulation are studied with regards to speech. Both these studies are 
done by using carrier sentences. Furthermore, sign production is studied giving 
the informants possibility for spontaneous speech. The production data from the 
signing informants is also used as the basis for input in the sign synthesis stimuli 
used in sign perception test battery.  
 
Speech and sign perception were studied using the informants’ answers to 
questions using forced choice in identification and discrimination tasks. These 
answers were then compared across language modalities. Three different 
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informant groups participated in the sign perception tests: native signers, sign 
language interpreters and Finnish adults with no knowledge of any signed 
language. This gave a chance to investigate which of the characteristics found in 
the results were due to the language per se and which were due to the changes in 
modality itself.  
 
As the analogous test batteries yielded similar results over different informant 
groups, some common threads of results could be observed. Starting from very 
early on in acquiring speech and sign the results were highly individual. 
However, the results were the same within one individual when the same test 
was repeated. This individuality of results represented along same patterns 
across different language modalities and - in some occasions - across language 
groups. As both modalities yield similar answers to analogous study questions, 
this has lead us to providing methods for basic input for sign language 
applications, i.e. signing avatars. This has also given us answers to questions on 
precision of the animation and intelligibility for the users – what are the 
parameters that govern intelligibility of synthesised speech or sign and how 
precise must the animation or synthetic speech be in order for it to be 
intelligible. The results also give additional support to the well-known fact that 
intelligibility in fact is not the same as naturalness. In some cases, as shown 
within the sign perception test battery design, naturalness decreases 
intelligibility. This also has to be taken into consideration when designing 
applications.  
 
All in all, results from each of the test batteries, be they for signers or speakers, 
yield strikingly similar patterns, which would indicate yet further support for the 
common core for all human communication. Thus, we can modify and deepen 
the phonetic framework models for human communication based on the 
knowledge obtained from the results of the test batteries within this thesis. 
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Foreword 
 
The omnipresence of human communication in all its forms requires 
multidisciplinary research. Usually the study of language and communication 
results in balancing between several disciplines. The teamwork bringing together 
expertise from different areas of research requires certain skills in 
communicating and co-operating. Communicating skills are required when two 
experts from different areas of research might refer to the same entity with two 
very different terms. This goes vice versa too – the same word can be used to 
refer to two different, yet sometimes somehow related entities. The possibility to 
co-operate with researchers from several different disciplines and areas of 
research is very rewarding and fruitful for the proceeding of the research. And, 
as communicating itself, it requires discovering the golden mean - over and over 
again. 
 
This research has begun an expedition into the outskirts of phonetics by not on 
studying speech only but first of all attempts to adapt the framework created for 
the acoustic medium to fit the visual medium. So, in other words I wanted to 
know whether it could really be done, studying signs within a phonetic 
framework. This, I hope, will ultimately deepen our understanding of not only 
sign language per se but will introduce and test some of the phenomena of 
speech itself too. Outskirts notwithstanding, this thesis is still deeply rooted in 
phonetics. And by studying the phonetic phenomena and hierarchical structures 
within signed as well as spoken languages this thesis probes also the outskirts of 
linguistics. This allows us to seek further knowledge of the rules governing 
signed languages. With some additional knowledge about signed languages we 
can add depth to our understanding of spoken languages too. The knowledge 
about sign languages adds a feedback loop and a testing ground into the study of 
spoken languages. This new possibility of feedback looping with data from 
completely different kind of human languages is ultimately needed in testing 
theories on universals amongst the languages of the world and theories about 
languages in general.  
 
Another important connection outwards from phonetic research goes towards 
clinical research framework. Within this thesis one of the major questions is how 
does individuality affect the production and perception of speech especially in 
connection to different medical interventions and disabilities, may they be 
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inherited or acquired. One part of the current data within this thesis comes from 
signed languages and it of course also is linked to the clinical research, deafness 
being often regarded as a disability. This thesis however, studies sign languages 
equal to any spoken language that is not as a form of augmentative 
communication to people who cannot hear. Another link to the clinical 
framework comes from the studies investigating the effects of different kinds of 
medical interventions on articulation – in this case the interventions are surgical 
procedures affecting different parts of the oral cavity.  
 
These results within different studies in this thesis are also discussed with 
connection to the evolution of language in humans and thus this is a study in part 
of the ability of humans to communicate. Since results are similar within 
different language modalities it can be said that we are exploring the outskirts of 
natural sciences and evolutionary biology from the linguistic/ phonetic 
framework and the question of universalities within languages are also probed 
within different study questions.  
 
The different theoretical studies and baselines have yielded connections into 
information society development and the input and possible starting point for 
guidelines for developers aiming towards different ways of conveying 
information via computers and interfaces in various accessible ways for different 
kinds of people. This thesis corroborates with the strategy of the University of 
Turku being a truly multidisciplinary study and thus it emphasises the 
importance of unifying forces from different areas of research. 
 
For reasons stated above this thesis could have been defended in several 
different faculties and departments within academia, a serendipity is that this 
thesis is now defended in the Faculty of The Natural and Mathematical Sciences 
in University of Turku. 
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1 Introduction 
 
What would the world be like if you couldn’t hear? What if your native language 
would be very different from the majority of people in your native country? It’s 
quite like being a foreigner every day in your native country. And in this case 
the majority language would not only be different but it would at the same time 
be for the most part “non-existent”, that is invisible. That resembles the situation 
that signers, that is sign language users, face on an every day basis. The 
invisibility of spoken languages is a result of the primary carrier channel of 
spoken language – through acoustics, that is: spoken languages are perceived 
with the ears. There are nevertheless visible elements on spoken language too, in 
which hearing people also take advantage of, especially in noisy situations. They 
are the movements of mouth and face when speaking. However, the visual part 
of a spoken language results in a much distorted signal, since the majority of 
information load is carried through the acoustic channel. 
 
The first problem of not being able to hear properly affects two groups: hard-of-
hearing and deaf people. The second problem of your native language being very 
different from the majority of people in your native country affects the latter of 
those groups: the Deaf. The majority of Deafs do have efficient command of 
written and read languages, but might face problems with fast-changing texts, 
for example in subtitling of TV programmes. The subtitling is done with the 
written form of a spoken language and not with a written form of their native 
language, sign language, because there is no written form of sign languages yet, 
though there are attempts towards it (on SignWriting see e.g. Sutton, 1995; on 
Stokoe Notation see e.g. Stokoe, 1960; on comparison between these two see 
e.g. Martin, 2000). Subtitling of TV programmes is a great asset for the hard-of-
hearing people, because Finnish is their native language and subtitling is a 
transformation of spoken language into a visible form. The situation for the Deaf 
in every day life resembles the situation which foreigners have to face when 
travelling abroad – they are faced with texts written in a foreign language but not 
their native one.  
 
The basic methodology within this thesis comes from phonetics, or that is speech 
sciences. This methodology within phonetics is adapted for signed languages to 
investigate whether those two ways of communication share common 
characteristics. This thesis is not only studying speech in its acoustic 
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manifestation but also its optical variant – sign language. Here, within this work, 
signing is regarded as another way of speaking and thus is treated equal in all 
respects, starting from the framework studied and reaching into the 
methodological issues within different study questions. In other words: are the 
phonetic phenomena found in speech also present in signed language and is 
phonetic methodology flexible enough to be extended into non-acoustic 
languages? 
 
Individuality is the concurrent theme within this thesis. Within this thesis 
individuality is used to refer to individual differences and features in speech and 
sign within a conversation or in a behavioural test setting. All the individual 
features and differences ultimately are covered by the word borrowed from more 
philosophical terminology. Here within this thesis it is, nevertheless, regarded as 
referring to concrete, measurable phenomena within one individual. It engulfs all 
the individual studies within this thesis and also is an important feature within 
the each of the research questions as well. The definition of individuality varies 
slightly between different schools of research but it all boils down to the 
question: “How are we able to cope with all the differences presented to us?” 
That question does not only emphasise the differences between individuals but 
also engulfs the opposite point of view of being able to map and categorise 
similar enough stimuli together. That requires lots of adaptability which we 
humans are capable of doing much more so than the computers. We are able to 
discard small differences that we have learned to be meaningless and to note 
equally small differences that we have learned to carry meaning to the utterance 
accordingly. The sources for individuality are manifold:  
- anatomical, unchanging (size of hand, larynx in an adult) 
- anatomical, changing (size of hand, larynx in a child, plasticity in brain, 

age) 
- physiological, changing (alertness, concentration, senses, adaptability, 

learning) 
- situational, within situation (levels of noise, lighting, space acoustics, 

technical aids) 
 
The ability to investigate a language which is conveyed in non-acoustic modality 
is helping us towards a better understanding of the linguistic structure of sign 
languages and the general underlying patterns that govern both acoustic and non-
acoustic languages in the world. The non-acoustic languages of the world are 
fairly unknown territory to the scientific world even today. The mainstream of 
general linguistics draws distinct boundaries between signed and spoken 
languages of the world e.g. by stating grounds on language universals on the 
basis of acoustic languages only, although there are pioneers amongst linguists 
too, and the mere existence of signed languages (and the fact that they are true, 
natural languages) is becoming more and more acknowledged nowadays. There 
is an increasing group of sign language linguists, but sadly enough the contacts 
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between spoken language linguists and sign language linguists are still scarce. 
There is an increasing group of sign language linguists, but sadly enough the 
contacts between spoken language linguists and sign language linguists are still 
scarce because of the small number of sign linguists. Thus there is a need of 
promoting sign language as a “testing ground” for linguistic and phonological 
theories. 
 
As Finnish is a foreign language for signers, so is by default also the “existent” - 
written version of it. This situation calls for signed flow of information - from 
official documents to TV programs. Nowadays signers are able to book 
interpreters for translating documents (Laki vammaisuuden perusteella 
järjestettävistä palveluista ja tukitoimista 3.4.1987/380), but that process is 
always unique and does not totally satisfy the purpose of and needs for a written 
document in which the information should - and is thought to be - stable and 
unchanging. A translation by an individual interpreter is always correlated with 
many individually changing parameters by interpreter: knowledge of the 
background, terminology, competence and fluency in both languages, especially 
when considering specific areas of expertise, e.g. legal documents or benefit 
issues. The possibility of booking an interpreter to translate documents belongs 
to each signer in Finland, but the delays of getting the interpreter might differ 
from one place of residence to another. And just think about the flow of 
information that comes to you in written form every day. This translating of 
written documents is one service which could - and should - be provided by a 
stable and unchanging automatic process. 
 
As both speech and sign by default are online and highly variable and not the 
least because of individual differences, written language is generalised, invariant 
and offline – you can refer back to written documents and the documents are the 
same to everyone. These two main aspects might be the very reason writing has 
been developed (For more discussion about writing, please see Coulmas, 1996). 
This is why writing is one of the most widely used formats for input within 
language applications. This again relates to the variability in both sign and 
speech as inputs for language applications. The variability in speech has been 
acknowledged within application design and here within this thesis the 
variability and individuality are also tested within sign language and its users. 
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1.1  Research questions and suggested reading 
pathways 

 
This thesis aims to provide basic knowledge about sign language parameters at 
the phonetic level, i.e. on how individuals produce and perceive sign language. 
This provides basic input for sign language applications. Spoken language can 
be captured in writing, but sign language cannot since even today it, doesn’t 
have a written form. Thus we need to think about alternative ways of encoding 
sign language. In the introduction (Chapter 1.4 in particular) sign language 
basics were explained. The most striking difference between speech and sign is 
the fact that sign languages are conveyed in three dimensions in space. This 
research question relates to basic phonetic knowledge of sign languages. 
 
Another aim of this thesis is to provide tools for fundamental design parameters 
of applications language-independently, to provide the basic rules which in the 
later stages of application development can further be specified according to the 
particular languages used, whether signed or spoken. This thesis will provide 
tools for understanding the modifications needed for visual language interfaces, 
how the interfaces must be modified according to the needs of languages 
conveyed in the visual modality. This research question relates to application 
development. 
 
In this thesis sign and speech as communication methods are compared and the 
results of the individual test settings provide possible evidence as to the common 
origins of human evolution of communication. How do the communication 
methods differ according to the modality and how are they similar independent 
and in spite of the modalities they are using and used in. From these similarities 
we can partly try to deduce the origins of the human language faculty. This 
research question relates to the ultimate quest of providing information on the 
origins of human evolution. 
 
In addition to the three aims above, this study also takes part in the discussion of 
existing state-of-the-art language applications: what types of language 
applications are available, be they for speech or sign and what are the needs for 
the new types of applications. This study states existing problems and provides 
tools for solving these problems for its part. For example three-dimensionality 
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has been introduced into the computing world through animation which is the 
basis for virtual reality and moving avatars. When we investigate the basis of 
human perception of phonetic categories within a sign language we can get 
answers on how precise the animation should be as to be intelligible for users. 
This question relates to developing information society into being even more 
integrative and accessible for everybody regardless of their language 
background. 
 
As this thesis does not focus on one single framework or point of view but 
represents a truly multidisciplinary study, it can provide interesting viewpoints 
for readers with various research backgrounds and traditions. The inclusion of 
different themes and research questions in this thesis also provides a possibility 
of reading the thesis using different reading pathways. The research interests 
might result in using different reading sequences. Some suggested reading 
sequences (Figure 1.1) are as follows:  
 

 
Figure 1.1 Different suggestions for reading pathways according to various interests and 
backgrounds of the readers.  
 
Following one or other of these suggested reading sequences provide parallel 
and relevant ways to reach the conclusion. Each reading sequence is though 
slightly different because of different background knowledge on which the 
reader might reflect the new information provided by this thesis. 
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1.2  Phonetics covers speech but also sign 
 
Because speaking and signing appear to be very different by nature when 
observing only the way the linguistic message is conveyed, it is easy to think 
that they are representations of two separate processes. However, both 
communication methods represent the same linguistic ability, which is 
sometimes addressed as universal language, connecting people (see e.g. Stokoe, 
2001; Bellugi, 1980). Speaking is usually understood as producing and 
perceiving different acoustic signals. It is taken for granted that humans speak in 
order to be understood and that hearing is the basic prerequisite for 
understanding messages conveyed by speech. This auditory view is for some the 
only reasonable solution for speaking (e.g. Stevens, 2000) and undoubtedly it 
also might be the first things for laymen to think about speech and speaking.  
 
According to the gestural view of speech production (see e.g. Liberman & 
Mattingly, 1985) the sound is only a carrier signal – a by-product, which turned 
out to be an excellent carrier of information to the listener from the speaker’s 
thoughts using only the exhaled breaths of air. Speaking enabled to use hands 
into doing other chores than communicating. Gesturalists presume, that the 
evolution of speech started from the movements of the vocal tract (lips, tongue, 
soft palate and larynx), which in humans evolved into gestures of the vocal tract. 
Here gestures denote those movements of the vocal tract with a linguistic task: 
they represent simultaneously units of action in speech and the smallest units 
distinguishing between different meanings (phonemes) (see e.g. Liberman, 
1996). 
 
From this gestural view of speech production sound per se is not the source for 
perception but the dynamic vocal tract movements which produce the sound 
signal. This is the basis for the automated processes for producing and 
perceiving speech and speech can easily be perceived in different situations also 
when speakers are different from each others: others articulate more clearly and 
others have articulation more sluggish. Nobody speaks exactly the same way on 
two different occasions, but that is also not important as long as the code – i.e. 
language – is the same for both parties. The individuality and group differences 
within language production, even the effects of a situation onto speech or sign 
are studied by sociolinguistics among others (introductions by Coulmas, 1997 
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for speech and Lucas 2001 for sign among others). Undoubtedly our vocal tract 
and hearing apparatus are specialised in speech production and perception 
respectively. Production and perception of speech must have evolved into such a 
tightly woven nervous system that it has maintained its position as an inherent 
communication method for human for tens or even hundreds of thousands of 
years. Communication via gestures and signs is mainly conveyed by manual 
movements which then are perceived visually. Similarly signers communicate 
mainly via hand movements to convey linguistic messages and to be understood. 
Is it so that hand gestures are analogous to speech gestures according to our 
brain processes? The latest results in neuroscience research support this view 
(Willems & Hagoort, 2007).  
 
Communication methods using acoustic or optic channels are learned similarly – 
by imitation: hearing children learn to imitate the sounds they make, deaf 
children learn to imitate the gestures they make respectively (Petitto et al, 2000; 
Goldin-Meadow, 2003). This stage of speech acquisition is called babbling. The 
easiest sounds to imitate are those with simultaneous visual input. Based on 
these visual inputs from speech sounds also deaf children can learn to speak 
words aloud, such as ’mummy’. After tuning in to imitation the expressive 
language capacity quickly evolves: hearing children learn to combine sounds 
and deaf children learn to combine hand gestures respectively. The goal for both 
groups of children is the same: to produce entities of meaning by combining 
meaningless tokens, i.e. speech sounds or handshapes. This is called the 
particulate principle, common to all systems, which yield unlimited sets of 
meaningful information from a fixed, limited set of meaningless units. This is 
done by means of combining, permutating and repeating the fix set of tokens and 
the principle holds in chemistry (chemical bases and compounds), physics 
(atoms and molecules) as well as in formal and natural language (phonemes, 
words and ultimately language) (von Humboldt, 1836/1972, Abler, 1989, 
Studdert-Kennedy, 1998; Révész, 1991 on formal languages). Individual speech 
sounds are then combined to words and handshapes and movements are 
combined into signs respectively. Thus lexical development progresses 
according to the same principles in both hearing-speaking and deaf-signing 
children (Takkinen, 2000).  
 
Although on the surface speaking and signing are based on different motor and 
sensory systems, the basic structural processes inside the brain involve the same 
gestural-motor production and perception pathways. (Arbib, 2003; López-
Garcia, 2005). Speaking engages the delicate vocal tract organs in coordinated 
sequences while signers use their hands and body to execute the intertwined 
coarticulatory speech flow (Wilcox, 1992; Liberman & Mattingly, 1985; 
Bellugi, 1980). Recently the view of language based on mimetic communication 
has been widely studied (Corballis, 2002; Arbib, 2002; Korhonen, 1993; Zlatev, 
Persson & Gärdenfors, 2005). This common underlying mechanism for human 
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and ape communication probably evolved into human speech partly via crucial 
gene mutation in FOXP2, into which the human language ability has been 
linked, as shown by various research groups around the world studying families 
with specific language impairments (SLIs) (Lai et al., 2001, Hurst et al. 1990, 
Fisher et al., 1998, Lai et al, 2000). Thus the brain processes for both sign and 
speech would coincide – and seen from inside the only difference would remain 
to be defined by modality (Nishimura et al., 1999; Petitto et al., 2000). 
 
Ultimately speech perception and production should be understood as one and 
the same process in the human brain and thus these two ends would not be 
distinguishable by their motor or sensory dimensions. Similarly, perception and 
production of signs should be understood as two features of one process inside 
the brain. Imitation has a very important role within this scenario. A prerequisite 
for imitation is the integration of sensory and motor processes in both 
modalities. This integration has been partly explained via the so-called mirror 
neuron system (for further discussion on mirror neuron system and Broca-
Wernicke complex see chapter 1.2 in this thesis).  
 
The similarity between sound and sign gestures lies in the fact, that both require 
smooth cooperation between the classic speech processing areas, most often 
referred as Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas (Brodmann areas 44-45 and 40-42 
respectively (Brodmann, 1909), for further information on Brodmann areas see 
e.g. Amaral, 2000) in the cortex named after clinical researchers Paul Broca and 
Carl Wernicke who studied language impairments due to lesions in these areas 
and thus defined the classical symptoms. If there are impairments in the 
cooperation between these cortical areas or within the structures, this results in 
different kinds of language impairments, such as aphasias and anomias both in 
signers and speakers (see e.g. Poizner, Klima & Bellugi, 1987, Damasio et al., 
1996, Galaburda, 1994, Emmorey et al. 2002, Hickok et al. 1999 for details on 
individual studies; on general discussion on speech aphasia see Caplan, 1987; on 
signers see Corina, 1998 and on general introduction on the neural basis of 
aphasias see Damasio, 1992). The most interesting results in the scope of this 
thesis can be obtained when comparing symptoms and lesions over these two 
language groups: similar symptoms due to similar lesions in both language 
modalities. That is, that both signers and speakers share symptoms due to a 
particular type of lesion. 
 
When doing his pioneering work on studying American Sign Language using 
linguistics framework and methods Stokoe invented the term chereme to 
correspond to the term phoneme to emphasise the difference between spoken 
and signed languages. This invention of a new term for the smallest units in sign 
language was a coine based on the term for phoneme but substituting hand for 
sound. This was done on the basis of the different surface structures in sign and 
speech. This also emphasised the temporal and structural structure differences 
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within the two different language modalities. On the other hand, during the 
evolution of research in sign language linguistics it also has been used to 
emphasise the fact that sign languages indeed are full-fledged natural languages 
capable of expressivity on their own completely independent from spoken 
languages (Stokoe, 1960; Liddell, 1980 (ASL syntax); Brentari, 1995 (SL 
phonology); Supalla, 1992 (ASL names) international – Finnish: Rissanen, 1985 
(FinSL structure); Takkinen, 2002 (FinSL acquisition); Rainó, 2005 (FinSL 
names); Savolainen, 2000 (FinSL transcription); Jantunen, 2009 (FinSL syllable 
structure)). Signed languages are composed of optical phonemes which are 
equivalent to the acoustic phonemes in spoken languages. Some researchers still 
refer to optical phonemes as cheremes. This is done to emphasize the 
distinctions between the languages. Nowadays the term chereme is usually 
replaced by the term phoneme, or more precisely the term optical phoneme (first 
used by Wilcox, 1992) as to emphasise the similarity of the underlying neural 
systems for both signed and spoken languages. Also in Finland different 
researchers use different terms for sign language phonemes depending on their 
point of view, whether they emphasise the difference between signed and spoken 
languages (e.g. Rissanen, 1985; 2000) or the similarity of the language 
processing independent of the modality used (Takkinen, 2002; Savolainen, 
2000). The main difference between the signed and spoken languages is the 
difference in the channel and the medium in which the message is conveyed and 
received: in spoken languages the message is mediated mainly through an 
acoustical channel while in signed languages the channel is optical. When 
thinking about the neural processes in the brain, the phonemes and cheremes are 
basically one and the same thing, because the recent results in neurosciences 
suggest that speech and signs are processed in the same cortical area, i.e. the 
secondary auditory area (Nishimura et al. 2000; Petitto et al., 2000). 
 
Also speaking people sometimes take advantage of the visual cues in speech in 
some situations. These visual cues are called visemes (Fisher, 1968). They are 
used and relied on speech perception in situations with background noise to find 
supportive cues for the information carried within the acoustical signal (Tye-
Murray, Sommers & Spehar, 2007). Usually when sounds are acoustically close 
to each other they differ in their visual cues, i.e. visemes (Carney, 1988; Hazen, 
2006 among others), while sounds which are visually close to one another are 
acoustically more distant. People hard of hearing or non-genitally deaf base their 
speech recognition usually solely on visemes. This is called speech reading or 
lip-reading. There are several products and web-based tutorials all over the 
world for lip reading classes and self study (e.g. http://www.lipread.com.au; 
http://www.lipreading.net/) along with wide academic interest covering different 
research frameworks (Hall, Fussell & Summerfield 2005; Santi et al., 2003; 
Jiang, 2002; Campbell & Wright, 1988, Capek et al., 2007). In Finland visemes 
are mainly studied in relation to the speech signal (Sams, Möttönen & Sihvonen, 
2005; Sams et al., 1991; Möttönen et al., 2002). The research method is based on 
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studies of the McGurk-effect (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976), which is a means 
to study the importance of visual information in the speech perception process as 
a whole. The McGurk –effect arises when the visual and auditive stimuli are 
incongruent, but yield into a combination in perception. When the acoustic 
information you hear is [ga] and the visual cue gives you [ba], you perceive [da] 
which is different from either of the original parts of the speech stimulus and 
furthermore, is actually located in articulatory space in between of [ba] and [ga]. 
This intersensory integration, that is the ability to combine features and 
information from more than one sense at one given point in time, begins shortly 
after birth: infants who are 3 weeks old can perceive the equivalence of auditory 
and visual inputs (Lewkowicz & Turkewitz, 1980) and 4-months-olds can 
perceive equivalence of audible and visible syllable inputs (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 
1982). The McGurk –effect underlines and focuses on this human ability to 
gather information of several different senses simultaneously and also gives 
researchers new vistas on the crossmodality in human action (for further study 
designs and results with discussion see Spence and Driver, 2004). 
 

 
Figure 1.2 The relationships between different ways of communication have not 
traditionally been very well-defined. In fact, previously it has been thought that signed 
languages have not been true languages and furthermore, that there wouldn’t be any 
similarities between communication via different modalities. 
 
The next chapter will give an introduction to the basis of the human ability to 
take advantage of crossmodal action and its evolutionary paths: why are we so 
keen on copying others with our actions? The human ability to copy others is the 
glue of human existence, the ability to work as a team. The next chapter also 
dwells on the evolutionary aspect of human language ability and where it derives 
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from – and what is there to be seen from those bases in human action in general 
even today.  
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1.3 Sensory-motor complex, Broca-Wernicke 
complex and mirror neurons 

 
The notion that communicative actions derived from object-directed actions is 
not new - Vygotski (1962) already pointed out that the evolution of the pointing 
gesture was due to attempts of children to grasp far away objects. This pointing 
gesture is one of the first communicative actions in an infant. That is, the infant 
wants something that is out of reach and uses the pointing gesture to indicate 
that a caretaker should hand it over. This indicates that its function in evolution 
has to be important. Furthermore, pointing gestures also are present when adults 
speaking different languages with no knowledge of a mutual language are trying 
to cope and to be understood. This supports the basic need for communication 
and also emphases the meaning of pointing as a goal-directed movement.  
 
One of the most intriguing findings in neuroscience recently are the so-called 
mirror neurons, which have been suggested to be the missing link when it comes 
to human language evolution. They were found to activate in a monkey’s brain 
when it was not only grasping objects but also when it observed objects being 
grasped. Thus they were discovered to be a class of visuomotor neurons that 
discharge both when doing a particular action and observing another individual 
doing a similar action. They are situated in area F5 in the monkey brain. Mirror 
neurons respond to seeing object-directed actions; that is, they require an 
interaction between a biological agent (hand/mouth) and an object. In monkeys 
the same grasping mirror neurons respond to both human and monkey grasping 
hands and the response is not affected by whether the action is done near or far 
from the observer. It is in fact of only little importance whether or not the 
observed action is eventually rewarded; the discharge is of the same amplitude 
in either case. 
 
The most important group of these observation-activated neurons are those 
responding to mouth movements and especially those which are activated by e.g. 
a lip smacking gesture. This for its part supports the role of CV syllables in 
evolution theory (MacNeilage, 1988). Thus one might argue that these 
communicative mouth mirror neurons reflect a process of corticalisation of 
communicative functions but are not yet freed completely from their original 
digestive basic function. 
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Mirror neurons represent the neural basis of a mechanism that creates a direct 
link between sender and receiver of the message, such that actions done by other 
individuals become messages that are understood by an observer without any 
cognitive mediation, so much so that Rizzolatti & Arbib postulate that speech 
evolved mostly from gestural communication. The novelty of this theory 
consists of the indication of a neurophysiological mechanism creating a common 
nonarbitrary, semantic link between communicating individuals. This meets the 
parity requirement. The parity principle states that “what counts for speaker 
must count for the listener, otherwise there is no communication” (Liberman & 
Mattingly, 1985). It is likely that a great leap from closed system to a 
communicative mirror system depended on the evolution of imitation (Arbib, 
2002) and related changes in the mirror system: the capacity to respond to 
pantomimes and to intransitive actions. Further evidence of the importance of 
pointing gestures comes from primate studies: the precondition for 
understanding pointing is already present in monkeys, i.e. the mirror-neuron 
system. 
 
Hand and arm gestures and speech gestures are strictly linked and share, at least 
in part, a common neural substrate, which is suggested by a number of studies 
stating that the excitability of the hand motor cortex increases during reading 
and spontaneous speech and that this effect is limited to the left hemisphere. 
This effect is not found in motor areas not connected to language, such as the leg 
motor area. Most interestingly, grasping movements influence syllable 
pronunciation not only when they are executed but also when they are observed. 
The syllables tend to be articulated in unison with the grasping movements, 
whether they are pronounced or observed. Similar examples can be found in 
numerous experiments which show that hand gestures and mouth gestures are 
strictly linked in humans and that this link also holds with the oro-laryngeal 
movements used for speech production. 
 
Well, then, how did the transference from hand to mouth happen during human 
evolution? Paget (1930) suggests that certain combined sets of motor actions 
constitute gestures whose meaning is transparent; eating can be denoted as 
combinations of sounds related to eating, that is, lip-smacks with opening of the 
oral cavity. The most fundamental step towards speech acquisition per se was 
when individuals became able to generate the sounds originally accompanied by 
a specific action without doing the action itself. This, however, would require an 
echo-neuron system, which Fadiga with his work group have been studying. 
They recorded muscle evoked potentials (MEPs) from tongue muscles in normal 
volunteers instructed to listen carefully to acoustically presented verbal and 
nonverbal stimuli, and the results were intriguing: MEPs from tongue muscles 
showed an increase when the presented stimuli contained segments needing 
precise tongue articulatory movements. Similar results have been obtained in 
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connection with different muscles and different kinds of recording techniques 
(see e.g. Watkins et al. (2003)). One might conclude that when an individual 
listens to verbal stimuli there is an activation of the speech-related motor centers. 
Furthermore, one could elaborate these obtained results in concordance with 
Liberman & Mattingly et al.'s proposal that the echo-neuron system mediates 
also speech perception processes. The possibility of this being true would fit 
perfectly with the assumption that speech indeed did evolve from gestures. The 
claim is further backed up with results from a wide range of studies that show 
that different layers of speech activate the motor system in the brain (Boulenger 
et al., 2009 on idiom comprehension; Aziz-Zadeh et al. 2006 on metaphorical 
sentence reading; Pulvermüller 2001, 2005 on semantic information within 
language, among others). In some theories the word gesture is used as a 
technical term for movement atoms and as such it would be the common basic 
element for sign and speech (Browman & Goldstein, 1992 among others). In this 
section of the thesis gesture is used in a more traditional way (Kendon, 1972 
among others). Within that framework gesture is used when referring to 
extralinguistic movements. Regardless of the framework, gesture can be 
considered as to be a common element in speech and sign, be it directly as in 
technical core element or via evolution of human species as in the more 
traditional framework. 
 
Humans gesture when speaking: the gestures might denote turn-taking, bring 
something new to the issues in question, such as directions or manners of 
movement. Also blind persons gesture when speaking, although they have never 
observed others doing so. Gestures are usually pictorial in nature and vague so 
be that they cannot exactly be imitated, because they do not have an observable 
inner structure, but they are incorporated in the discussion and are thus once in a 
lifetime –like in that manner. Different cultures have different gesture 
repertoires, for example in some cultures there is a stronger tendency to use 
gestures than in others. Culture-bound gestures, which have a certain function 
within that particular culture are dividable into smaller units, but not in the same 
way that signs in sign languages are. For example in Finland the thumbs-up 
gesture has the notion ‘good’ but for divers it is a sign for something being 
seriously wrong and thus there is a need for urgent surfacing.  
 
The fact that the co-speech gestures are nowadays still in use is a supportive 
argument for the possibility that gestures would be the basis for human 
language. This gestural communication has over time developed into full-
fledged signed languages among the deaf. Unlike gestures, signs within a 
particular sign language have a distinctive inner structure and the individual 
parts of a sign are combinable into meaningful signs. Changing one part of the 
sign changes the meaning. For example, when changing the handshape of a 
FinSL sign TIETÄÄ ’to know’ (a flat hand) its meaning changes into 
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MUISTAA ’to remember’ (a fist hand). This is a feature unique to human 
languages. 
 
There are also others than deaf who sign1, for example the Wahlpiri culture in 
Australia does not allow speaking during mourning but you have to sign at that 
time period (Sebeok & Umiker-Sebeok, 1987). This has lead to a sign language-
like system. This system is, however, bound to spoken Wahlpiri language, so 
that it is a ”manual code” from a spoken language. Other well-known examples 
are so-called monastic sign languages (ibid.). Their lexicon has a strong religious 
content in. These kinds of signed codes have one thing in common: they are used 
on special occasions, in situations which have a specialised status in one’s life.  
 
The full-fledged sign languages used by deaf people on the other hand are 
completely separate from spoken languages. For example Finnish Sign 
Language has very different word order from spoken Finnish. Also the typology, 
that is the genetic relations of signed languages, is very different from that of 
spoken languages, for example British and American Sign Languages are not 
directly related but both of them are related to French Sign Language. 
Sometimes the grammar and structure of a sign language seems to contradict to 
what would be intuitively “natural”: according to the structure of American Sign 
Language (ASL) the intensifying of a meaning is signed with increased velocity, 
so the sign ”MORE SLOW” is actually signed faster than the sign ”SLOW” 
(Gibson & Ingold, 1993). 
 
Not only speakers but also signers gesture along with communication. These 
gestures are much more difficult to notice since gestures and signs are conveyed 
through the same visuo-spatial channel. Signers also use pantomime, which can 
in some occasions, e.g. in connection with a sign name, develop into a new sign. 
Usually name signs are formed based on some specific feature of a signer, 
usually close to facial features. In the development process the name sign can be 
two-handed, but fairly quickly it diminishes into a single-handed reduced proper 
name sign in the central area of sign space, which has no obvious resemblance to 
the original feature. This is the case especially for so-called descriptive name 
signs (Supalla, 1992). 
 
Thus, the use of gestures is a common ground for signers and speakers alike. 
Gestures as such are holistic movement envelopes. Every culture has its own 
manners of using gestures, so they have a culture-bound lexicon of gestures, 
which all have their own culture-based meanings. Gestures are also babies’ first 

 
1 There are also studies where animals have been taught to sign. The most famous 
signing animals are the gorilla Koko (Patterson & Linden, 1981/1986) and Washoe the 
chimpanzee (Fouts, 1997/1999) among others.  
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way of communication: also hearing babies gesture with their hands (Petitto et 
al., 2000). Hearing babies abandon manual babbling, but for deaf infants it is the 
first step towards a full-fledged signed language (Goldin-Meadow 2003) 
independent of the communication method of their parents. Children of signing 
parents automatically learn their parents’ native language, just like the speaking 
parents’ children. The method of communication between speaking parents and 
deaf children in the early stages are gestures and their combinations, but at the 
latest by 3½ years of age the combinatorics used by the child in their use of 
gestures in combinations are more highly developed than that of their mothers. 
The child’s gestures have some degree of inner structure, thus they form a so-
called home sign system.  
 
Language has all the properties needed for an adaptation. As such, it can be 
studied both from a biological and an evolutionary perspective. Unfortunately 
speech doesn’t fossilise but some guiding landmarks can be obtained from 
cranial fossils which provide information on how brain areas have varied in size. 
For example even the earliest hominids, such as H. habilis, had larger speech-
related brain areas than monkeys and apes. Thus, the increase of speech-related 
brain areas happened long before the descent of the larynx. This supports the 
view that not only sounds but also gestures or signs have had an important role 
during human evolution. Arbib (2002) writes that already the first modern 
humans used sound-based communication. It was a very primitive system 
accompanied with a gestural system, but it developed via cultural evolution into 
the present subtle system of sounds. 
 
According to Rizzolatti Broca’s area can be traced back to the ancient brain area 
related to motor actions. This also supports the gestural theory of speech, which 
states that speech has developed via hand gestures. Actually it is a combinatory 
theory, because it suggests that “there are not three separate systems for hand-, 
sound-, and facial gesture communication but one general system, which 
operates in different motor-sensory modalities”. Mirror neurons provide a 
possible missing link when discussing the evolution of human language 
communication. They are not, however, the only explanation for human 
language ability, but most probably one part of the puzzle.  
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Figure 1.3 A model of the connections between different brain areas governing different 
functions in a human. Explanations of abbreviations are as follows: M=motor cortex, 
B=Broca’s area, A=auditory cortex, W=Wernicke’s area, V=visual cortex, L=lexical 
processing and reading. 
 
Nevertheless, the Mirror Neuron System (MNS) with sensory-motor integration 
(Rizzolatti, Arbib et co.) can be seen as the main element of the human language 
ability or, as the ultimate core of the sensory-motor links between the observed 
articulatory gestures done by other individuals and the internal articulatory 
pattern memory traces of gestures we have produced ourselves. MNS presents 
“the missing link” of the language inside principle (López-García, 2005), which 
states that both sign and speech are manifestations of the one and the same 
general inner human language capability. Furthermore, the system was tuned 
during the the human evolution from a general gesture and trajectory processing 
system into a system including more specific gestural patterns as well, such as 
produced when speaking (Corballis, 2002 among others). Recently, new findings 
in neurophysiological studies have shown that even signs are processed in 
Wernicke’s area (Nishimura et al., 2000, Braun et al., 2001; for a review see 
Campbell et al., 2007). In speech processing, the so-called Broca–Wernicke 
complex – the manifold, strong connection pathways between Broca’s and 
Wernicke’s areas in the brain – can be seen as the core area with regards to 
human language ability (Figure 1.3). This Broca-Wernicke –complex is the basic 
explanation for the possibility of using analogical structures in applications for 
speech and sign. Therefore, we can use the same basic design in applications for 
both modalities, the design has only to be adapted for the modality. 
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This is a collection of studies based on previous findings on speech. The overall 
structure was designed to be an analogous one to speech studies. All of the 
studies (the studies discussed in chapters 2.2, 2.3, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively) were 
done on perceptual continua with only one variable in each one. These continua 
were all between two perceptually distinct and adjoining categories with no 
intermediate categories possible for either spoken Finnish or Finnish Sign 
Language. The situation might differ for other spoken or signed languages. All 
of the categories had articulatorily defined boundaries as well. 
 
The concordant features in responses within these perception studies over 
language modalities show the common adaptability of humans to highly variable 
signals based on the individual differences in speech and sign production, which 
is discussed further in chapters 2.1 and 3.1 respectively. All in all these small 
results can be regarded as being concordant with the MNS and the human ability 
to mirror and adapt to each others’ behaviour also language-wise.  

1.4 Gestures provide a general background for 
applications 

 
Gestures (goal-directed movements in space) provide a common ground for both 
signed and spoken languages, however, the non-linguistic nature of gestures 
makes them different from both speech and signs in the signed languages. Signs 
and hand gestures make use of the same visual modality and thus their 
relationship has not been understood until recently, while the difference between 
speech and gesturing (so-called co-speech gestures) has been understood longer, 
because of the different modalities they use (see e.g. McNeill, 1985). - The 
articulators in sign languages are the same as those involved in non-linguistc 
reaching and grasping movements. Signs can be perceived also as gestures, 
especially for those who do not know sign. In the same way signs in foreign sign 
languages are usually perceived as gestures, just like different spoken languages 
are perceived as just speech sounds and not anything linguistic (Figure 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4. Schematised overview of evolutionary aspects on different stages of human 
language development and the forces governing learning to speak and sign.   
 
In general, both sign and speech can be studied as temporally ordered muscular 
actions. Also the evolutionary perspective on language also has properties which 
make it one possible point of view for looking at sign and speech as co-variants 
of the same inner faculty of language (Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch, 2002). That 
provides us with a view that the key in language understanding is in organization 
and control of articulatory movements - whether vocal or visible. There are 
congruent results from movement control of hands and mouths (compare e.g. 
Shiller et al, 2005 and Darainy et al., 2007; both indicate voluntary control of 
stiffness). There are also contradictory results in different experimental settings, 
which would result in different governing mechanisms for speech and sign 
(Tremblay et al., 2008 among others), but that is merely an indication of the fact 
that there is still a long way to go before we can truly understand the human 
brain and its contributions to all functions within us related to communication. 
This similarity in articulation control also gives us a common basis for 
applications in both modalities. Thus, there is a core design with the same 
structures for applications, which then are modified according to the boundary 
conditions stated by the differences in modality and perceptual/producing 
parameters. These boundary conditions are studied in various other fields 
investigating the physiological and neural basis of human vision, movement and 
hearing. These boundary conditions also give the limits for application design, 
they answer questions like: “What would be the optimal speed for movement 
within segments?”, “How should we modify the natural source for the 
application to make the application as intelligible and economical as possible?” 
among others.  
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While there are individual differences in both sign and speech it’s fairly easy for 
a human to overcome these individual differences and decipher what is said or 
signed. However, for a machine trying to achieve similar decoding from this 
phenomenal variation of individual features in both methods of communication 
is almost beyond capabilities. This provides us with a bundle of research 
questions in application design concerning individual differences: “What is there 
within a signal?”, “How could we capture parameters that are the bases of 
individuality?” among others. This, in turn, will enable the application designers 
to pinpoint the possible sources for problem solving for tackling with individual 
variation. 
 
The questions stated above hold for both speech and sign applications, however, 
we are already better equipped with answers to the questions in the speech 
technology approach, whereas with sign applications the quest for answers is 
still in its early stages. Just like in speech technology approach, as in the sign 
applications there are two different approaches to solving the task of providing a 
language technology application for users: data-driven and rule-based 
approaches (for an extended review on different approaches on sign translation 
applications see Morrissey, 2008). When designing a speech-to-sign interface 
once we have solved the question of which approach we should take on the sign 
language part of the applications in general we have to proceed to how to encode 
information for it to be fairly easily translated from one language to another, and 
in this case it also requires a transition from one modality into another, that is 
from sign to speech – from the visual to the auditory modality. The choice of 
approach in the visual modality also is dependent on how we have solved the 
approach issue on the auditory side of the application.  
 
The studies provided input for a future synthesis development as well. The 
results from production tests provided us with knowledge on the range of 
variability in the source signals. The results from perception tests provided 
further detailed information on the filters for the inputs respectively. These 
results yield towards designing a rule-based synthesis-recognition system for 
both sign and speech. The desire for a rule-based synthesis is two-fold. A rule-
based synthesis is thriving towards a sieve-type design. Be the input what may, 
the salient features would be gathered in the sieve without a need for on-going 
data mining but relying on a finite set of rules. 
 
Technological advancements in computer graphics have provided the core 
elements for sign language applications by gesture animation in the gaming 
industry. It has provided the basics for hand and body movement animation, 
along with facial gesture and mimicry animation. The latter has been further 
developed by speech technology advancements in talking head –applications, 
such as the KTH and SynFace joint beta application called EyePhone (SynFace, 
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2006), which provides a synthesised face for Skype calls and is used as an 
extension for Skype. It uses the incoming voice from the other party of the 
Skype call to synthesise the visemes based on the acoustics of the incoming 
voice. There is a demo software available on the Internet, which can be 
downloaded free of charge. 
 
The ultimate goal for sign-to-speech interfaces is to provide a possible solution 
for the communication barrier between signers and speakers. There are 
difficulties in communication whenever there is more than one language being 
used within the conversation. This barrier is even harder to overcome when the 
languages used within the conversation use different modalities, i.e. auditory vs. 
visual. There is also a lack of public information to the signers. It is most often 
provided either via teletext applications and subtitling on a tv more generally or 
by one-to-one basis via sign language interpreters. Teletext and subtitling require 
high literacy skills and sign language interpreting services are not accessible 
24h. Further development for sign applications is needed for providing general 
information for the signers. Sign applications would also support equality 
between signers and speakers when it comes to access to information.  
 

1.4.1 On gesture and sign application studies – 
recognition and synthesis 

 
The research on sign applications has its roots in multiple disciplines and 
because of that also has experts from those disciplines very often working 
together. The problem with sign applications is at least two-fold: the quest for 
sign recognition (perception; equivalent to a speech-to-text –approach) on one 
hand and on the other hand the quest for sign synthesis (production: equivalent 
to a text-to-speech –approach). Sign recognition efforts include systematic 
variation modelling in movement dynamics (Ong, Ranganath & Venkatesh, 
2006) and gesture interpretation from video sequences using moving edge 
detection (Quek, 1994). The movement dynamic modelling approach has mainly 
been concerned with the systematics in movement patterns governed by the 
(morpho-)syntactic variations within the sign language. These boundary 
conditions vary somewhat from one language to another. There are also 
problems in recognition based on individual variation in signs produced by 
different individuals. This individuality/lack of invariance problem in production 
is further investigated and discussed in Chapter 4: Individuality in Production 
and Perception of Sign in this thesis. The sign recognition approaches have used 
e.g. HMM modelling of each of the sign language phoneme categories (for 
further description of fundamentals of sign language, please see Chapter 2 in this 
thesis) (Braffort, 1996). Most of these recognition systems aim for signer-
independent recognition (Ong, Ranganath & Venkatesh, 2006). The background 
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for sign-based applications comes from simpler gesture-based applications used 
e.g. in emotion related interfaces mainly related to HCI dialogue systems (Gunes 
et al., 2004; Cassell, 2000) and pointing gesture applications for augmented 
reality interfaces (Moeslund et al., 2004; Steil et al., 2004) as well as in the 
gaming industry where gestures are used to play sports games and new 
approaches are also developed for adaptive games which take into account the 
emotions you are feeling and adapt games accordingly. Other vistas of gesture 
recognition include e.g. virtual music in the form of a virtual air guitar 
developed at the Helsinki University of Technology (Karjalainen et al., 2006).  
 
Although there still are various technical obstacles to tackle when working with 
applications taking alternative input and giving alternative output from text, such 
as speech, or more recently gestures and haptics (Turunen et al., 2009, Raisamo 
et al., 2009 among others), the efforts and advances towards an all-inclusive 
information society will be achieved through devices and applications which are 
modifiable through various I/O channels. There are also devices, which are 
capable of taking info through more than one channel at a time, or in rapid 
alteration of two channels (Turunen et al., 2006). Some of the devices are 
especially designed for users with various disabilities, which affect either the 
individual’s ability to input the information needed or to benefit from the output 
from the device in question (Turunen & Hakulinen, 2007 among others). 
Sometimes applications are further developed from the viewpoint of discretion 
(Rantala et al., 2009). Text output can also be modified to be readable with the 
sense of touch, such as in Braille format using different techniques.  
 
The methods of enabling the gestures and further on, also signed input, are 
within the focus of this thesis. Currently there are devices able to take 
multilingual input, but that ability is for the major part restricted to languages 
that have a written format or are acoustic by nature (text or speech input). The 
possibility of using gestures as an input method is the first step towards a full-
fledged signed input. That would ultimately make signers equal to speakers and 
enable them to input information to user interfaces using their own native 
languages in the same manner as speakers do when benefitting from speech 
interfaces within different devices. But already the possibility of using a gesture-
based input would bring user interfaces nearer to the signer’s native language 
input method and would thus be more convenient for native signers to use. Some 
of the current applications have existing gesture input, and some are even able to 
cope with blow flow detection as a start signal (Turunen et al., 2010). There are 
instances when speakers also prefer gestures to speech, such as in instances 
when using deixis within space. That is, when using  expressions like “that thing 
there”, or “I would have to get there”, utterances which frequently co-occur with 
so-called co-speech gestures in normal conversation, even during telephone 
conversation when the listener cannot see them. 
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For recognition of signs and movements different research groups use different 
ways of encoding signs: some of the research groups use phoneme categories, 
such as handshapes and POAs (Tamura & Kawashima, 1988) while others rely 
solely on more technological-based approaches (such as HMM and SRN) (Gao 
et al., 2004). All approaches are aim towards signer-independent dictionaries of 
isolated signs and thus (reading between the lines) are aiming for closed set 
databases in the first stages to in the future move on to applications capable of 
have unlimited input. This requires further basic research on fundamentals of 
sign languages and their representation in individuals, both in production and 
perception.  
 
The sign synthesis approaches are mostly statistical requiring fairly large 
amounts of computing time and space, furthermore they are totally dependent on 
the size of the database in use. This is the main reason that these statistical 
approach applications are mainly used in domain-specific applications, such as 
“supermarket shopping” containing video sequences (Bauer et al., 1999). The 
video sequences are analysed and the feature vectors are fed into a database for 
further retrieval and used for recognition (Morrissey, 2008). This approach also 
has its limits on extensibility. Another approach is to use multiple path 
architecture, that is to use any way possible to navigate between different 
options to get to the goal, i.e. whatever the hierarchy of analysis for the synthesis 
of the particular sign (Huenerfauth, 2006). This architecture has multiple 
hierarchical layers of information simultaneously available with intertwining 
paths and crossings to navigate through. The usability of this approach, however, 
requires user knowledge of multiple notation systems and understanding of the 
grammar parameters of the particular languages in question. (Morrissey, 2008).  
 

1.4.2 The state-of-the-art of coping with individuality 
in existing speech technology applications 

 
Jurafsky & Martin (2000; p. 235) put the problem of automatic speech 
recognition into words very well: “Spoken language understanding is a difficult 
task, and it is remarkable that humans do as well at it as we do.” Speech for us is 
so automatic that it has become the ultimate user interface amongst us; we 
usually use speech in communication. For a computer the variation of acoustic 
speech is almost beyond capabilities, but the latest technical development has 
brought us somewhat nearer to speech technology application. For a human it is 
fairly easy to adapt to the needs of a computer application, but for an application 
adaptation is difficult. 
 
The different areas of research within speech technology relate differently to 
individual features in speech. They can thus be divided into three different 
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groups according to their relation to individuality: in the first group individuality 
is something that is present but the applications are not able to cope with it that 
well. It can, however, be used as a parameter for evaluation of the applications, 
such as word-error rate or string error rate (Juang et al., 1997). In the second 
group individuality is acknowledged to be present and the applications are also 
able to cope with it quite well. The third group of applications is regarding 
individuality as an asset, something that the applications are able to benefit from. 
The groups are listed here in diminishing order, from the largest and to the 
smallest one.  
 
The first group includes for example speech recognition systems (Jurafsky & 
Martin, 2000). Automatic speech recognition systems do quite well if they are 
used in speech detection, that is deciding if some sound source is voice or noise 
(Tuononen, 2008). Speech detection can be used as the first trigger of further 
stages in applications. After the decision has been made that some sound source 
consists of speech then it triggers the next stages within that particular 
application (Rabiner 1989). For a speech detection system it is enough to decide 
whether something is speech or not and it is not concerned about individual 
features in speech – it was not designed to do that.  
 
The existing state-of-the art of speech recognition systems are fairly often viable 
in limited domains. That is they operate within a specific, a priori defined 
vocabulary, such as the alphabet, command words or more often a built-in 
vocabulary, such as in dictation softwares. They are also somewhat flexible in 
that they can be taught to handle a specific user dictating e-mails, letters etc. 
However, they are language-specific to that detail that most of the speech 
softwares are nowadays capable of coping with English input only. Speech 
recognition systems are part of speech-to-text solutions. Using speech 
recognition systems resembles the situation when talking on the phone – the 
medium excludes facial expressions and pointing as augmentative features in 
communication. 
 
The recent development (Cassell, 2009, 2010) has brought human-computer 
interaction nearer to human-human interaction by the means of embodied 
conversational agents. They are computer interfaces designed especially for 
conversation using all modalities, which includes non-verbal means of 
communication as well, such as capability to recognise and respond to facial 
expressions or pointing gestures. The agents are also able to deal with 
conversational functions, such as turn-taking. The development of embodiment 
within user interfaces, however, brings the confusion element into the 
conversation where the end user is not sure whether s/he is talking to another 
human being or a machine (Shneiderman, 1998). The benefits of embodied 
conversational agents include for example the capability of recognising gestures 
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as a simple pointing gesture can sometimes be used to replace a lengthy verbal 
explanation about where something is.  
 
The group which benefits from the individual features in speech are speaker 
recognition systems. The systems are used in situations where the identity of the 
speaker is important to know. The systems include two different categories of 
software: speaker identification and verification systems. Speaker identification 
system tries to answer questions like: “Whose voice is this?” Identification 
systems can be used for example access control, that is, identifying who will 
gain access to certain premises, as well as other security applications (Kinnunen, 
2005). These systems usually operate within a certain group of individuals. That 
is they have a certain set of voices and the application decides who within the 
group the speaker is. Speaker verification on the other hand tries to answer the 
question: “Is this Bob’s voice?” Speaker verification systems are mostly 
connected with forensics, so that the automatic methods are combined with 
human comparison results. Speaker verification also is concerned with various 
methods of fraud: they have to cope with impostors, efforts to use voice disguise 
and so on (Kinnunen, 2005, Niemi-Laitinen, 2001). 
 
On the other hand, speech synthesis can be intelligible without any individual 
features whatsoever. So, if synthetic speech is regarded as something that has to 
be intelligible, then individual features are not the ones to be concerned about. 
Another, more specific question is: “Intelligible to whom?” Then again, 
individual features in speech perception have to be taken into account. There 
might be regions within the acoustic signal where individual speech sounds 
might result in confusions (for further information about individuality in speech 
perception please see chapter 3.1.2. of this thesis, also Savela, 2009), but in a 
speech signal sounds are not isolate, but embedded into words and phrases, so 
that individual confusions do not matter that much. This form of synthetic 
speech does not require lots of computing power, and it is now used in talking 
computers (screen reader solutions) for the visually-impaired users such as 
Nuance Talks or Microsoft Narrator. You can manipulate the pitch and speed of 
the voice. For example Narrator can be used to read aloud the characters you 
write onto your document. Nuance Talks is a widely-used screen reader software 
and has specific keyboard shortcut commands to operate the reader. In Finland 
the most widely used screen reader softwares are Jaws and SuperNova. Jaws is 
purely a screen reader software while SuperNova is a compilation of both screen 
reader and magnification softwares. 
 
If we strive towards naturalness in synthetic speech, then individual features in 
speech are an asset, something to benefit from – we can then adapt the synthetic 
base signal of the speech towards some individual features in speech, such as 
prosody, duration, acoustical prototypes of vowel sounds etc. This form of 
synthetic speech is usually embedded in conversational agents in call-centre 
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applications and information desk applications to enhance naturalness into the 
conversation. That could also present difficulties when the application is 
mistakenly presumed a human and frustration of misinterpretation confuses the 
end-user of the application. This is used also in mobile devices and in navigation 
system applications, which are operational within a small, definite vocabulary 
(Saarni, 2010). It might in the future, however, present some ethical questions on 
voice quality when it approaches naturalness in such a detail that it would be 
misidentified as a specific individual (Saarni, 2010, p. 145). 
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1.5 Fundamentals of Sign Languages 
 
Since signed and spoken languages activate the same brain regions, the same 
circumstances apply in sign language perception as in speech perception. Speech 
perception goes from the ear through the auditory nerve to the primary auditory 
cortex and furthermore on to the secondary auditory cortex (Wernicke’s area), 
while sign perception uses an alternative route to the secondary auditory cortex: 
from the eyes through the optic nerve to the lateral visual cortex and furthermore 
on to the secondary auditory cortex. Signs, too, are understood even though they 
are not invariant, just as in speech perception. The shape of a one particular sign 
differs from one signer to another because of physical differences.  
 
The first alternating parameter is the shape and size of the hand. The second 
parameter that varies from one individual to another is the size of the signer’s 
signing space. It depends on the size of his or her hands – bigger hands need 
more space in which to move around. The signing space of an adult is on the 
average larger than that of a child. Thirdly, the amount of coarticulation in 
signing varies with the size of the signing space and the rate of signing: the 
faster the rate the more reduced is the produced and perceived signal. 
Coarticulation in sign languages is a more complex phenomenon than in spoken 
languages. Coarticulation in sign languages can be divided into two levels. The 
coarticulation in the dominant and non-dominant hands forms the lower level 
distinct units. The coordinated coarticulation of both hands forms the upper level 
coarticulation entity.  
 
Signing can be understood even if the signing stream is discontinuous or the 
received signal is disturbed or low in quality. The low quality of the signal can 
be the result of poor articulation or visual background noise. Visual background 
noise can consist of a multicolored shirt on the signer or a street with lots of 
traffic behind the signer. Signs can be perceived at different levels. These levels 
include e.g. prosodic and segmental levels. One example of prosodic level 
phenomena is the signing rate, which differs from one sign language to another. 
Phonetic level phenomena include e.g. the selection of handshape, which can be 
done by stylistic principles (Peters, 2000). In a situation where several different 
signed messages could be received we can concentrate on perceiving only one – 
the same phenomenon in speech sciences is called the cocktail party effect 
(Handel, 1989). On the other hand when walking down the street you 
automatically direct your gaze towards gesturing hands. After head turning has 
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been completed, you verify the interpretation: only then the gestures are 
distinguished from linguistic signs.  
 
There is no one, international sign language. The signers must have a shared 
code in order to understand the message. In the same fashion as a Finn must 
learn to speak English as a foreign language, so must a signer of Finnish Sign 
Language learn to sign American Sign Language (ASL) or British Sign 
Language (BSL). While British and American English are dialects of the same 
language, ASL and BSL are two completely different languages. Thus an ASL 
signer does not use his or her native language when signing to a BSL signer, but 
he or she must learn to sign BSL in order to be understood in the British Isles.  
The comparison of different sign languages is difficult, because there is no 
system of transcription equivalent to the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), 
which is used in spoken language research as a means for comparing different 
sound systems. There are no writing systems for signed languages available 
either. The two most widely used systems for transcribing signed languages are 
the Hamburger Notation System (HamNoSys) and the Stokoe notation, although 
there are many other systems also in use nowadays, some of which are based on 
pictograms, like SignWrite. SignWrite is mainly developed for everyday use of 
native signers and not so much for scientific use, although there are some papers 
written about SignWrite, but they mainly focus on describing the similarities and 
differences of the different notation systems (see e.g. Martin, 2000). Many 
notation systems are based on the handshape as the main root for the notation 
and other phoneme categories: movement, orientation and location are attached 
as diacritics into the notation (e.g. in HamNoSys). 
 
Research on sign language began fairly late when compared to research on 
spoken languages. The first systematic studies using linguistic methods were 
done on American Sign Language (ASL). The pioneer in the field was an 
American, William C. Stokoe, whose work Sign Language Structure was 
published in 1960. The publishing of this book has been regarded as the starting 
point for scientific study on sign languages. In his book Stokoe represented a 
syntactic analysis of American Sign Language and introduced the first wide-
spread notation system for signed languages, the Stokoe notation. Stokoe 
confirmed that ASL indeed was a natural language of its own, and not based on 
manual coding of spoken languages. Stokoe’s pioneering work gave inspiration 
to several other researchers of ASL such as Liddell and Klima & Bellugi. 
Liddell studied the syntax of ASL (Liddell, 1980). The research paradigm 
Liddell used was based on the Transformational Grammar paradigm (Chomsky, 
1957). Liddell also studied the differences between the syntaxes of ASL and 
Signed English, a manually coded form of spoken English. Klima and Bellugi 
studied the different constraints that the four dimensions of the visual channel 
place on communication (Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Poizner, Klima & Bellugi, 
1987). 
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Among the first people who described Finnish Sign Language (FinSL) was 
David Hirn, who was deaf himself. He published the first dictionary of Finnish 
Sign Language in 1910. It consisted of three booklets. The signs were presented 
as pictures which had different kinds of arrows drawn on them to denote 
movements and other parameters of signs. Hirn’s arrow drawing method is still 
used e.g. in Suvi (Finnish Sign Language online dictionary). This dictionary 
was, however, not a systematic study but a description and a list of words used 
in FinSL. 
 

1.5.1 Levels of hierarchy in a signed language 
 
The phonological level is presented as an abstraction in both modalities of 
language (Brentari, 1995). Acoustic and auditive phonetics as a research 
framework is replaced with visual and optical phonetics because of the 
difference in the channel of the information flow. The only distinction between 
signed and spoken languages is thus the medium of information flow 
(sound/optical stimulus) and the channel of receiving information (ears/eyes). 
The most important feature is the similarity of the information flow. In both 
signed and spoken languages the message is coded into the movements of the 
articulators. The moving articulators are just in different parts of the body. When 
speaking, the articulators are usually not visible whereas one cannot help 
noticing/ seeing the signing hands. Most important is expressing meaning with 
movement (Wilcox, 2001). As the articulator movements are visible in sign 
language, the Motor Theory of Speech Perception by Liberman and Mattingly 
(1985) seems well suited for sign language research as well. According to the 
motor theory the movement of articulators is the main percept and not the 
resulting sound alone. According to the Motor Theory evolution has transformed 
the former gestures and hand movements into the movements of the tongue and 
the vocal apparatus (Condillac, 1947 [1746]).  
 
Articulatory phonology (Browman & Goldstein, 1992) seems to hold well within 
signed languages too. Articulatory phonology with a more phonetic framework 
focuses on the articulatory trajectories as the main source for perception. Other 
recent, more linguistic-style phonological theories that have been used in signed 
language phonology research include the Movement-Hold-Movement –theory 
by Liddell and Johnson (1989), the Hand tier model by Sandler (1993), Prosodic 
Model by Brentari (1998), Moraic model by Perlmutter (1992) and the 
Phonological Dependency Model by van der Hulst (1992). While these theories 
do form an important basis on theoretical discussion on phonology of signed 
languages, this thesis focuses on the phonetic phenomena and behavioural 
testing of the individuals, both signers and speakers. Thus, the discussion about 
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different phonological theories and their implementation to the data is, however, 
out of scope of this thesis. The notion for the relations between articulatory 
trajectories and their respective representations within the mental mapping 
suffices here. 
 
The basic units of signed languages are optical phonemes, which can be 
categorized into the following classes: handshape, location, movement and 
orientation. Furthermore an important part of a one single sign is mouthing, but 
its status is still under dispute (Savolainen, 2000). Some researchers treat 
mouthing as a part of the signs, i.e. belonging to the segmental level, others treat 
them as suprasegmentals. Mouthing can in some instances cover several 
segmental signs, and in some cases it differentiates lexical meanings. Signs are 
categorized mainly according to the handshape. A handshape also has 
allophones. Some of these allophones are due to physical factors, some are 
dialect-dependent and some allophones are selected according to the signing 
style. All of these allophones are, however, understood as instances of one and 
the same handshape. In the dictionary of Finnish Sign Language the signs are 
categorized according to their handshape. Signs produced with the same 
handshape are arranged in sequence and additional categorizing parameters are 
provided by other phoneme categories: place of articulation (POA), movement 
and orientation.  
 
Handshapes are also clustered into categories using similarity of appearance to 
the so-called basic handshapes or primes (Klima & Bellugi, 1979). These basic 
handshapes are most prominent and easy to distinguish from each other and also 
those which a child learns first when acquiring a sign language. One might say 
that the basic handshapes provide a cardinal vowel –like system for sign 
languages. So there are similarity clusters within the handshapes of sign 
languages, which are depicted in Figure 1.5 with regards to primary component 
analysis (PCA). This similarity of appearance clustering is similar to the 
clustering of vowels in speech – there are similar features in vowel groups, such 
as the front vowels are all articulated in the front of the oral cavity. Handshape 
space within sign language has similar physical boundaries as the vowel space in 
speech: fingers and joints have their unique boundary conditions stated by 
bending and stretching, abducting and adducting of muscles and joints.  
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Figure 1.5. The handshape inventory of FinSL with a suggestion for categories. Please 
note the difficulties within categorization because of multidimensionality of the 
characteristics.  
 
Some of the handshapes chosen for denoting actions are generally expressed by 
handling classifier verbs in which the hand configuration depicts how the human 
hand holds and manipulates the particular instrument. In addition to this, there 
are instrument classifier verbs, in which the object itself is represented by the 
articulator and the movement of the sign reflects the stylized movement of the 
tool or implement. (Gibson & Ingold, 1993; Emmorey et al., 2002 on action and 
tools; MacSweeney et al., 2002 on spatial processing demands). This is a 
consequence of the possibilities of sign languages to use iconicity because the 
articulation is openly visible and thus capable of imitating the actions per se 
without major requirements on coding visible actions for conveying messages in 
other media, which has to be done when talking.  
 

1.5.1.1 Places of articulation, movements, orientation, 
mouthings 
 
Alongside handshape, place of articulation (POA) is the next important phoneme 
group within signed languages. This is supported by findings that have revealed 
place of articulation of the signs to be the easiest to remember. Klima and 
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Bellugi claim that POA might provide key information when associated with 
serial tasks (Klima & Bellugi, 1974;124). Thus, it might hold a key for sign 
language acquisition, it being one of the most important features within a sign. 
POA as a category can further be divided into two subclasses: POAs with and 
without a body contact. Signs with POAs without body contact are easier to 
remember as for the memory span than those with POAs with body contact 
(Emmorey, 2000; pp. 235-236).Their characteristics may differ because of the 
different spatial stability measures. This thesis focuses on studying the POA 
class and more specifically, one natural continuum with articulatory boundaries 
with a constant body contact along the continuum. After division to with/without 
body contact, POAs are further divided into similarity clusters just as 
handshapes are. There are clusters of POAs in again perceptually distinct places: 
face, non-dominant hand and chest area. POAs without body contact are 
scattered in a larger area while those with body contact are more tightly 
specified. POAs without body contact are mainly specified by the use of 
physical planes, which are mutually intersecting and orthogonal. The same 
system is used in medical sciences and e.g. when discussing brain lesion studies 
and it is physically based (for references in medical sciences, see Kandel, 2000; 
for references in sign language studies, see Klima& Bellugi, 1979).  
 

Head 
Non-dominant 
hand 

Body contact 
  

forehead shoulder upper torso 
on top wrist waist/legs 
eye/ear palm no contact 
nose  fingers  
mouth near hand 
neck side of hand 
in front 
of     

Table 1.1. FinSL POAs divided into three categories based on primary 
component analysis (PCA). 
 
POA is most often the anchor point for a sign, it captures the movement within a 
sign and thus forms a hold unit within a sign according to Movement-Hold 
phonology (Johnson, 1994). Previous research has suggested that POA might 
also provide the anchor point for sign language syllables. As with handshapes, 
POAs also have allophones, so POAs form categories with several different 
instances. These instances are used interdependently according to coarticulatory 
requirements determined by boundary conditions stated by surrounding 
phonemes and their feature sets. POAs in sign also exploit the possibilities given 
by the 3D space allowed by signing. They are used when depicting locations and 
start/endpoints in space for different paths of movement.  
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1.5.1.2 Movements in signs, suggestion for syllable 
structure for signed languages 
 
Different aspects of movements; e.g. if the movement is slow, fast, unsteady etc. 
are then again depicted in transitions of POA, and thus lead us to the next 
category of sign phonetics, namely movement. There are two categories of 
movement, sign-internal, which is discussed within the phonetic framework here 
and more general movement patterns, whose use cover all the levels of the 
linguistic hierarchy, namely from morphology to pragmatics. The phonetic 
category of movement is, as already stated previously, sign-internal and it has 
more restricted dimensions in space, i.e. it covers a smaller articulatory space 
than the more general movements in sign. As movements are multidimensional 
by nature and multifunctional by their status and place within sign language 
linguistics they are most difficult to specify and define. Sign-internal movements 
are, however, crucial to the suggested syllable structure in sign languages, since 
they are the other category important to the Liddell and Johnson Movement-
Hold –theory. The movement category is further divided by the manner, size, 
direction, contact and hand interaction in two-handed signs. These features are 
shared for both of the main movement categories. Almost every sign within a 
signed language has some kind of movement within the sign. Only some of the 
fingerspelled alphabet and numeral signs can sometimes be articulated without 
sign-internal movement, but still, there are transitional movements present 
between subsequent fingerspelled alphabet items. The processing of movement 
within sign language could be thought as being a special case within a more 
generalised movement processing system. Movement interpretation seems to be 
important to online comprehension of sign language, since when the specific 
movement of the sign is recognised only then can the sign itself be identified. 
There is thus reason to expect that experience in lexical motion processing also 
enhances non-linguistic motion processing and indeed, ASL signers do have an 
enhanced ability to trace nonlinguistic motion, such as writing cao shu (highly 
artistic way of writing Chinese characters) in those subjects who do not know 
Chinese writing (Sacks, 1990/1992).  
 
Although handshapes, POAs and movements have established their status within 
the sign language phonology hierarchy, orientations are still under dispute – 
some researchers do not give orientation a phonemic status of its own but count 
it as a parameter of handshape. Here in this thesis, however, we follow 
mainstream theory and treat orientation as a feature group and thus do not state 
its status within the phonological hierarchy, since it has not been subject to 
thorough research yet. The phonological status of orientations seems to be 
approximately similar to voice onset time, and as such, it might be considered to 
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form a feature set capable of making phonological distinctions, at least in some 
sign languages. And yet, the status of orientation within the sign language 
phonological hierarchy is more stable than that of mouthing. At least in FinSL 
the status of mouthings is still under dispute. Mouthings are further divided into 
two categories: sign language internal and those which are related to spoken 
language, for example to spoken Finnish in the case of FinSL. The latter could 
be contraction of a longer word or a very short word as a whole or just the 
visemes of the first few sounds.  
 
Thus, the following analogues can be made when considering different elements 
within sign and speech phonetic hierarchies. The segmental and subsegmental 
levels within speech do not have but suggestive counterparts in the segmental 
level within sign phonetic hierarchy.  
 

handshape vowel 
POA consonant 
orientation e.g.voicing 
mouthing labial 
speed, velocity intensity 
facial gesture intonation 
hiding whispering 

Table 1.2. A suggestion for analogic counterparts within sign and speech 
phonetic hierarchies. 

1.5.1.3 3D and durational aspects 
 
The two articulators in sign language (i.e. both hands) are used simultaneously. 
This feature enables the use of both hands signing different things at the same 
time, because two-handed signs are understood also when signed one-handed. 
As an example consider the situation, where one hand signs AUTO ‘car’ and the 
other signs a pronoun SINUN-OMA ‘your-own’. In addition to these two signs, 
there is a question mouthing MITÄ ‘what’. This signed utterance is translated in 
Finnish: Mitä, onko sinulla auto? ‘What? Do you own a car?’ 1 The possibility 
of using all three dimensions in space also enables the signer to paint a scene in 
which something happens and that in itself incorporates directions and locations 
into sign language structure more inherently than with speech. In speech again 
there is a tendency to keep track of the temporal sequences more tightly. This is 
because speech has more precision in temporal resolution while sign is 
organized with more complex spatial resolution. Spoken languages do not 
encode spatial distinctions directly but have developed a range of lexical and 
pragmatic devices for doing so while in signed languages by contrast space can 
be used directly for linguistic expression. Signed languages have an ability to 
manipulate signing space to express both spatial and nonspatial information, as 
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referential use of space employs spatial relations as differentiative for 
grammatical classes and semantic roles. Space can also be used metaphorically, 
such as in a situation when higher status is assigned to a higher location in space. 
There are, however, certain linguistic agreement conditions to parameters: e.g. 
handshapes for motion and location verbs must agree with the real object 
features. One example of this is the classificator system. The classifiers are 
chosen based on the physical dimensions of objects, very much in the same way 
that the Chinese classificatory system behaves. Similar classifier systems as 
found in FinSL can be found in various sign languages around the world. Also 
certain linguistic structures use spatial characteristics of semantic roles and 
spatial locations topographically. There is a clear distinction in the processing 
and representing of spatial information as to when space serves a topographical 
function than when it does not (space for topographic use is different than when 
used grammatically).  
 

1.5.1.4 Pragmatics and eye gaze 
 
In the dictionary of Finnish Sign Language the signs are divided further 
according to handedness. Handedness has no phonemic status, as the two-
handed signs are understood even if signed with one hand only. There might be 
situations in which one hand is not available for signing. An example could be 
that you are holding a baby in your lap or holding a door open to get in, where it 
is not possible to use the other hand otherwise. In two-handed signs one 
dominant hand is active and the other non-dominant hand is either passive or 
active. A passive non-dominant hand is a part of the POA phoneme. An active 
non-dominant hand moves either as a copy of the dominant hand or as a mirror 
of it.  
 
Turn taking in sign language is often governed by eye gaze. You tend to break 
eye contact when you want to keep the turn and not give it away. Eye gaze is 
very important in sign communication – if eye contact is not present there are no 
communication possibilities, although there is an exception to this too: tactile 
sign language, used by deafblind people, but it requires physical contact. In 
visual sign language the distance between signers defines the size of signing – 
the further you are the bigger signs you use to make the message as easy to 
perceive as possible. Here again is a demonstration of human communication 
following the H&H –theory by Lindblom (Lindblom, 1985).  
 
As to suprasegmental features of speech, intensity (sentence stress) can be 
directly found also in signed language, although its measurement has been 
proved to be very difficult because of the variety of simultaneous features 
expressed with multiple articulators. Intonation patterns are most often 
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expressed by facial gestures: for example in FinSL yes/no -questions are often 
accompanied with a so-called ”raisin face”: the expression consists of brow 
frowning and frequently also mouth. Coarticulation functions similarly to 
speech: segments interact to become as easy as possible to produce and perceive. 
In this sense both language modalities act according to the H&H (hypo- and 
hyperarticulation) theory. The opposite forces are thus easiness for the producer 
(coarticulation) and easiness for the perceiver (intelligibility and explicity) 
(Lindblom, 1990; Mauk, 2003; Lindblom, Mauk & Moon, 2006). 
 

1.5.2  Neuropsychological studies on sign language 
and aphasias 

 
Recent findings give additional support to the notion that signed languages are 
indeed natural full-fledged languages and operate on the same brain processes as 
speech does. Sign aphasics have similar brain lesions to speaking aphasics and 
only damage to specific locations in the brain elicit aphasia, so we can conclude, 
that sign language has the same topographic markers in the brain as the speech 
loci, because similar brain loci in signers and speakers give rise to similar 
aphasic patterns. E.g. Corina et al. (1993; also Sacks, 1990, Korhonen, 1993) 
demonstrated left-hemisphere dominance for ASL but not non-linguistic motion 
envelopes (waving good-bye etc.). Further evidence can be sought from a case-
study involving a patient with dissociative linguistic aphasia, which underlines 
the difference between linguistic signs and pantomime/gestures. Sign language 
aphasia is left-dominated just like speech aphasia, while right hemisphere lesions 
merely affect the discourse abilities and not so much the language structure 
(Emmorey, 2000). Brentari et al. state that aphasic patients have a breakdown in 
the phonological level and the Parkinsonian patients have difficulties expressing 
the phonetic level while at the same time the phonology is unaffected. 
Furthermore, the sites seem to be very analogous between signers and speakers 
according to neuropsychological findings and the lesion studies. There is also 
evidence that neural systems supporting sign language production and 
pantomimic expression are non-identical. Left hemisphere dominance in 
language processing is undisputable, but the topographic use of signing space 
can be impaired also due to lesions in the right hemisphere. However, it might 
be that the difficulties that RHD patients exhibit in producing and 
comprehending functions of signing space may stem from a more general 
problem with encoding external spatial relations into manual representations, 
particularly when used in bimanual articulation. These are manifested mainly in 
the so-called "stacking phenomenon" – a more general symptom resulting in 
agnosia in the contralateral side of the visual field, partly due to neglect 
(Tompkins, 1997 on more general introduction to the effects of right hemisphere 
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damage to communication; Emmorey, 2000 concerning special issues wrt. 
signed languages).  
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2 Individuality in Production and 
Perception of Speech 

 
Traditionally speech has been understood as being somewhat invariant and not 
changing except over a very long time. That is, each and every one of us would 
speak the same way using exactly the same acoustic signals for the same speech 
sound. This is the mainstream view of the linguistic framework concerning 
speech. This is also the way of thinking that has allowed us to take up writing – 
storing something that is by nature online and disappearing.  
 
This chapter of the thesis dwells on the specific characteristics on how 
individuals learn to speak and how speech can be relearned if the speech organs 
are affected in one way or another. The view is emphasised that we are 
individuals – that is there is no standard and invariant way of speaking but the 
differences between us affect speech in various ways.  
 
It’s not only speaking that is individual but also speech perception differs from 
one individual to another. This in turn, is also affected by the frequent speech 
sounds we hear in our surroundings. The individuality of speech perception can 
also be regarded as a natural continuation of the fact that we all speak differently 
from each other – then it’s only natural that we hear differently too. 
 
This chapter is divided into two main chapters by the production and perception 
studies and then further onto subchapters according to the studies carried out. 
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2.1 Individuality in Production of Speech 
 
The first part of this chapter takes us through the individual features of learning 
and the occasionally needed relearning of how to speak. There are many things 
contributing to that individuality of speech, from the individual anatomical 
features to variation in feedback – and practice, which becomes important in 
relearning speech. The first stages of speech acquisition are highly governed by 
factors we cannot influence. During later stages of speech learning – and 
especially when re-learning to speak – we can modify the results greatly by 
practice. The outcome is also affected by individual strategies in articulation. 
 
In this chapter we are dealing with individuality in adapting into different 
situations – either through acquisition of something new or learning something 
again. In other words, is individuality something that is present very early on as 
a set of innate features? This is investigated by acoustic features of pain cry, 
which is something innate in all of us.  
 
The individual differences have been more widely studied for example within 
medical sciences (for references see chapters 1.3 for neuropsychological studies, 
2.1.1 for maturation and 2.1.2 for innervation). Individual differences are more 
recognised within speech and language faculties only more recently. This has 
also emerged studies such as in chapter 2.1.2 where speech sciences and 
dentistry come together to solve a specific problem with speech in altered 
circumstances, that is, after a specific oral surgery procedure. The results, in 
turn, can be used in rehabilitation for the patients if needed.  
 
The further developmental traits for individual learning and adaptation patterns 
can be observed and measured in the other study, which represents data on 
individuals with anatomical changes in vocal apparatus, more precisely an 
intervention in oral cavity altering the physical dimensions for speech 
production. In this study we notice the individually different learning and coping 
strategies – which do not necessarily coincide with subjective remarks on 
success. There are differences in articulation targets, subjective and objective 
results of articulatory matching and the overall effects to altered circumstances. 
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2.1.1 Learning to Control Speech Organs – 
individuality in speech acquisition 

 
There are several factors contributing to the acquisition of speech, some of 
which are such that we cannot influence them. Others we can modify ourselves 
through practice and varying movement patterns. In all the first stages of speech 
acquisition our articulation is highly governed by anatomical and physiological, 
but individual features. These individual features are present even before speech 
– they can be found in acoustic studies of cry sounds. 
 
Babies learn to control their movements gradually during maturation. Speaking 
needs precise control of both the larynx and other speech organs. The larynx is 
controlled mostly by the central nervous system (CNS). Laryngeal function is 
the main source of the acoustic properties of cry sound. Thus, the acoustic 
characteristics of cry can be altered by CNS pathology. Previous studies have 
found infants with pathological alterations in CNS to have distinctive acoustic 
features in their cry sounds compared to healthy infants. The altered CNS also 
affects the latency and duration of the cry with regard to the stimulus presented 
to the infants along with the fundamental frequency of the cry sound. These 
disturbances in the CNS can be due to diffuse brain damage, neurological or 
metabolic conditions, such as prenatal substance exposure. 
 
Along with individual CNS differences also anatomical structures along the 
vocal tract – and generally throughout the musculoskeletal system – are highly 
individual (Laaksonen, 2006; Walmsley et al, 1978; Baumel, 1974). 
Nevertheless, similarities can be observed, especially among relatives with a 
family resemblance (Hollien, 1990, p. 189). That leads to e.g. similar acoustic 
characteristics for twins (Loakes, 2008; Van Lierde et al., 2005, Keinänen, 2010) 
and family members. Some of the results could be explained by the fact that 
research has been focusing on speech conveyed by the telephone, which has a 
restricted frequency bandwidth. Fundamental frequency, one of the main 
characteristics measured in speech, giving the pitch and melody contours of 
speech, is affected by the length of the vocal tract, and in concordance with that 
fact, preterm infants have been reported to have a higher fundamental frequency 
to full-term infants (Michelsson, 1971).  
 
So, the basics for the individual differences in speech are already present in 
infants and furthermore in the pain cry, which is more controlled by the CNS 
than other cry types. That by itself provides further evidence on the individual 
differences in the nervous system control already present in newborns. Just as 
motor coordination has individual control mechanisms, articulation can also be 
realised in different ways and still result in similar acoustic patterns in speech.  
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Figure 2.1. A spectrogram of a pathological cry showing a monotonous cry pattern. 

 
Figure 2.2. A spectrogram of a normal cry showing many different features. 
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2.1.1.1 Methods 
 
This chapters is divided into 5 subsections. Within the subchapters there are 
further specifications on: subjects, recording, acoustic analysis, neurological 
testing and statistical analysis. 

2.1.1.2 Subjects 
 
The study group consisted of 21 very-low-birth-weight infants (VLBWI, birth 
weight ≤1500 g and gestational age <37 weeks at birth), born in Turku 
University Hospital in 2002 and 2003. The study is a part of a larger 
multidisciplinary PIPARI study, which was established to investigate the effects 
of prenatal cerebral blood flow and different NICU (neonatal intensive care unit) 
procedures on the prognosis of the child, and to measure the VLBI brains with 
new methods more precisely to further investigate the special characteristics in 
VLBI brains and the relationships between VLBI and later development in 
learning, motor skills and schooling. Up till this date the PIPARI study has 
followed 477 infants from birth to school age.  
 
The study group discussed in connection to this thesis involved 22 VLBWI and 
25 healthy full-term infants. 5 VLBWI had normal brain anatomy and 16 did 
not. These 16 had one or more intracranial findings either in the cranial 
ultrasound (US) or in the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). US examinations 
were performed by a neonatologist in NICU for all study VLBWI at 3 different 
reference time points during the first month and thereafter monthly during the 
hospital stay. The detailed US methods used are reported by Maunu et al.(2006). 
The findings in US were intraventricular hemorrhages (n=7), cysts (n=4) and 
ventriculomegaly (n=6). Ultrasound imaging was normal for two VLBWI with 
abnormal findings in MRI. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of the brain was 
performed at term at the same day with the US examination for all study 
VLBWI. One pediatric neuroradiologist analyzed the MRI findings blinded to 
both the clinical information and to the result of the US examinations of the 
infant. For detailed MRI methods see Maunu et al. (2006). The findings seen in 
MRI were caudothalamic cysts (n =4), various injuries (n =5), hypoplasias (n 
=2), and ventriculitis (n =1). MRI was normal for 5 VLBWI with abnormal 
findings in US. That is, 7 VLBWIs had abnormal findings in only one of the two 
different brain imaging studies while the other showed normal findings. This in 
part is a demonstration on the fact that both of the different brain imaging 
studies have to be conducted because they support each other as research 
methods. 
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A control group of 25 healthy full-term infants was recruited at well-baby clinics 
at their appointment for vaccination (with combined vaccine against mumps, 
measles, and rubella, i.e. MMR) at 1 1/2 years. The MMR vaccine belongs to the 
Finnish vaccination standard procedure given to 97,5% of Finnish children at 
that age (THL, 2009). The control group consisted of children who had 
developed normally, had no major medical conditions, and had their 
appointments the same day and at the same well-baby clinic with the VLBWI 
participating in the study. The motor and cognitive development of the controls 
was evaluated by the physician or the nurse at the well-baby clinic. Exclusion 
criteria for the controls were the following: (1) use of illicit drugs by the mother 
during pregnancy, (2) gestational age ≤37 weeks at birth, (3) birth weight more 
than 2.0 SD below from the mean of Finnish growth charts, (4) any diagnosis of 
a condition potentially affecting normal development, (5) height or head 
circumference more than 2.0 SD below from the mean of Finnish growth charts 
at 1 1/2 years of age, or (6) abnormal motor or cognitive development evaluated 
by the physician or the nurse at the well-baby clinic. The study protocol was 
approved by the Ethics Review Committee of the Hospital District of the South-
Western Finland. The parents gave written informed consent to participate in the 
study. 
 

2.1.1.3 Recording and acoustical analysis 
 
We recorded crying after the MMR vaccine was administered at the age of 1 1/2 
years by a nurse at a well-baby clinic. The MMR vaccination coverage in 
Finland is approximately 97% (THL,2009). The duration of the cry response was 
limited to 30 s. The recording was done using a portable digital minidisk 
recorder and two condenser microphones with a distance of approximately 10 
cm from the infant’s mouth for the first 10 samples and 30 cm for the rest of the 
recordings due to change of the condenser microphone because of function 
failure. A stopwatch with a beep sound was used to indicate the time stamp for 
skin perforation by the needle. This provided the reference point for measuring 
the total duration of crying. The caretaker of the child was asked not to comfort 
the child during the 30 s of the recording procedure. 
 
One researcher recorded the cries and collected the information about the 
procedure: the baseline arousal state of the child before vaccination, and site 
(buttocks or thigh) of vaccination. The baseline arousal state was divided into 
three mutually exclusive categories (content, not content but not crying, crying). 
Some of the children received another vaccination after the 30-s recording. As it 
might have influenced the total duration of crying, the number of inoculations 
was recorded. The soothing techniques used after the recording by the parent 
were written down. The background information of medical history, drug abuse 
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during pregnancy, birth weight, gestational age, 5 min Apgar score, current 
weight, height, head circumference, and an assessment of the current 
developmental status of the child were obtained from the medical records of the 
well-baby clinic. The newborn is tested with Apgar procedure, widely used all 
over the world, two times postnatally: 1 and 5 minutes after birth. The scale of 
the score is [1 (poor) – 10 (excellent)]. There are five categories in the Apgar 
test. For further details, please see Apgar (1953). 
 
Cry analysis was performed blinded to the infants’ medical history. Acoustic 
analysis of the cry samples (Table 2.1.) was performed using Praat software 
version 4.2.05 (Boersma & Weenink, 2003). The sampling rate was 44,100 Hz, 
and the signal was low pass filtered at 10,000 Hz. The first cry utterance after 
the vaccination was analyzed. A cry utterance was defined as a cry during 
expiratory phase with a minimum duration of 0.5 s. Further definitions were 
based on the continuity of the melody curve and overall spectral properties.  

 
Figure 2.3. Graphical representations of melody patterns within cry samples. The melody 
patterns found within data are placed on the left hand side and the melody patterns which 
are possible but not found within data are on the right hand side of the figure. 
 
The cry melody patterns were divided into 3 different groups according to the 
time points needed to cover the overall shape of the melody pattern. Whenever 
there was a more complicated time series that was collapsible into a less 
complicated one according to the intermediate time points needed, the less 
complicated time series version was used. For the single flat melody type we 
didn’t take into account the different frequency heights, but for all the more 
complicated melody patterns the beginning frequency was accounted for. In the 
figure above all the melody patterns found within the given data are depicted 
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with dark lines. We have also added the non-existent melody patterns. They are 
shown with light lines (Figure 2.3).  
 
 
A B C 
F0 min CoG shift 
F0 max StD diplophonia
F0 mean Skew shatter 
F1 Kurt glide 
F2   vibrato 
F3   glottal roll 
F4   furcation 
    noise 
    breaks 

 
A most frequently used in any acoustic analyses 
B mostly used in acoustic analysis of aperiodic sounds 
C mostly used in acoustic analysis of voice quality 

 
Table 2.1. The acoustic measurements used in this study divided into three groups 
according to the frequency of use in different types of acoustic analyses. 
 
Furthermore, professional listeners divided the samples into three groups blinded 
to the medical histories. This was done to find out if there were certain cry 
characteristics that could be indicators for an abnormal cry and thus would be 
marked as indicators for prognosis later in life. 
 

2.1.1.4 Neurological testing 
 
The Hammersmith infant neurological examination was given to VLBWI at 12 
months corrected age by a physician at the same time in the well-baby clinic. 
Hammersmith Infant Scale global score ≥73 was regarded as optimal and the 
scores <73 as suboptimal based on term normative data (Frisone, 2002; Haataja 
et al., 1999; 2000). The Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Bayley, 1993), 
was administered to all preterm participants at 12 and 24 months of corrected 
age by a psychologist to calculate the Mental Developmental Index (MDI) and 
the Psychomotor Index (PDI). The reaction to an auditory stimulus (turning head 
towards a sound) was tested for all infants at the well-baby clinics. In addition to 
this all preterm infants had auditory stimulus reaction tested at 36 weeks of 
gestational age, at term, and at 1 and 2 months of corrected age. Thirteen of the 
VLBWI were also tested using brainstem auditory evoked potential (BAEP) 
measurement. 
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SAS (version 9.1; SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and SPSS for Windows (version 
12.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL) statistical packages were used for analysis. Differences 
were considered statistically significant if the p-value was below 0.05. The 
differences between VLBWI and controls were tested using a two-sample t-test 
for normally distributed continuous variables and a Mann—Whitney U-test for 
non-normally distributed continuous variables. Analysis of covariance 
(ANCOVA) was used to further study the group differences in continuous 
variables adjusted for brain pathology, corrected age, and current weight. 
ANCOVA analyses were conducted both with and without outliers. A Kruskal—
Wallis test was used to compare duration of crying between different arousal 
states before vaccination. Categorical variables were compared using Pearson’s 
χ2 test (chi-square test) or Fisher’s exact test.  
 
The following patient characteristics were examined as possible predictors of 
abnormal cry characteristics in exploratory analysis: gender, low 5-min Apgar 
scores (b5), lengthened duration of ventilator treatment, bronchopulmonary 
dysplasia (BPD), Bayley scores at 12 and at 24 months of corrected age, 
Hammersmith Infant Scale rating at 12 months of corrected age as a 
dichotomised variable, current weight, height, and head circumference. The 
effects of weight, height, head circumference, gender, and low Apgar scores 
were studied using the whole sample and separately within VLBWI. Other 
variables were examined only within VLBWI. 
 
The correlations between continuous cry characteristics and patient 
characteristics were studied using Spearman’s correlation coefficient. 
Comparisons of two cry characteristics were performed using a two-sample t-
test or Mann—Whitney U-test as appropriate. Dichotomous outcomes with at 
least four events were analyzed using a χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test for the 
categorical predictors and using logistic regression for the continuous predictors. 
 

2.1.1.5 Results 
 
We looked at the outcomes of the acoustic analyses in three different ways. They 
all answered different study questions. Firstly, we wanted to know if the 
VLBWIs were more prone to cry than full-termed controls. The second study 
question was whether there were certain acoustic characteristics found in the cry 
sound that would straightforwardly distinguish these two study groups. The third 
question was whether certain cry characteristics would be more frequent in 
certain diseases or would co-occur with certain US or MRI findings. 
 
A total of 43 VLBWI were eligible, of whom 22 (51%) were contacted by 
telephone in time before their appointment for vaccination. All parents of the 
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VLBWI that were contacted in time agreed to participate in the cry recording. 
Recording of one VLBWI with normal brain structure was not technically 
adequate and thus could not be analyzed. The parents of 26 full-term infants 
were asked about their willingness to participate in the study and only one of 
them declined. All 25 recordings were performed successfully for the control 
infants. The corrected age at the time of vaccination was lower in the VLBWI 
compared to the controls (p< 0.001). 
 
The proportion of infants who responded with an adequate cry for acoustic 
analysis did not differ between groups. The latency could be measured from 
13/21 (61.9%) VLBWI and 12/25 (48%) infants in the control group. The 
baseline arousal state, latency for crying, cry response, and the duration of 
crying did not differ between groups either. There was no significant difference 
between the study groups in the number of inoculations (p =0.163) or in the 
number of soothing techniques after the recording (p =0.126). There was a 
significant impact of the baseline arousal state of the child on the total duration 
of crying (p =0.032). Those who cried at baseline cried longer after the 
vaccination than those who did not cry at baseline. 
 
The minimum fundamental frequency values of the VLBWI were significantly 
higher than those of the controls ( p =0.035). The difference remained significant 
after adjusting for age, weight, and brain pathology ( p =0.027). After adjusting, 
the F4 values were also significantly higher in the VLBWI than in the controls ( 
p =0.030). No other significant group differences were found in the analysis of 
the 12 continuous acoustic variables. The adjusted analyses that are presented 
were done with outliers included. Removal of outliers altered results of F3. 
When outliers were removed F3 was significantly higher in VLBWI ( p =0.02). 
In the case of kurtosis, assumptions of ANCOVA were not properly met. When 
comparing the dichotomous variables, there were no significant differences 
between the groups. 
 
Apgar score <5 at 5 min was associated with shorter duration of cry utterance (p 
=0.003). The other patient characteristics had no significant effect on the twelve 
continuous cry variables when examined separately for each background 
variable in the whole sample. When the effect of patient characteristics on the 
cry was examined in VLBWI only, low Apgar score was still associated with 
short cry utterance (p = 0.007). In addition, BPD was associated with increasing 
skewness (p =0.025). High F3 was related to high Bayley Psychomotor Index 
Scores at 12 months ( p =0.043), 5-min Apgar score ≥5 ( p =0.030), and 
currently heavier weight (p =0.015). Heavier weight was also associated with 
higher F4 (p = 0.031) and longer duration of cry utterance (p =0.029). The other 
patient characteristics did not significantly affect the continuous cry variables. In 
the dichotomous variables the occurrence of a rise—fall melody pattern was 
significantly more common in children that were currently heavier (p =0.016) 
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and the melody pattern was also associated with a larger head circumference (p 
=0.033). No other significant differences emerged when dichotomous variables 
were analyzed within the whole study group. Also, when patient characteristics 
were analyzed within VLBWI only, no significant effects were seen on the 
dichotomous cry variables. There were 3 infants with cerebral palsy (CP) one of 
whom also had a hearing deficit. This deficit was currently treated with a 
hearing aid. The cry patterns of all these three infants were classified as 
moderately abnormal in a separate classification performed by a researcher 
blinded to the patient characteristics. Cry samples of VLBWI with or without 
brain findings were not more often classified abnormal or moderately abnormal 
than the cries of the controls in this separate classification were. 
 

2.1.1.6 Discussion 
 
This study shows that there are some differences in the acoustic quality of cry 
between VLBWI and healthy full-term children at the age of 1 1/2 years. The 
minimum fundamental frequency was higher in VLBWI, and this difference 
remained significant after adjusting for corrected age, weight, and brain findings. 
The fourth formant values were also higher in the VLBWI. In addition, cry 
quality was related to 5-min Apgar scores, BPD, Bayley Psychomotor Index at 
12 months, and the current weight and head circumference of the child. We 
recorded pain cry after MMR vaccination to get as standardised a cry stimulus as 
possible for all infants. This way we also avoided causing unnecessary 
discomfort to the child, as MMR is part of the Finnish vaccination schedule. 
Furthermore, pain cry has been the most commonly studied cry type used to 
compare group differences in cry acoustics. It has been shown that differences 
even in the type of vaccine injected can affect cry quality (Ipp et al., 2004). 
Stress level has been shown to affect cry acoustics through vagal tone (Porter et 
al., 1988). In our study, the baseline arousal state of the infant could not be 
standardised and crying as the baseline arousal state prolonged the total duration 
of crying. As some infants were already crying before the vaccination and all 
infants did not respond with cry at all, the latency time was measurable for a part 
of the sample only. 
 
The MMR vaccination in Finland is given at a well-baby clinic visit when the 
children are close to 1 1/2 years of chronological age. That is why there were 
differences in the corrected age between VLBWI and control infants in our 
study. We took this difference into consideration by adjusting the continuous 
variables as mentioned above. Although acoustic theory suggests that increasing 
size decreases fundamental frequency (Golub & Corwin, 1985 among others), 
fundamental frequency has been shown to rise from the age of 0 to 12 months in 
longitudinal studies (Gilbert & Robb, 1996; Ipp et al., 2004). This rise has been 
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interpreted as an increasing control of cry production as the child grows older. 
One might assume that the increase in fundamental frequency continues after 12 
months of age. In our study, however, minimum fundamental frequency value 
was higher in premature infants than in controls even though they were younger 
in their corrected age at the time of the recordings. The effect of prematurity on 
minimum fundamental frequency remained after adjusting for the corrected age, 
brain findings, and weight. In contrast to studies of newborn infants 
(Michelsson, 1971; Michelsson et al., 1982; Michelsson et al., 1983), the 
maximum or the mean fundamental frequency at 1 1/2 years of age was not 
related to prematurity or brain pathology. 
 
Patient characteristics had effects on cry quality in our study. Most effects could 
be seen within the VLBWI only. In a previous study with younger infants, 
duration of respiratory assistance has been found to be related to cry duration, 
the occurrence of harmonic doubling and vibrato (Cacace et al., 1995). In our 
study, BPD had an effect on cry quality but the duration of ventilator treatment 
did not. We found an association between higher current weight and longer cry 
utterance duration in VLBWI. However, there was no significant difference 
between the groups in either the duration of cry utterance or the total cry 
duration. In a previous study, the duration of phonation in low-birth-weight 
infants has been found to be longer than in normal weight infants (Michelsson, 
1971). Interestingly, the Bayley Psychomotor Index and 5-min Apgar scores 
were also associated with cry quality. In our study, the only variable that differed 
significantly between study groups and was also affected significantly by patient 
characteristics was the fourth formant frequency (F4). Other cry variables that 
differed significantly between study groups were not affected significantly by 
the patient characteristics. 
 
Because only one infant had a hearing deficit, the effect of poor hearing on cry 
was impossible to study further. That would require more testing done for 
infants with a hearing deficit. This one infant was classified, blinded to patient 
characteristics, in the moderately abnormal cry group. In earlier studies, cry 
utterance duration has been found to be longer in hearing impaired infants in 
comparison to normally hearing infants. In addition, some differences in 
fundamental frequency and in the number of unvoiced utterances have been 
found (Clement et al., 1996). The three children with CP were all classified in 
the moderately abnormal cry group. This study is limited by the relatively small 
sample size, which restricts the generalisability of findings, reduces the power of 
statistical methods, and makes chance findings possible. In conclusion, some 
effect of premature birth on cry quality can still be seen at the age of 1 1/2 years. 
It seems that the differences in the quality of cry of VLBWI compared to full-
term infants relate to prematurity itself, not primarily to brain injury or 
differences in other patient characteristics. The specific factors in VLBWI 
causing the differences in cry sound remain unsolved. Potential differences, 
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genetic as well as environmental, in the pathways controlling cry acoustics 
include several steps beginning from the central nervous system down to the 
anatomy of the vocal cords.  
 
The cry patterns found within this study varied highly from one individual to 
another and they were also not so much affected by the pathological status of the 
baby. Some effects could be found but they were still highly individual. This 
indicates that as the nervous system is highly individual then also the cry 
patterns as well as the further development of speech and communication seems 
to be highly individual too. The individuality thus begins to emerge already in 
newborn babies reaching its peak during later stages of maturation, both 
physically and cognitively. 
 
There is a common understanding that when an individual is coherently and 
repeatedly different from others it is more likely that the explanation would be 
individual variation and not random noise. On the other hand, a fricative sound 
/s/ is aperiodic and noise per se, but still there are individual features within that 
noise (for further discussion on /s/ see chapter 2.1.2). 
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2.1.2 Re-learning in Speech Production: Effects of 
transitory lingual nerve impairment on speech: 
an acoustic study of sibilant sound /s/ 

 
Different surgical procedures involving the oral cavity and jaws, e.g. removal of 
the mandibular third molar, so-called wisdom tooth in the lower jaw, may result 
in damage to the lingual nerve. The extraction is done because many 
pathological processes with various symptoms may be associated with the 
impacted or erupted wisdom teeth including e.g. infections (pericoronitis), 
odontogenic cysts and tumours, resorption of the adjacent tooth, etc. As a 
consequence, significant changes may occur in the taste, movement, 
proprioceptive, tactile and salivatory function of the anterior part of the tongue. 
The reason why the nerve is occasionally damaged in connection with the 
extraction is its close anatomical location with the lower wisdom tooth (Behnia, 
Kheradvar & Shahrokhi, 2000). In these situations, speakers need to modify 
their normal ways of articulating speech sounds to produce acoustically 
acceptable speech sounds (Laaksonen, 2008; Niemi et al., 2006, 2004). 
Previously it has been shown that alterations in acoustic characteristics of speech 
sounds are observed in connection with a reduction in tactile and proprioceptive 
feedback mechanisms (Niemi et al., 2002;2004). 

 
Figure 2.4. A sketch showing the approximate area of constrication in articulation of the 
Finnish medioalveolar fricative /s/. 
 
The sibilant /s/ requires precise and well-coordinated movements of the tongue 
in relation to the upper alveolar ridge to produce the turbulences in the oral 
cavity needed for the sibilant. Compared with other speech sounds, such as 
vowels and diphthongs, the articulatory manner of /s/ involves fine controlling of 
the shape and positioning of the tongue blade (Figure 2.4.). Proper articulation of 
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/s/ requires a precise positioning of the tongue tip near the alveolar ridge, 
shaping of the anterior tongue blade, and exact placement of the mandible in 
order to direct the air stream against the incisors through the short midsagittal 
groove of the tongue. The delicate motor control of the tongue tip is apparently 
one of the most difficult aspects in speech production. Severe difficulties in 
articulation of /s/ are often observed in subjects with sensomotor impairments 
(Hardcastle, 1975). /s/ is also among the last speech sounds learnt by children 
during speech acquisition, even in Finnish where there is only a single fricative 
sound in the sound system. In other languages in the world the articulation of /s/ 
requires even more precision because there are many different fricatives in use 
(Ojala, 2003). 
 
The white noise in fricative sounds forms no clear peaks that could be extracted. 
This property makes fricative studies different from those of vowel and other 
periodic sounds. The different measurement strategies quantifying the overall 
shape of the spectrum of /s/ include e.g. critical bandwith analysis (Ojala, 2000), 
spectral shape modeling (Aittokallio, 2002 graphic modeling; Maeda, 1990 
vector modeling), defining spectral peaks (Choo & Huckvale, 1997) and so-
called spectral moments, which are calculated from a long-time average 
spectrum (Forrest, 1988; Tjaden & Turner, 1997; Flipsen et al., 1999; Fu et al., 
1999). In this study the spectral moments are used to quantify the spectrum. The 
spectral moments are calculated from the LTA spectrum using a script designed 
specially for this purpose. The modification used in the script to the one used in 
the cry analysis was that the signal was high-pass filtered at 1000 Hz to avoid 
unwanted reverbation from vowel transitions and the electrical hum from the 
general electric grid at 60Hz. This hum is consistent within Europe, in other 
continents the grid hum is most often at 50 Hz.  
 
In all likelihood, sibilant production is also more likely to have deviant 
characteristics compared to the production of many other consonant sounds. It is 
thus reasonable to expect that speakers who have difficulties with neuromuscular 
control of their tongue muscles may exhibit deviant control of the delicate 
movements required for the production of /s/. The effects of reduced orosensory 
feedback caused by simulated lingual nerve impairment to acoustics and 
articulation of fricatives were studied by measuring spectral characteristics of 
the sibilant /s/. Another goal was to examine speakers’ capability to compensate 
for the deviant control of the delicate articulatory movements required for /s/. 
This knowledge was obtained by asking the subjects to fill out a questionnaire.  
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2.1.2.1 Methods 
 
This chapter is divided into 6 subchapters. Within the subchapters there are 
further specifications of subjects, recordings, anaesthesia, acoustic and statistical 
analyses as well as information on the interviews of the subjects. 
 

2.1.2.2 Subjects 
 
The study group consisted of five healthy Finnish men (aged 24–50 years, mean 
age 29 years), who reported having no history of speech, language or hearing 
disorders or difficulties. The study protocol has been approved by the ethical 
committee of the Turku University Central Hospital, Turku, Finland. 
 

2.1.2.3 Recordings of the material 
 
The recordings were made using a digital audio tape (DAT) recorder and a high-
quality condenser microphone in a sound-isolated room. The mouth to 
microphone distance was 20 cm. The recording level of input was 40 dB VU. 
The speech samples were recorded from each subject in two sessions with and 
without local anaesthesia of the right lingual nerve. In both sessions, the subjects 
repeated the target words in a carrier sentence (‘sano sana _ vielä kerran’ i.e. 
‘say the word _ once more’) at their normal speech rate and intonation. The 
carrier sentence was used to elicit the target word in an unstressed position 
within the articulatory process. In all, 220 tokens of /s/ were analysed for each 
subject: before and after anaesthesia 10 repetitions of /s/ in 11 different phonetic 
contexts embedded in the following eight words (Table 2.2.). The sibilants 
measured are underlined: 
 
Finnish target word English translation
ansa a trap 
Aslak a Lappish name 
Israel Israel 
oksa branch, twig 
pyörremyrsky a hurricane 
syyssateessa in the autumn rain 
tupsu a tassel 
veistos a sculpture 

Table 2.2. The Finnish target words and their English translations 
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2.1.2.4 Local anaesthesia 
The local anaesthesia was administered by an oral and maxillofacial surgeon. An 
injection of 0.8 ml of Ultracain D-Suprarenin (articain hydrochloride  40 mg/ml, 
adrenaline hydrochloride 5 mg/ml: Aventis Pharma Deutschland GmpH, 
Frankfurt-am Main, Germany) was administered on the lingual side of the right 
retromolar region using the standard technique (Haglund & Evers, 1972) (Figure 
2.5.). 
 

Figure 2.5. The location of anaesthesia administration.  
 
Ten minutes after the subject reported complete loss of sensation, the 
effectiveness of anaesthesia on the right side of the tongue was controlled by a 
sharp dental probe. All subjects reported loss of sensation on the right side of the 
tongue indicating successful anaesthetisation of the lingual nerve alone. The 
effects of the anaesthesia lasted well beyond the recording session, which took 
approximately 15 min. 
 

2.1.2.5 Acoustic analysis 
 
Parameters of the Long Time Average (LTA) spectrum (i.e. the centre of 
gravity, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis) were analysed using Praat 
software (version 4.3). LTA was used because of the aperiodic nature of the 
sibilant sound /s/. The signal was sampled at 22,050 Hz and high-pass filtered at 
1000 Hz. High-pass filtering was used to block the possible low-frequency noise 
generated during recordings of speech samples. A 20-ms Hamming window was 
used (analysis range 0–10,000 Hz). The spectrum was computed from the 
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waveform using a fast Fourier transform. The LTA spectrum was measured over 
the entire frication produced (Figure 2.6.). In other words, the initial cursor was 
placed manually at the onset of the frication and the final cursor at the end of the 
frication. 

Frequency (Hz)
0 11025

0

20

40

 
Figure 2.6. LTA analysis of normal and distorted /s/-sounds. Normal /s/ is shown in blue 
and distorted /s/ in grey line. NB. The distorted /s/ has a lower CoG. 
 

2.1.2.6 Statistical analysis 
 
Statistical tests were carried out in order to compare the four acoustic parameters 
studied before and after the anaesthesia. The values for each subject were 
averaged to calculate subject mean values for centre of gravity, standard 
deviation, skewness and kurtosis. A repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with time (before versus after anaesthesia) and context type (11 
levels) as within participant factors was used to investigate the effects of reduced 
somatosensory function of the tongue on the acoustic parameters. In addition, 
non-parametric t-tests (the Wilcoxon matched-pairs test) were used to compare 
the values of normal and ‘anaesthetised’ conditions in individual participants. 
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2.1.2.7 Interview of subjects 
 
After the second recording session, the subjects were interviewed orally and they 
filled in a written questionnaire to determine if they noticed any changes or 
anything abnormal in their speech production. 
 

2.1.2.8 Results 
 
Averaged data of the acoustic parameters of /s/ produced in the carrier sentence 
and in different phonetic contexts by the subjects are presented in Table 2.3. At 
group level, there were no significant changes in any of the spectral 
characteristics (the centre of gravity, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis) 
between the measurements before and after the anaesthesia (p > 0.05). The effect 
of phonetic context was significant for the centre of gravity [F(10,40) = 3.450, p 
= 0.002], for the standard deviation  [F(10, 40) = 4.719, p < 0.0001] and for the 
skewness [F (10, 40)= 2.241, p = 0.035], but not for kurtosis. The interaction 
between the time and the phonetic context was insignificant (F < 1).  
 
S1diff S2diff S3diff S4diff S5diff  

531,36 –335,86 –393,87 –70,82 238 CoG 
304,15 –170,70 –288,40 22,17 198,98 StD 
–0,582 0,505 0,18 0,377 –0,3704 Skew 
–2,192 2,249 0,3526 3,507 –1,379 Kurt 

Table 2.3. Averaged data of the acoustic parameters over different carrier sentence 
contexts, differences between results before and after the anaesthetisation of the tongue. 
The statistically significant results are written using a bold font face. 
 
The individual results of the Wilcoxon matched-pairs t- tests showed statistically 
non-significant changes across the measurements. For subject 1, centre of 
gravity decreased significantly (W = 4175; p <0.0001; mean difference, 244 Hz). 
Skewness (W = -2016; p = 0.002; mean difference, 0.3) and kurtosis (W = -
3424; p < 0.0001; mean difference, 2.1) increased when all the contexts were 
included. No significant changes were observed for standard deviation. The most 
affected context was ‘after bilabial stop /p/’ (in the word ‘tupsu’). This subject 
reported that he had to concentrate more on articulation during the 
‘anaesthetized’ session compared to the ‘non-anaesthetized’ session, particularly 
when producing the /s/ sound. For subject 2, no statistically significant changes 
were found on any parameters analysed (p > 0.01). He did, however, report 
difficulties with articulatory movements on ‘the anaesthetized side’ of the 
tongue. He had articulated mainly on the unaffected side. He also reported 
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frequent fatigue of the tongue and difficulties, in particular, with production of 
the /s/ sound during the second, i.e. the anaesthetised, recording session. For 
subject the 3, the centre of gravity (W = 1907; p = 0.0045; mean difference, 125 
Hz) and the standard deviation (W = 1793; p = 0.0076; mean difference, 73 Hz) 
decreased. No significant changes were observed in skewness and kurtosis. In 
the context-specific dissection, no particularly sensitive context of significant 
changes was observed. Subject 3 reported having no speech difficulties at all 
during the anaesthetized situation. For subject 4, centre of gravity decreased (W 
= 1625; p = 0.01; mean difference, 268 Hz), skewness increased (W = 2652; p < 
0.0001; mean difference, 0.6) and kurtosis increased (W = -2681; p < 0.0001; 
mean difference, 2.5). No significant changes were observed in standard 
deviation. The most affected context was ‘word-initial position’ (i.e. in the word 
‘syyssateessa’). In this context, centre of gravity decreased (W = 49; p = 0.0098; 
mean difference, 921 Hz), skewness increased (W = -49; p = 0.0098; mean 
difference, 1.3) and kurtosis increased (W = -53; p = 0.0039; mean difference, 
4.6). He reported no difficulties in speech production. For subject 5, centre of 
gravity increased (W = -4542; p < 0.0001; mean difference, 705 Hz), standard 
deviation increased (W = -2252; p = 0.0008; mean difference, 70 Hz) and 
skewness decreased (W = 3964; p < 0.0001; mean difference, 0.5). No 
significant changes were observed in kurtosis. The most affected context was 
‘before dental stop /t/’ (i.e. in the word ‘veistos’). In this context, centre of 
gravity increased (W = -55;  p = 0.002; mean difference, 1377 Hz), standard 
deviation increased (W = -51; p = 0.0059; mean difference, 191 Hz) and 
skewness decreased (W = 55; p = 0.002; mean difference, 1.0). This subject 
reported that in the beginning of the second recording session the numbness in 
the tongue resulted in articulatory difficulties, but with time he adjusted to it. He 
also experienced fatigue of the tongue and reported difficulties pronouncing 
words containing the /s/ sound. 
 

2.1.2.9 Discussion 
 
The effects of reduced orosensory feedback on phonetic quality and the 
production of fricative sounds were studied by measuring the spectral 
characteristics of the sibilant /s/ under normal and reduced conditions. In the 
latter situation, the tactile information from the tongue was reduced by blocking 
the right lingual nerve with local anaesthesia. A variety of target words in a 
carrier sentence was used to provide information on the effects associated with 
different phonetic contexts. This was done to investigate whether different 
phonetic contexts were more difficult to produce than others. The four spectral 
characteristics studied were selected because these parameters have been 
confirmed to be the most suitable for qualifying the overall shape of the 
spectrum of /s/ by the concentration (centre of gravity), dispersion (standard 
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deviation), asymmetry (skewness) and peakedness (kurtosis) of energy 
distributions (Forrest, 1988). 
 
The acoustic analysis showed that reduced tactile sensation has effects on tongue 
function, resulting in spectral alterations of sibilant /s/. This is due to the 
decreased accuracy of the speakers’ ability to constrict the vocal tract. The 
speakers presumably have difficulties in adequately maintaining the fixed 
position and shape of the tongue blade. Distorted function of the tongue caused 
by the loss of afferent tactile information produces an abnormal obstruction to 
the airflow normally required for sibilant production, thus modifying the 
turbulence. The small cavity in front of the constriction would therefore be 
altered causing deviant acoustic output. Speakers would have to find a way to 
modify this acoustic production. They are likely to do this by moving their 
tongue blade to a more posterior position as indicated by lower values for centre 
of gravity observed in three out of five subjects. For production of /s/, subject 5 
used a tongue placement that is further forward than normal, thus producing a 
smaller resonating cavity anterior to the point of constriction and higher values 
for centre of gravity. In general, the changes were individual and variable, 
ranging from slightly affected to completely unaffected.  
 
The variation in the results among the different speakers indicates individual 
ability to compensate for the effects caused by sensory dysfunction of the 
tongue. The new articulatory movements did not completely compensate for the 
effects of distorted tongue function in some subjects in the anaesthetized 
condition. In other words, the loss of sensory information has an individual 
effect on the speaker-specific strategies used during adaptation in the altered 
situation. The large variability among different speakers may also reflect other 
speaker-specific factors such as vocal tract morphology, the type of information 
supplied via the lingual nerve (tactile, proprioceptive or both) and the effects of 
local anaesthesia itself (Borden et al., 1973; MacKenzie, 1997; Zemlin, 1998). It 
is thus possible that both individual structural and functional differences are 
operating concurrently to generate the observed changes associated with lowered 
accuracy.  
 
Speakers’ opinions were obtained in order to compare their subjective 
experiences related to the production of /s/ during the anaesthetized session and 
the results found in the acoustic analysis. In general, this comparison gave 
somewhat contradictory results. For example, subject 2 reported difficulties in 
producing /s/, but no significant changes were found in the acoustic analysis. 
This person seems to have a good ability to compensate the altered function of 
the tongue. This further emphasises the fact, that however difficult one might 
consider a difficulty within pronunciation and articulation it might not be audible 
to others. On the other hand, even though subject 4 reported no problems in 
production of /s/ there were statistically significant changes within the acoustic 
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parameters when compared before and after the local anaesthesia administration. 
These findings are in concordance with the quantal theory of speech production 
by Kenneth Stevens, who postulates that there are certain areas within the oral 
cavity which produce identical or nearly identical acoustic signals despite 
changes in articulation for one reason or another (Stevens, 1988; 2000). The 
individuality within the results obtained indicates the intra- and intersubject 
variability within the acoustic data. Supportive evidence for the individuality of 
speech production is present from very early in life, as can be seen in the 
acoustic characteristics of infant cries as discussed earlier (see chapter 2.1.1 
above) in this thesis.  
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2.2 Individuality in Speech Perception  
 
In this chapter the thesis continues to explore the theme of individuality. Now 
the focus concentrates on speech perception and especially on two different 
aspects of speech perception: the perception of vowels and consonants. As 
previously shown in Chapter 2.1 within this thesis the production of speech is 
highly individual and not invariable across individuals. Now the focus turns to 
the perceptual side of the speech perceived – how we are able to perceive this 
variety found within speech into a unified understanding of what is said, how the 
information structure is structured and transformed into the signals. 
 
Perception process doesn’t solely consist of classification and division to 
categories but also includes the ability to perceive category internal differences. 
These category-internal differences can be referred as individual features. The 
focus of this research is to study the individual phonetic differences, not the 
perception of the phonological classes as a system. 
 
This chapter divides into two subchapters investigating two different phenomena 
in speech perception and the individual differences within them. Both of them 
further divide into subsections accordingly.  
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2.2.1 Individual Vowel Categories and the Role of 
Different Spectral Attributes 

 
Individuality in speech perception has widely been studied previously, but here 
the focus turns to the relations between perception and categorisation strategies. 
These strategies are used when there are difficulties in the categorisation 
process. 
 
Thus far the results within this thesis have shown that speech production is 
highly individual (studies on infant cries and fricative production). This 
individuality is already present from very early on in the human development 
and is partly due to differences in innervation and articulatory processes. There 
seems to be also individual differences on the compensation aspects to 
articulation due to various changes in articulation. This part of the thesis 
investigates the individuality on the perception of speech. As individual 
differences are present in speech production the hypothesis is that speech 
perception is highly individual too. This is tested by vowel and syllable listening 
experiments. Different languages divide the vowel space into various vowel 
sound categories. The number of these categories differs from one language into 
another (e.g. Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996). The Phonetics Laboratory in 
University of Turku has developed a software for investigating the differences in 
number and inner structure of vowel categories, namely the Turku Vowel Test, 
which consists of 386 synthesised vowel stimuli covering the entire vowel space 
excluding nasals and diphthongs (for further specifications on the architecture of 
Turku Vowel Test see Savela, 2009).  
 
In this study we aim to investigate how people categorise vowel space according 
their own language and furthermore, we enlarge the scope into consonant 
perception by experimenting with consonant continuum. In previous studies 
vowels in perception have been discovered to induce results demonstrating 
continua, i.e. that vowel perception is continuous and not so categorical. In other 
words there are clear-cut boundaries between different vowel categories, but the 
inner structure of a vowel category resembles that of a mountain in a 
topographic map: there are isographs of perceptual similarity within the vowel 
category (Aaltonen, 1997; Rosner & Pickering, 1994 on perceptual prototypes). 
This has been referred to as perceptual prototype within vowel sounds. 
According to Kuhl (1997) among others, the prototypical token, or the group of 
near-prototypical tokens, acts as a magnet for the other non-prototypical vowel 
sounds and that forms a “hot-spot” within that vowel sound. Thus, the vowel 
space is not evenly distributed but has density differences along the different 
dimensions of vowel space. The more recent findings also have provided 
evidence, that context can shift the category boundaries, but the prototypes are 
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more constant. This has been revealed in so called roving context tests (Iverson 
& Kuhl, 2000). The basic question in speech perception studies is to understand 
the role of the different spectral attributes which contribute to perceptual 
similarity between two sounds. This is crucial in the interpretation of the patterns 
observed in human performance based on these similarities along the different 
physical stimuli continua and how speakers of different languages use their 
knowledge of their native language to categorise the identical continuum 
differently by number of categories along that continuum and the specific 
acoustic parameters defining the inner structure of categories. That is: what are 
the acoustic parameters defining the types of similarity the listener uses if asked 
to identify the stimuli or to estimate its goodness with reference to category. 
After gathering knowledge on the used acoustic parameters in different 
languages we are able to predict the behaviour when presenting people with 
stimuli they have not perceived before. 
  
There has been an extensive debate within the vowel identification studies 
framework on the discrepancy between the whole spectral attributes on one hand 
and formants on another because they provide different information about the 
physical similarity of the stimulus. Rosner (1994) states that the discrepancy 
may be related to the difference between general acoustic distance and phonetic 
distance between the vowel stimuli (also Carlson, Granström & Klatt, 1979). 
The general view has been that picking formant peaks would be enough to 
explain the attentive vowel identification responses. More in detail, Savela et al. 
(2003) demonstrated that the formant peak picking and the general acoustic 
distance are in fact related to the two different perceptual processes: automatic 
and post-perceptual respectively. The automatic process uses intuitive 
knowledge on the salient information within the stimulus, i.e. the formant peaks. 
The whole spectrum approach information was shown to be post-perceptual 
language independent general information about the similarity of two stimuli. 
This knowledge was used when the salient feature mapping was not providing 
enough information for categorisation process (ibid.).  
  
The aim of the present study is to use comparison of the identification and 
goodness rating data to show the role of formant based similarity and the whole 
spectral based auditory similarity between the synthetic stimuli, using familiarity 
based indexical (goodness ratings) and analytical symbolic strategies. The idea is 
to identify the attributes sufficient to explain the identification and goodness 
ratings adequately. The ultimate goal of the present study is to show that vowel 
identification and goodness rating are based on different spectral attributes in 
terms of vowel space. The chosen vowels are Udmurt /ɨ/ (unrounded close 
central vowel) and /u/ (rounded close back vowel). They both cover the same 
area of the F1-F2 vowel space. This has been revealed as the most challenging 
area of the vowel space when using of the formant based models. In this 
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particular area of the vowel space the F1, F2 and F3 are distinct and no trivial 
fusion of the formants can be observed. 

2.2.1.1 Methods  
 
The whole test set consisted of 386 synthetic vowels which covered the entire 
vowel space except for diphthongs and nasal vowels (Figure 2.7). The stimuli 
were synthesized with a Klatt parallel synthesizer (Klatt, 1980). The vowel space 
was created by varying F1 from 250 to 800 Hz in steps of 30 mels and F2 from 
600 to 2800 Hz in steps of 40 mels. F3 was 2500 Hz if F2 was ≤2000 Hz and it 
was increased by 200 mels above that. The duration of the stimuli was 350 ms. 
The pitch within the stimuli rose by 20 Hz from 100 Hz to 120 Hz during the 
first 120 ms of the stimulus and fell thereafter by 40 Hz to 80 Hz during the rest 
of the stimulus. The pitch curve was interpolated automatically between the time 
reference points. The amplitude of the individual formants was not damped, 
which can lead to higher amplitudes in higher formants. All the stimuli were 
played back one at a time and the whole test set was self-paced by the subjects 
with an option to hear the stimuli more than once.  
 

 
Figure 2.7. General overview of the synthesised vowel space within TVT.  
 
The study group involved in the Udmurt vowel study consisted of six subjects 
(mean age 28,5). They were asked to identify the vowel (using Udmurt 
orthography) and thereafter to evaluate its goodness as a member of the 
identified vowel category (range 1 – 7). The test for the whole database took 
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about 45 minutes. The stimuli were delivered through headphones in a sound 
insulated room at the University of Turku Language Centre.  
 

2.2.1.2 Results 
 
The results obtained were clear but twofold. In identification data the area of /u/ 
was divided into two clearly distinct and separate areas divided by /i/ in between 
whereas the goodness rating data showed only one peak area of high ratings for 
/u/. This discrepancy between identification and goodness rating data provides 
evidence against the existence of linear prototype-based categorisation of the 
vowel stimuli. The prototypes within the identification data might be in some 
instances also based on the articulatory trajectories. The differences between 
subjects were systematic and stable. The identification of the category can not be 
explained by the two lowest formants of prototypical exemplars in some 
subjects’ data and thus an alternative, additional explanation for the finding has 
to be found. 
 
The four lowest spectral moments in the signals were analyzed using a Praat 
software script especially designed for this purpose. The basic input analysis for 
all the stimuli was FFT spectral analysis. The sampling frequency used was 
11024 Hz. The spectral moments script used a power spectrum where the 
magnitudes of the spectral components are squared. This procedure is widely 
used in fricative studies and has been suggested by e.g. Forrest et al. (1988). The 
use of spectral moment analysis might give an explanation for the discrepancy of 
identification and goodness rating results in this case. 
 
The centre of gravity describes the mean frequency of the spectral components 
in signal, that is, a point in the frequency scale where the energy distribution of 
the spectrum adds up to the same amount on either side of that point. The 
standard deviation describes the dispersion of the spectral components around 
the centre of gravity. It is also defined as the square root of the second central 
moment of the spectrum. It describes how much the spectral components differ 
from the centre of the gravity. The (normalized) skewness measures the 
asymmetry in the shape of the spectrum between the lower and higher areas in 
the vowel spectrum. The (normalized) kurtosis describes how peaked the 
spectrum is compared to a Gaussian distribution.  
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Figure 2.8. The figure shows the relations between different spectral moment function 
isocurves within the vowel space used in this study. Please note that different widths and 
colours denote different spectral moment function isocurves. (CoG grey, thin; StD grey, 
thick; Skew black, thin, Kurt black, thick). The grid denotes the synthetised vowel 
stimuli within the Turku Vowel Test. 
 
The results show that the identification of vowels was not predicted by formants 
alone. The subjects were, however, able to assign goodness ratings to stimuli 
using only formant information within the stimuli. For goodness ratings F1 was 
more important than in identification. For identification the importance of 
skewness and kurtosis was more significant. The results showed that the 
identification and goodness ratings were based on different acoustic criteria. 
Formants did not always provide enough information for identification in this 
case, but the subjects gained further information for identification from spectral 
moments (Figure 2.8). When the identification of the category was fixed, then it 
was possible to give goodness ratings based on formant information only.  
 

2.2.1.3 Discussion 
 
The present study was designed to show that the goodness ratings and 
identification of the vowels use different spectral attributes in the vowel space. 
The results argued against the use of an identical model of predictive acoustic 
parameters for goodness rating data and identification data. That is, two different 
models have to be used to explain the discrepancies between the identification 
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and goodness rating data obtained from Udmurt subjects. The formant based 
similarity does not fit the identification functions of the Udmurt data. It was 
shown that identification might be based on a post-perceptual process different 
from goodness rating. The plasticity of the general acoustic features can lead to 
areas of similarity that are not similar to the proto-typical exemplars of the 
category areas, but are nevertheless still categorized as belonging to the same 
category. The general acoustic features can lead to the areas of similarity that are 
clearly separated from the area adjacent to the prototype of that vowel. The 
present study showed that many of the questions about the areas of prototypical 
vowel tokens and their relationship to the rest of the category can be elaborated 
using an auditory model in which spectral moments are added to the model. 
Results here are contradictory to Rosner and Pickering’s theory in which the 
vowel categories are always linear in terms of the formant space model (1994). 
That theory does not explain the identification data within this study. 
Additionally, this study provides more information about the perception of back 
vowels in general and furthermore, on the relationship between open and closed 
back vowels. It might even be, that the perceptual similarity between /u/ and /y/ 
in some languages may be related to the listeners’ habit of using spectral 
moment information in addition to the formant peak picking, especially if 
synthetic stimuli covering large areas of the vowel space are used. In conclusion, 
to obtain a more comprehensive description of vowel categories, the person-
independent formant tracking model has to be added and augmented with 
spectral moment information dependent on person and culture. 
 
Thus, the same theme of individuality seems to govern speech perception too. 
Perceptual patterns vary from one individual to another but at the same time are 
near enough to each other to be able to negotiable and flexible enough to adapt 
to each and every individual’s production patterns that we are mutually 
intelligible when engaged in a conversation. So, since speech production starting 
from very early in infancy is individual, then speech perception must also be 
adaptive enough to decipher every production pattern into an intelligible vowel 
space, there being no empty spaces or “black holes” within it. 
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2.2.2 Consonant Perception is Different from Vowel 
Perception 

 
As speech doesn’t consist solely of vowels, the perception of consonants has to 
be taken into account too. Here we show that their perception differs from vowel 
perception. In the previous chapter we showed that the perception of vowels is 
highly individual. Categorical perception as such is not specific to speech alone, 
but is a general phenomenon, which has been studied in various fields of human 
perception, such as in object (Biederman, 1984) and vision (e.g. Palmer, 1999) 
perception. Ability to categorise things develops very early on in infants and the 
basics of the categorisation ability are also present in other species (for a review, 
see e.g. Bee, 2006). Previously speech researchers have found that vowels and 
consonants behave differently in perception tests (see e.g. Kuhl, 1994; van 
Alphen & Smits, 2004 among others). More precisely, vowels tend to be 
categorised continuously, that is without any clear-cut boundaries, as shown also 
in the previous section with the Turku Vowel Test battery. Vowels also have an 
inner structure in the category, which is demonstrated by the individual’s ability 
to rate the goodness of the different vowel stimuli (Aaltonen, 1997, Savela et al., 
2004, among others). Consonants, more specifically plosives, are often stated to 
be more categorical, that is, they have clear-cut boundaries and have no inner 
structure in the category (Liberman et al., 1967). Consonants are mainly 
described by their place of articulation, which is the place of the constriction 
within the oral cavity. One example of places of articulation, namely that of /s/, 
is shown in this thesis on p. 42. In order to study the perception of different 
places of articulation in speech, consonant continua have to be used as stimuli. 
Consonants and especially plosives as such, however, are not suitable for stimuli 
by themselves, but they have to be incorporated within syllables in order to be 
heard and only then can they become subject to categorisation. That is already 
obvious from their name: consonant, which originates from Latin word con + 
sonāre with sound, to sound at the same time. 
 

2.2.2.1 Methods 
 
Speech stimuli were constructed with the Klatt synthesizer HLSyn based on the 
Klatt cascade synthesis method. The cascade synthesis method was used, 
because it allowed us to model the transitional phase of the vowel more 
accurately. The continuum consisted of 6 different syllable stimuli along the 
continuum /pa/-/ta/. Thus the syllables had a CV structure. The stimuli all had a 
different onset representing different stops while the steady-state vowel was 
identical in each of them. The onset consisted of a burst followed with a 
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transition. The transition had duration of 30 ms. The transition phase was 
divided into a burst and onset of 30 ms. The steady state of the vowel began after 
the transition phase. For the steady state vowel, F1 was 750 Hz, F2 was 1050 
Hz, F3 was 2450 Hz and F4 was 3500 Hz. The different stimuli had different 
formant patterns. The initial F2 at burst of syllable onset varied from 800 Hz to 
1300 Hz (six steps of 100 Hz). The initial F3 of syllable onset varied from 2200 
to 2700 Hz (six steps of 100 Hz). Spectrograms of the endpoint stimuli in the 
continuum are depicted in figure 2.9. 
 

 
Figure 2.9. The endpoint stimuli of the CV continuum as spectrograms. Please note of 
the transitions concerning second and third formants when changing from /p/ to /t/.  
 
The study group of listeners consisted of 8 volunteer subjects, all of whom were 
enrolled for the Finnish Sign Language study as members of the two hearing 
groups. Therefore, none of the subjects had any reported hearing deficits. Their 
hearing status was not clinically checked. The subjects were asked to identify the 
syllable and thereafter to rate its goodness as a member of the labelled category. 
The identification reaction time was also measured. The stimuli were delivered 
through passive noise-eliminating headphones in a regular office setting using a 
laptop computer. 
 
The test took about 15 minutes and consisted of 10 repetitions of each of the 6 
different stimuli in randomised order. Answers were given by pressing the keys 
on a laptop computer. The test was self-paced, but had a limited time window of 
25 s for answers to each stimulus, so the maximum time for the completion of 
the test was 15 minutes including the interstimulus intervals. The test also had a 
demo version, which was used to familiarise the subject with the procedure if the 
syllable identification test was the first test in the battery that the individual 
participated in.  
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2.2.2.2 Results 
 
All responses demonstrated highly categorical results, where the boundaries 
between the two given consonant categories were very steep and sharp. The 
place of the category boundary was in all subjects very similar for all subjects, it 
only varied between two stimuli, namely stimuli 4 and 5 within the 6-step 
continuum (Figures 2.10a&b.). The steepness of the category boundary did not 
vary but was always steeper than those slopes obtained from the vowel studies 
previously in connection with the Turku Vowel Test project. Both the Turku 
Vowel Test continua and the continuum in this study were always between two 
perceptually distinct categories with no intervening ones possible. There was 
also a steep rise within the response time duration in the category boundary area. 
All of these results are parallel to previous results on consonant perception 
studies.  
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Figures 2.10a&b. showing the averaged results over listeners, a shows categorical 
boundary between stimuli and b shows the reaction times. In figure 2.10a lighter colour 
denotes answers [pa] and darker [ta] answers respectively. In figure 2.10b scale is 
vertical axis is RT in ms. Since these figures are drawn over the individuals as one 
group, both the category boundary and the reaction time peak are thus smoothed from 
individual response data. 
 

2.2.2.3 Discussion 
 
The steepness of the slope and the lack of variation within the category boundary 
area suggest that we do not hear gradual changes of consonant categories, which 
would coincide with the gradual changes in the acoustic signals but there are 
quantal jumps in perception from one category to another. This has been the first 
suggested basis for speech being a special code (Liberman et al., 1967; for a 
review, see Liberman, 1996). So, even though we are able to discriminate 
between different consonant stimuli we are able to ignore their differences as 
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long as they belong to the same category. These results also coincide with those 
obtained from articulation studies stating that there are similar quantal jumps in 
the acoustics, where there can be quite dramatic changes within articulation but 
which are not reflected in the acoustic signal (Stevens, 2000). This is especially 
true for those speech sounds mainly defined by their place of articulation, i.e. the 
consonants. So, to some extent both the sending and receiving parts of human 
communication are quantal in nature. The strictly quantal nature of 
categorisation has been previously found in especially with synthesised plosives 
(Liberman et al., 1961; Bastian et al., 1959; 1961) and to a lesser degree with 
synthesised voiced consonants (Eimas, 1963; Studdert-Kennedy et al, 1964).  
 
The nature of consonants is different by nature, since consonants do possess a 
contact or nearly so between two articulators, for the most part those are the 
tongue and the upper jaw, i.e. the maxilla, but not always. An example of this 
would be a bilabial stop /p/, where the lips are the articulators making the 
contact. /p/ is also included in this study as one of the endpoints in the 
continuum. 
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2.3 Individuality of Speech 
 
In this chapter we looked at speech and more precisely at how individuality is 
represented in both production and perception of speech from various 
viewpoints, each discussed in separate chapters and subsections respectively.  
 
We started with very early and basic productions of an infant, namely pain cries 
in connection to vaccination procedure. At first thought, it might be considered 
as such a basic and innate reaction to pain only governed by the automatic CNS 
that it wouldn’t have individual features in it. However, when studied in more 
detail, we found the pain cry utterances variable both in duration and inner 
structure. This suggests that individual differences and features are present very 
early on in human development. In the next section we looked at adult speech 
production in normal and altered conditions as a result of an altered nerve 
function or a simulation of it. This gave us knowledge on the adaptability of the 
vocal apparatus, the learning strategies and adaptation to changes in articulatory 
parameters. These results suggest that adaptation and learning processes in an 
adult are highly individual. Furthermore, the subjective and objective outcomes 
of the procedure can vary from each other. These results also connect to the 
speech perception studies, since some of the altered speech sounds were caught 
by acoustical measurements but not audible for a human listener.  
 
From studies on speech production we moved on to investigating individuality 
of speech perception. First we looked at vowel perception, that is, how do 
individuals perceive different synthetic vowels. The vowel space we used 
covered the synthesised versions of oral vowels in world’s languages in F1-F2 
plane excluding nasal vowels and diphthongs. We found out, that individuals do 
not only perceive vowels differently but also use different kinds of strategies in 
perception which relate to the analytical and holistic view of a vowel spectrum. 
These results were highly individual. As speech doesn’t solely consist of vowels 
we also looked at consonant perception. Consonant perception was less 
individual, but nevertheless individual variation was found in consonant 
categorisation as well.  
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3 Individuality in Production and 
Perception of Sign 

 
In the beginning stages of sign language research the only means of storing and 
saving sign language was an ordinary camera. That provided us with a static 
picture of sign language. This was the method used in e.g. the first Finnish Sign 
Language lexicon leaflets (Hirn, 1910/1912). The photographs had arrows and 
other marks to specify movements and other parameters of signs in them. The 
development of new kinds of technology, such as VCR, new digital camcorder 
and various other devices, has enabled us to save and store sign language on-
line. This is analogous to the use of spectrograms and spectrum movies in the 
speech sciences. The sampling rate of an ordinary digital camcorder is limited to 
25 Hz. We nevertheless have means which provide us with a possibility to get 
one still frame from an on-line film. This would be the equivalent of a FFT slice 
spectrum. This one frame can then be transcribed as such, without any 
movement coding diacritics. This is a way to store one part of language, but sign 
language movement that has been analyzed in this way provides us with a kind 
of language analyzing format similar to what would be obtained if e.g. only the 
steady states of vowels would be analysed and stored without any transitions of 
consonants would being analyzed from speech. Nowadays the storage and 
analysis of a movie is fairly easy. For example the possibility to use a long 
exposure time in camera results in a picture in which the whole movement 
envelope from beginning to end of a particular sign is visible in the picture. This 
can be used as a research method for example in studying the language 
acquisition of a signing child. 
 
We can analyze the movie one frame at a time with a picture capturing program 
attached to a video recording. The present technology enables us also to 
integrate several captured frames into one single picture. The frames are placed 
on top of each other which results in a movement envelope. In this way we can 
transcribe and label the envelope by frames. LED cameras and infrared camera 
provide an even greater increase in sampling rate. This research paradigm is 
used for instance when studying sign language fluency, coarticulation and 
signing rhythm (Poizner, 1983). Fluency in sign language does not mean rate 
and speed as such, but the coordination of fingers and hands with regard to each 
other (Wilcox, 1992). In sign language fingers and hands are coordinated so that 
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they are always in the right place at the right time in interaction. Fluency is 
difficult to define in sign language. Difficulties of fluency in sign language can 
be related to apraxia or the fact that the coordination of fingers is not working 
for reason or another; for example, they can be crippled or the movement 
trajectories of fingers can be hindered (Poizner, Klima & Bellugi, 1987). 
Fluency, however, is generally used by natives to evaluate the language learners’ 
ability to follow a conversation in a particular sign language (McKee & McKee, 
1992). The general parameters of fluency in a broad sense, which is commonly 
used for evaluating sign language learners in a sign language class are discussed 
in connection to the Finnish Sign Language teaching in Fuchs 2004. Previously 
it has been found, that to some extent signers alter their language use when 
people outside the signing community are present in the situation (for an 
extended review on Deaf culture, the signing world and its contacts with the 
hearing world, see e.g. Preston, 1994; Malm, 2000). The situation is thus similar 
to those when non-native language users are present – we tend to alter the use of 
language into more intelligible one via finding alternative words, sentence 
structures which are easier to comprehend and also we might talk slower and 
more accurately (for an extended description of non-native directed speech, see 
e.g. Gass, 1997). 
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3.1 Individuality in Production of Sign: 
Coarticulation and Rhythm in Sign 

 

3.1.1 Rhythm patterns in manual vs. non-manual 
articulation in sign 

 
Rhythm and oscillatory events are the basis of all human action. In this study we 
investigated the relationship between manual and non-manual coarticulation in 
sign and furthermore relate those results to the findings of speech research and 
the hierarchical structures in oscillatory patterning within speech. We measured 
coarticulation of visually defined measurement points and discovered two 
intertwining rhythms within manual and non-manual articulation patterns in 
sign. The main finding was the existence of several different, interacting rhythm 
pattern textures.  
 
The importance of rhythm is present in everything we humans do. Without 
coordinated rhythm no movements would be possible to accomplish. On several 
occasions, many different rhythms combine within a single rhythmic event. Just 
think about pieces of music: different groups of instruments, all playing different 
melodies and these different rhythm patterns every now and then combine to 
form a stronger beat within the intertwining texture of rhythms (Kokkonen, 
1992: 178 on rhythm as a part of musical texture). We rarely stop to think about 
rhythm and its importance in everything we do unless something disturbs our 
ability to coordinate the movements we do. It can be a disorder, either genetic or 
acquired, or temporary difficulty in coordinating movements (Rowland, 2000; 
concerning signed languages, see Emmorey, 2002).  
 
Usually it is the rhythm texture that identifies a certain composer of music 
(Brindle 1975, pp. 30-34 on human identification, Lemström, 2000 and 
Shmulevich et al, 1999 on automatic music retrieval algorithms) and the same is 
also true when distinguishing speakers from each other: part of the identification 
is due to different rhythm patterns in speech (for an extended review on rhythm 
and timing issues concerning speaker recognition, see Nolan, 1985; Tajima, 
1997 on durational cues on foreign accents). The difference in rhythm patterns 
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also is one source of foreign accents in second language acquisition (Gass, 
1997). The learning process starts very early on since the first rhythmic 
movement patterns from a linguistic point of view are already present when 
babies start babbling (Petitto, 2004). It is already then the first attempts to 
accomplish repetitive coordinated motor patterns start to emerge. 
 
Even before oral babbling stages the rhythmic movement patterns can be 
observed in baby’s hands which usually move in rhythm. These rhythmic 
patterns in hand waves are the first prerequisites for sign language acquisition. 
Rhythm is a unifying factor to all human movement, from walking to pointing, 
from swallowing to talking (Ghez, 2000). Everything we do needs coordination 
and thus the interplay of different rhythms in unison.  
 
Rhythm in speech can be expressed and observed within two different domains: 
durations of individual segments and pauses along with the rhythm within 
segments and how they affect each other via articulatory movements and their 
coordination. Rhythm changes in speech are highly individual, that is each and 
every one of us has their own individual speech rhythm, some of us talk slower 
than others. Some of the rhythm patterns are governed by dialectal variation, 
usually it is the lengthening of segments in particular positions either within a 
sentence or within a single word that play a part in giving each dialect its own 
“figure of speech”. Speech rate is sometimes used in giving speech artistic 
functions, like in poetry recitation (Kiparsky, 1974). The rhythm of a poem is 
occasionally also written in the text, the words are thought to be spoken out loud 
and speech can be seen as the ultimate user interface for poetry. 
 
Recent findings within speech rhythm studies have shown that acoustic 
correlates of speech rhythm can be grouped into rhythm classes and furthermore, 
that variation between different dialects within a single language can 
demonstrate differences as great as those between two different languages. 
These rhythm classes can vary also across individual speakers so that two 
speakers within one dialect can have very significant differences when it comes 
to speech rhythm classification (Grabe, 2002).  
 
Sometimes the rhythm patterns within speech are accompanied with gestures, 
so-called batons or beats (Kendon, 1972). They are used to pace speech, but they 
are not the only gestures accompanying speech and furthermore, each and every 
co-speech gesture is uttered in unison with speech at the right times in relation to 
what is the acoustic signal and the co-speech gesture’s relation to it (McNeill, 
1992). The other groups of co-speech gestures can vary in their timing in 
connection to speech, as they are not specifically used in pacing speech, but 
batons and beats are the speech-pacers, and in co-speech gesture rhythm studies 
those would be in focus of attention. 
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Recent sign language research has merely concentrated on rhythm in connection 
with artistic use of language (Peters, 2000), but there are studies also connected 
with rhythmic structure in nursery rhymes (Blondel & Miller, 2000) and manual 
articulation, namely coarticulation (Ojala et al., 2009). The studies dealing with 
rhythm and artistic use of sign languages have found that some of the sign 
transitions used in poetry are not found in ordinary signed discourse. Other 
studies have concentrated on phonological elements of sign language poetry and 
on how the function of rhythm is produced in sign language songs (Klima & 
Bellugi, 1976). Klima and Bellugi found, that the patterning of ASL poetry and 
songs is merely based on individual preferences and not so much 
conventionalised. There are also several forces affecting the structure of artistic 
use of sign language, they concentrate on basic devices such as balancing 
between two articulators and specific ways of using sign space. The latter is 
often used in the same way that melody is used to superimpose rhythm in songs. 
As rhythm is present within us since birth in everything we do, the rhythmical 
elements in sign language are also relevant and should be looked at from a 
rhythmical point of view. From previous studies (Peters, 2000 among others), 
that sign poems use rhythmical elements – why should signing in everyday 
conversations be any different? 
 
On the other hand, our previous study, which concentrated on coarticulation of 
manual elements in sign found hierarchical structures in the dominance of hands 
and fingers (Ojala, 2009). It seems that the index finger has a dominant role in 
the rate and speed of both coarticulation within one hand and furthermore in the 
interarticulatory phenomena. The intertwining rhythm structures found in 
coarticulatory and interarticulatory phenomena can also be found in facial 
gestures and head nods, although their relationship when discussing hierarchical 
structures of rhythm phenomena is not yet clear. Headnods are an integral part of 
sign language non-manual features. Some of the functions of a head nod are by 
default the same for both signers and speakers. This too is in concordance with 
the general theme of this thesis, to search for unifying features and common 
phenomena within languages in different modalities. One head nod is most often 
read as a positive sign, ‘yes’, ‘I agree’, ‘I am listening’ and so on. There are, 
however, other grammaticalised functions assigned to head nods within signed 
languges, which include for example topic – comment structure refining and 
completion complement functions. (For further discussion on head nods within 
signed languages, see e.g. Sutton-Spence & Valli, 1998.) 
 

3.1.1.1 Methods 
 
The data of this study consisted of informant interview recordings with a Sony 
digital video camcorder. The study questions within the interview setting 
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consisted of different tasks and a spontaneous signing passage where the 
question eliciting the story was: “What did you do during your holiday last 
summer?” The tasks in question were to describe an imaginary floor plan of an 
apartment and to give directions based on a street map from one point to another.  
 
This study was one part of a larger research project collecting data on Finnish 
Sign Language perception and production processes within a phonetic 
framework. This study concentrated on studying coarticulatory phenomena in 
sign in relation to manual and non-manual events during spontaneous signing in 
the production task of the study design. In other words we concentrated on 
studying the interplay of manual and non-manual rhythmic oscillations within 
spontaneous signing. The data were gathered by using coarticulation matrices 
and movement trajectory measurements from digital video recordings.  
 
The measurement points were 10 in each hand (fig. 3.1a) and 5 for non-manual 
elements (fig. 3.1b) such as head nodding and facial gestures. The measurement 
points were visually defined and manually marked for each frame in the video 
sequence with the help of a Matlab-driven GUI programme specially designed 
for this study. These measurement points were then used as a basis for the 3D 
coarticulation matrices. These matrices were used to study on one hand the 
coarticulatory phenomena within the manual coarticulation domain and on the 
other hand the synchronization of non-manual and manual elements in 
spontaneous signing in relation to rhythmic patterns within. 
 

  
Figures 3.1a&b on manual (3.1a) and facial coarticulation points (3.1b) measured from 
the video recordings. 
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3.1.1.2 Results 
 
There were two intertwining rhythm patterns, a slower one expressed both non-
manually and manually and a faster one expressed primarily with the hands 
(Figure 3.2). This shows parallel results to the relationship between segmental 
and prosodic phenomena in speech. It also relates to the intertwining of speech 
and co-speech gestures in speech.  
 
Facial gestures were mainly linked to accelerations in manual coarticulation. 
This could relate to accelerations being more prominent phenomena in sign than 
decelerations, although further investigations are needed to confirm this finding. 
The facial gestures also often coincide with sentence boundaries, so they seem to 
have a boundary marking role in sign. They are used to emphasise certain 
aspects of entities which are referred to, so also in these two cases their role 
coincides with the role of facial gestures in speech, although in speech the 
segmental properties can also be altered in connection to emphasising aspects. 
That role of segmental properties in sign is also present, especially with size and 
shape specifiers (SASSes), which usually function as adjectives (Baker & 
Cokely, 1980; Supalla, 1986).  
 

Figure 3.2. The coarticulation matrix of both hands showing the head nods in relation to 
the accelerations and decelerations of the hands in time. 
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3.1.1.3 Discussion 
 
In this study the results show that head nods are often linked with junctures, be 
they utterance-, sentence, turn-taking or pragmatic ones. Head nods also co-
occur with the acceleration phases of oscillation in the manual articulation 
phases. Head nods are most prominent when coinciding with longer pauses 
within the signed story. Head nods are also used very often as preliminary 
markers of emphasis – that is, markers of occurrence of specific, important 
events within the discourse.  
 
In speech the most prominent rhythm elements of all are the so-called beat 
gestures, functioning as emphatic elements when speaking, furthermore their 
presence makes the ultimate prominence marker in speech, since they are so 
different, coming from a channel separate from the auditory. Signers do not have 
beat gestures, but the Salk Institute research group have suggested that head 
nods have a similar role in sign discourse (Emmorey, 2000; p. 167). The results 
presented here show results parallel to the Salk Institute research group’s 
findings when it comes to prominence and head nods in discourse in signed 
languages. These data were gathered from Finnish Sign Language discourse and 
Salk Institute group investigated American Sign Language, so this prominence 
theory of sign language now has supportive evidence from more than one signed 
language.  
 
All the different phenomena within prosody are referred in the literature using 
different terminology. The most common are ‘stress’ and ‘accent’ in more 
linguistically oriented literature and ‘prominence’ in more phonetically 
orientated literature. The common core to all these words is the fact that 
something in the flow of information is more salient, attracts more attention than 
the surrounding signal flow. Lehiste (1972) discusses the features related to 
stress patterns related to segmental and suprasegmental tiers in speech, while 
Hayes (1985, 1995) has developed a metrical theory with stress rule patterns for 
speech. Prosodic properties have been studied in sign languages as well, for 
example Grosjean (1977) has stated that while signers alter sign rate, speakers 
alter the pause length if they want to talk or sign faster.  
 
Within this research, however, there are not enough data yet to decipher the 
nature of these particular properties but it would need further study. Be the 
limitations what may, nevertheless based on these data the head nods occur in 
acceleration phases of manual coarticulation, and furthermore that the index 
finger of the dominant hand has the widest movement envelopes of all fingers. 
The facial gestures found in this data set coincide with acceleration phases in the 
manual coarticulation. They also stretch over several manual coarticulated 
segments, which shows their similarity to suprasegmental features found in 
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speech. They too have their acceleration and deceleration phases along with 
head nod phases. This gives us further evidence on the rhythmic oscillation 
events and their presence at different levels of sign language discourse. The 
facial gestures furthermore provide a broader scope for coarticulation research in 
sign linguistics. Therefore based on these findings we might suggest a 
hierarchical structure within non-manual elements within signed languages 
similar to those found in suprasegmental features (and in broader scope in 
prosodic events) on one hand and in co-speech gestures on the other.  
 
Head nods and facial gestures if repeated have oscillation with diminishing 
movement (cf. O’Dell, 2004), which makes them similar to all other repetitive 
movement with diminishing properties – they also obey the principles of 
economy found in human actions. That is to say: we all tend to prefer doing less 
to doing more. In speech research this principle is a part of the so-called H & H 
theory of speech production. It states that in speech we prefer trajectories which 
are easier to articulate whenever their use does not disturb the message 
understanding (Lindblom, 1990). In sign research the main interest has been on 
the coarticulatory trajectories and their behaviour in normal and fast signing. In 
sign research economy of trajectories can also be referred to as undershoot of 
movements (Mauk, 2003). All in all coarticulation, be it speaking or signing, 
seems to be in accordance with the ease of articulation principle. Coarticulation 
as a phenomenon is used to make articulation smoother and faster – and it also 
might reduce the perceptual load of the message receiver since coarticulatory 
patterns allow us to predict the ultimate articulatory goals the articulators are 
directed towards. In sign, as in speech, the coarticulatory phenomena within one 
phonetic parameter very frequently affect other parameters as well – this is 
simultaneous in sign language (for further discussion, please see Crasborn, 
2001) and for the most part consecutive by nature in speech. That is, while in 
speech these coarticulatory phenomena follow each other in time, in sign they 
occur at the same time.  
 
A reoccurring finding from several different areas of linguistic research seems to 
be the interplay of rhythm and basic oscillatory phenomena within human 
speech. The basic oscillations are found in different areas of research, but they 
are named using different terminologies: sign research commonly uses 
movements and holds (see e.g. Kita et al., 1998; Liddell & Johnson, 1989) while 
speech research talks about consonants and vowels in sound structures (see e.g. 
MacNeilage, 1998, Lindblom, 1990). More technically-oriented speech research 
often refers to oscillatory patterning of speech (O’Dell & Nieminen, 2001), but 
if we put the terminological issues aside and read the literature with more open 
minds we find that they all refer to the same rhythmic element of human speech 
and human action (Ghez & Krakauer, 2000). This being the recurrent theme of 
human research it might hold the key of evolution processes in human 
communication. This might also suggest a common, united basis for sign and 
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speech via gestures (Wilcox, 2002). This common basis for human speech is 
also supported within infant language acquisition research (Dolata et al., 2008). 
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3.1.2 Rhythm in manual movements 
 
In speech the sounds are not discrete phenomena but speech is a continuous 
string of articulatory movements, where previous and following sounds affect 
each other. This on-going movement pattern from one sound to another is called 
coarticulation. Coarticulation is a way to make transitions from one sound to 
another easier. In this way we are acting according to the ease of articulation 
principle (e.g. Shariatmadari, 2006). Simultaneously, we also tend to use all the 
capacity available if needed (Lindblom, 1981). This interplay of coordinating 
movements makes speech easier and faster. As coarticulation in speech is 
defined as sequential influences of articulatory gestures on neighbouring 
segments in sign we have to take into account the simultaneity of signing so 
within this study coarticulation also takes into account simultaneous movements 
of different articulators and not only the sequential influences within articulators 
per se. 
 
When recording speech coarticulatory phenomena are usually controlled by 
using carrier words and sentences such that different sounds occur in similar 
positions coarticulatorily. This is a way to control what is said in order to make 
subjects’ productions comparable to each other. Coarticulation provides us with 
knowledge of how different sounds are represented in different contexts. 
Coarticulation studies often utilise acoustics in speech because the articulators 
are not visible. This is different from studies of sign language since in sign the 
articulatory patterns are visible and thus it is more straightforward to study 
coarticulation in sign. 
 
As it takes more time to sign because of the trajectories of hands are longer than 
those of e.g. the tongue, it is only appropriate that sign can be articulated 
simultaneously just because there are two main articulators (the hands) present. 
The possibility of using the 3D space in time also adds to the complexity of 
coarticulation in sign. Coarticulation has the same function in sign as in speech, 
it functions to make the conveying of the message smoother and more compact. 
In sign the compactness aspect is even more important since hands are slower as 
articulators than speech organs. Speech rate usually ranges 90-160 words per 
minute while within this study signing rate is between 20-30 signs per minute. In 
signing both hands participate in coarticulation, so there are two levels of 
coarticulatory patterns – each hand separately and then the interarticulation – 
both hands together. Coarticulation is also present in facial expressions and 
gestures but these are left out of this study. There is a distinction between 
manual and non-manual coarticulation and this study concentrates on manual 
coarticulation. The controlling of coarticulation in sign language studies is 
through task design. This is the only way to have control on what is signed 
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because there is no written form of any signed languages. In this study task the 
design was based on an imaginary floor plan and a map task along with a 
separate task for spontaneous signing. 
 
Studies on coarticulation in sign first concentrated on fingerspelling research. 
Fingerspelling is converting text into a visible form by means of a manual 
alphabet. It has a very limited amount of coarticulation: in most inventories of 
manual alphabets only one hand participates and the hand has very limited 
movement patterns. There is however an exception to this: the British Manual 
Alphabet, which uses both hands. Even so, the effects of coarticulation are great 
also within the scope of fingerspelling (Wilcox, 1992). Recently scientists have 
made some initial investigations into the coarticulation of signing: the effects are 
similar to those in speech – coarticulation makes articulation more fluent and its 
effects can be seen both in handshapes and places of articulation (Mauk, 2003; 
Ann, 1996). Thus also signing obeys the ease of articulation principle. On the 
other hand, Crasborn has studied coarticulation and its individuality in detail 
(Crasborn, 2001 among others). 
 
Especially the anatomy and physiology of the hand and fingers affect the 
articulation of handshapes. The economy of articulation is for the most part 
depended on the dimensions and movement ranges of individual fingers. 
According to physiological research results the thumb has the widest range of 
movement patterns and the ring finger is the most restricted in its movement 
patterns (Ann, 1996). 
 

3.1.2.1 Methods 
 
The data were gathered as a part of a larger study, which concentrates on 
gathering data from the production and perception of Finnish Sign Language. 
The data consists of signed answers to a set of questions and tasks. The 
questions ranged from given tasks to spontaneous signing. The tasks given were: 
a map task, a ground plan explanation and a spontaneous task answering a 
question about a previous holiday. This procedure also elicited a sufficient 
number of handshapes along the desired continua to form the basis of the 3D 
syntheses for the perception tests discussed later in this thesis. The study design 
was equivalent and analogous to speech research sound samples, where tasks 
include different carrier sentences (read speech) and spontaneous speech 
(informants are asked to tell how they spent their last holidays or they have the 
option of telling a 2-3 minute story of their own invention). The productions 
were recorded with a digital video and which were then further processed and 
analysed with video software. 
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The data of this study consists of two informants producing the utterance HERE 
APARTMENT (Here is an apartment), which has a rectangle shape. This 
utterance was an excerpt from the floor plan task in a series of three tasks. This 
was the second task. This was chosen because by that time the subjects were 
adjusted to the thought of their production being recorded onto a video disc for 
further analysis. They were given the chance to view their productions and sign 
again if they felt that the first production was not according to their preferences 
for productions, if e.g. they wanted to avoid excessive repeating of signs or if 
they felt uneasy with gesturing when planning their story. As stated previously 
within this thesis signers also use gesturing in the middle of their signing. 
Usually that is related to planning ahead and to thinking about what to express 
next. The task consisting of what could be categorised as laboratory speech was 
chosen for analysis because its structure limits the coarticulation processes 
across speakers as well as signers. This enabled us to make comparisons 
between longer stretches of nearly similar productions across the two speakers in 
question. The signed utterance studied here consists of 3 individual signs and 6 
rhythm units. The rhythm units were defined visually from the alternation of 
accelerations and decelerations of the manual elements of coarticulation. 
Furthermore a more detailed coarticulation analysis of the manual elements was 
made frame by frame, that is every 42 milliseconds. In each frame the specified 
coarticulation points were mapped from the frame and plotted on an x-y-z-
matrix and that mapping matrix served as the basis of the study of movements in 
time for both hands. There were 10 measurement points in each hand in order to 
gather precise material on how different handshapes are manifested in a 
continuous sign flow. 
 
In this preliminary study we have measured 6 of those 10 measurement points 
from each hand. The other 4 measurement points were used to specify the 
orientation of the hand when it was possible. The orientation of the hand within 
this study translates as the orientation of the palm of the hand in relation to the 
body of the signer. The pixel coordinates of the coarticulation measurement 
points were inserted in a matrix. The matrix was the input for the 3D image of 
movements of coarticulation points in time. The matrix provided also an input of 
2D images of the speed and acceleration/deceleration as changes of each 
coarticulation point frame by frame. The matrix was furthermore the basis 
according to which the median of the speed was calculated. All figures and 
calculations were accomplished by using MatLab scripts. 
 

3.1.2.2 Results 
 
Coarticulation in sign can be studied within two different scopes: a broader one 
with focus on the interarticulation involving both hands (i.e. the interplay of 
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movement patterns of the two hands) and a more precise one considering 
coarticulation within the movement patterns of one hand only. Interarticulation 
seems to effect in such a way that the hands move faster when they are more 
apart than when they are closer to each other.  
 
Most of the time all fingers move simultaneously and with the same speed, but 
both index fingers have broader and faster movement envelopes when compared 
to other fingers. When comparing the index fingers the right index finger has 
slightly broader and faster movements. A similar handedness effect can be noted 
in thumb movement patterns but not for other fingers. The movement envelopes 
become smaller when going from the index finger to the little finger, however, 
the little finger has a broader movement envelope than the ring finger. This piece 
of information comes from the wider data set not included in this particular data 
set. In other words, the ring fingers of both hands have the most compact 
movement patterns. The thumb has a broader movement envelope than the index 
finger, but the movements are slower. The overall movement patterns in both 
hands are quite similar, both in timing and in broadness. 
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Figure 3.3 on coarticulation matrix (combination of both hands). 
 
Changes in movement were investigated frame by frame. The two dimensions in 
space (height and width) plus time equals to three dimensions of the graph. The 
graph in figure 3.3 shows both the speed of individual fingers and the relations 
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between different finger movement patterns. Most of the time within this 
material the momentary/ instantaneous differences between individual fingers’ 
speeds are so minute that the graph would be sufficient with showing just the 
movement of one finger, but there are also exceptions to this. 
 
According to results thus far it seems that individual vertical movements are 
faster than movements along the horizontal plane, but this observation needs 
further investigation. The graph also shows the tendency to keep movements as 
slow as possible but the scarce data might distort the results. 
 

3.1.2.3 Conclusion 
 
The alternations of deceleration and acceleration in signing movements are 
similar pattern to the pattern in speech – also speech has intertwining rhythms at 
different levels. The bases for these rhythms at least to some extent vary 
according to the individual language (e.g. O’Dell & Nieminen 2001). In speech 
the rhythm is achieved with the coordination of articulatory movements and it 
might be that the alternations between consonant and vowel sounds are one of 
the very corner stones of human evolution (MacNeilage, 1998). In this 
preliminary study we have concentrated on the observations of movement 
patterns on the lower level of coarticulation. Previously the alternations of 
decelerations and accelerations have been studied by Loomis et al (1983). 
Rhythm is expressed individually in both signers and speakers, it’s incorporated 
in us, just as is the pace of walking (Ghez, 2000) or clapping of hands (Repp, 
1987; Peltola et al., 2007). Grosjean (1977) among others has studied the rates of 
sign and speech. 
 
The movement patterns in sign seem to have an oscillation pattern and cyclical 
form as do the articulatory movements in speech (See also Lindblom et al., 
2006). The basic rhythm on the higher level of hierarchy in signing materialises 
in the movements and holds within and between individual signs in on-going 
signing (Liddell & Johnson 1989; Kita et al. 1998). According to this material 
the index finger seems to be the determining factor in the amplitude and the rate 
of signing. Other fingers follow the movement patterns of the index finger, but 
are more restricted in their patterns. The index finger also has a special task: 
pointing. Pointing is an important part of both signing and speaking – it is a 
convenient way to refer to something which is present and visible, be it an object 
or a person. (For more on pointing, please see Corballis 2002.) The thumb seems 
to have more independent movement patterns than the other fingers. This 
demonstrates the tendency of signing to exploit the capabilities in individual 
fingers’ movement patterns as widely as possible whereas the ring finger’s more 
restricted movement patterns demonstrate that signing tends to avoid such 
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patterns that are more difficult to produce. In this way, signing as a form of 
communication acknowledges the physiological restrictions in the hands and 
operates accordingly. 
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3.1.3 Learning to control hand movements – 
individuality in sign acquisition  

 
Native signers first perceive the movement envelope of a sign (Wilcox, 1992), in 
a similar fashion as the speaking child perceives first the word as a whole along 
with the rhythm and intonation typical of speech in their native language 
(Jusczyk, Cutler & Redanz, 1993). Signing children first produce movement 
envelopes, i.e. the movements as a whole without small distinctions within a 
sign (Wilcox, 1992). Thus, both signing and speaking children obey the overall 
envelopes and gestalts of their own native language. The rhythm of their native 
sign language can also be distinguished in the child’s signing. Children replace 
difficult handshapes with easier ones (Wilcox, 1992; Takkinen, 2002), for 
example the handshape K is usually replaced with 1 handshape in a child. This is 
because handshape 1 is easier to articulate than K is (Figure 3.4). The 1 
handshape is also one of the prime handshapes in FinSL (for more on handshape 
hierarchy, please refer to Chapter 2 of this thesis).  
 

Figure 3.4. Adult production of the OK sign and child’s imitation of it, please note the 
unchanging shape envelopes although the difficult handshape has been replaced with an 
easier one. 

handshapes 

shape envelopes 

adult child 

 
In this way, children are able maintain the movement envelopes despite changes 
in handshapes, in other words, they are maintaining the overall shape of the 
word by changing the segments into easier ones, just like speaking children do 
by changing more difficult speech sounds into easier ones, such as replacing /s/ 
sounds by e.g. /h/ sounds, which maintains some aspects of the particular speech 
sound, i.e. hissing, partly while avoiding the more difficult precision of a proper 
fricative /s/.  
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3.2 Individuality in Perception of Sign 
 
In this chapter the results found in speech perception within Chapter 3 of this 
thesis are tested against findings in signed utterances and their perception. Test 
batteries are used which are analogical to speech perception tests. 
 

3.2.1 Individuality in Perception of Handshapes 
 
Signs are produced individually, as previously stated in section 4.1. and here we 
wanted to find out whether the individuality also governs the perception of sign 
phonemes per se. We also wanted to investigate whether the perception process 
of handshapes is similar or different to that of a) vowels or consonants and b) 
places of articulation as sign phoneme categories. 
 
The main element of the gestural/motor theory of speech perception is that the 
main percepts of speech are not the acoustic patterns per se but the articulatory 
patterns that trigger the acoustic signal Liberman & Mattingly (1985). Recently, 
sign researchers have also promoted this idea, although in slightly different 
words, as suggested by Wilcox (1992): “making meaning with movement” - 
encoding of the meaning in articulatory gestures and trajectories. Both sign and 
speech are thus encoded in articulatory movements and then the only difference 
that remains is the channel. Both speech and sign obey coarticulatory effects and 
follow ease-of-articulation (Shariatmadari, 2006) and H&H-theory principles 
(Mauk, 2003; Lindblom, 1997) with coarticulatory patterning (Mauk, Lindblom 
& Moon, 2006). All communication methods in general, be it what might be, 
follow the so-called parity principle: ”what counts for a listener must count for a 
speaker and vice versa - otherwise there is no communication.” (Liberman, 
1996). This same phenomenon can be noticed when travelling abroad – if there 
is no mutual language when there are no interpreting services available 
communication just doesn’t work.  
 
The phoneme inventory of sign includes: handshape, place of articulation 
(POA), orientation of palm and movement, and some studies regard mouthings 
as phonemes, as well, although their status in the phoneme inventory of sign is 
not yet clear. Here handshapes are studied as equivalent to vowels in speech. 
(For sign language phonetics and analogues to speech in more detail please see 
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section 1.4 within this thesis). Handshapes were chosen as the first phoneme 
category to be tested within sign language within this project, because in the sign 
research tradition they are the most thoroughly investigated group of sign 
phonemes. Handshapes are also used when classifying signs in Sign Language 
dictionaries that are arranged according to sign properties (e.g. Suvi, FinSL 
online dictionary).  
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the identification and discrimination 
of the handshapes chosen from the handshape continuum generally transcribed 
in Stokoe notation (Stokoe, 1960) as /G/–/X/. This continuum has 
physiologically based boundaries: it is impossible to go beyond these two 
extremes in finger flexion and extension (Figure 3.5). The Stokoe notation is 
equivalent to IPA symbols in speech research (IPA chart, 1993). As with IPA 
symbols, the symbols used in Stokoe notation refer to single elements in sign, 
which do not have a lexical meaning by themselves. Only certain combinations 
of elements gathered together from the sign language phonemic inventory 
represent lexically meaningful signs.   
 

Figure 3.5. Handshapes used in the perception experiment within the continuum.  
 
In visual terms the continuum goes from a fist with protruding, fully extended 
index finger transcribed as /G/ to a fist with protruding, extremely crooked index 
finger, transcribed as /X/. In principle this continuum is equivalent to e.g. 
formant continua in vowels. This implies perceptual phenomena similar to the 
categorisation of vowels. For vowels, there are large individual differences in the 
locations of phoneme boundaries and category prototypes (Aaltonen, 1997). If a 
handshape continuum represents the same for signers as a vowel continuum 
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represents for speakers, then similar effects in the perception of vowels could be 
expected.  

3.2.1.1 Methods 
There were 5 subjects from each of the 3 subject groups. The subject groups 
were: 1. deaf, native FinSL signers, 2. hearing FinSL interpreters, who have 
learned to sign as adults and 3. naïve speakers who had no command of any 
signed language. The subject groups were matched by age (range: 26-52, mean 
age: 33) and sex. All subjects participated in the study as volunteers. The visual 
acuity of all subjects was tested with a clinical E-chart and it was within the 
normal range, some of the subjects wore eye glasses for corrected vision (n=7). 
The normal range is [1.25 – 2.00] which has been stated in DeValois & 
DeValois (1990).  
 
The first two groups of the subjects participated in the production test set (for 
details, please see section 4.1. within this thesis), which was done primarily to 
establish a basis for the synthetic stimuli design for the perception test sets for 
handshapes and POAs respectively. The production test included three separate 
tasks: map task, ground plan explanation and free narration. This procedure 
elicited a sufficient number of handshapes from the desired continuum for the 
basis of the 3D synthesis for the perception tests. The perception test was further 
divided into two separate tests: identification and discrimination tests. The AX 
paradigm was used when designing the discrimination test. The AX paradigm is 
used in discrimination test where subjects have to attend to stimuli in contrast to 
the odd-ball paradigm where the subjects are asked to ignore the stimuli and 
concentrate on a distractive task (for a review on different paradigms in attentive 
and non-attentive tasks, please see Tuomainen, 1996). By using the AX 
paradigm we can gather information about subjects’ ability to both identify and 
discriminate the stimuli when attending to the task given. In the identification 
test the subject was asked to label the stimuli as belonging to either category /G/ 
or /X/ and furthermore to rate the goodness of the stimulus with the range [1-7] 
with 7 being the best possible and 1 recognisable. In the identification test 
response labels, goodness-ratings and reaction times (RT) were measured. In the 
discrimination test the subjects were asked to state whether the stimuli seen in 
the stimulus pair were the same or different (AX-paradigm). Subject’s 
discrimination ability (d prime) was calculated along with RT measurements, 
which were automatically obtained with PXLab presentation software.  
 
The material for the 3D synthesis was gathered based on the native subjects’ 
signed answers in the production tests. The synthetic continuum consisted of 
handshapes where the only protruding finger was the index finger while the 
other fingers made a fist. At one end of the continuum the protruding index 
finger was fully extended (/G/) and at the other end the index finger was as 
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crooked as possible (/X/). The 3D synthesis modelled the original handshapes 
produced in various natural contexts (three different tasks in the production test 
set) by blue, oval shape figures. The blue colour was used to avoid any conflicts 
with naturalness. Semisynthetic stimuli were used in the pilot tests, but they 
appeared to be a disturbing element for concentration on the tasks in the 
experiments. The semisynthetic stimuli elicited questions such as: “Who is the 
individual that has produced this?” “Do I know that person?” and the 
participants found it difficult to concentrate on the study questions per se. The 
pilot tests with semisynthetic stimuli also gave results, which made us question 
whether there were also other, hidden layers of information within the 
semisynthesic stimuli that were noticeable to the native signers but unknown and 
unnoticeable to us which might have contributed to the mixed results. Thus, we 
decided on designing the fully synthetic stimuli devoid of any naturalness to 
avoid similar effects with presumed naturalness of the stimuli. Also control of 
fully synthetic stimuli is easier: we can elicit only desired changes within the 
stimulus continuum and there are no hidden layers of information that might be 
present in the semisynthetic stimuli originating from the natural basis of 
semisynthesis (van Hessen & Schouten, 1999). The synthetic stimuli were drawn 
on the continuum 0°–82° with 1° intervals. The degrees were measured from the 
tip of the index finger to its base. This measurement principle was possible 
because the muscles of the index finger are coordinated linearly, as stated in 
Darling et al. (1990). All the stimuli were included in the identification test, but 
only every other stimulus was chosen for the discrimination test, i.e. the stimuli 
were separated by 2° intervals. The intra-pair distance was thus 2° and the pairs 
covered the whole continuum 0-82°. This was done in order to reduce the 
concentration load for the participants of the study.  
 

3.2.1.2 Results  
 
Identification and discrimination tests for these three different subject groups 
showed that the groups differ in discrimination behaviour but not in 
identification patterns. All subjects had individual differences in the place and 
steepness of the category boundaries. Also the naïve categorizers, i.e. those who 
were not previously used to handling the visual input in the identification tests 
were able to categorise between the different stimuli in the continuum (Figure 
3.6).  
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Figure 3.6. The category boundaries for different groups. The leftmost crossing is for the 
signing group, the middle one is for the naïve group and the rightmost crossing is for the 
sign interpreters’ group. The individual handshapes denote different handshapes along 
the continuum as follows from left to right: the most upright one, signers’ average 
crossing, naïve group’s average boundary, interpreters’ average boundary, the stimulus 
all subjects responded as being crooked and the most crooked one. 
 
Reaction times were faster among the native signers than in other groups. 
Interpreters had next fastest reaction times. These differences might suggest a 
difference in familiarity of the stimuli. That is, how used the subject is to 
categorising visual stimuli. Among the native signers the places varied 
individually, but when repeated the subjects’ category boundaries were very 
stable. These results are parallel to those obtained in vowel perception 
experiments. The category boundary along the continuum is nearest to the 
vertical (mean = 27°) for the signers and furthest away to the crooked end of the 
continuum for the sign language interpreters (mean = 48°). Naïve subjects’ 
identification function crosses in between of that of signers and interpreters 
function curves. The identification function curves denote the place within the 
continuum where the subjects within the particular group on average perceive 
the change of category from one into another. Attention has to be drawn to the 
fact that the naïve subjects’ study question and instructions differed somewhat 
from the two other groups. Their study question was based on visual rather than 
sign language based categories.  
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3.2.1.3 Discussion 
 
These results for their part provide answers to the questions about the nature of 
different phonetic categories in sign language; for example whether the 
handshapes are more categorical by nature than movements or orientation. In 
speech consonants are said to be very strictly categorical based on the fact that 
they are very short in duration when compared to vowels. Vowels then again are 
said to be perceived differently – more in a linear way – because they, being 
longer in duration – can convey functions other than purely linguistical, e.g. they 
can act as carriers of information about the health status or emotional factors of 
the speaker. McCullough with others (2000) have, however, obtained different 
and opposite results concerning the categorisation of handshapes in ASL: 
according to their study handshapes are more categorical in nature than e.g. 
POAs.  
 
According to the present results handshapes seem to be similar to vowels: they 
are categorised merely as a continuum and they are very strongly are governed 
by coarticulatory patterns. The POA has a similar function in sign language to 
that of consonants in speech – that is they are governed very strongly by 
categories and they are less governed by coarticulation as units. POAs are also 
the anchor points for sign language – they are the binding force between 
trajectories, i.e. movements, in a similar fashion to consonants. This might also 
be ground for the quantal theory of speech for sign languages – Stevens in his 
quantal theory of speech production claims that in the oral cavity there are such 
areas which belong to the same quantum – that is, differences in places of 
articulation within that area result in acoustical differences so minute that they 
are not perceivable and thus have no or very small significance for perception of 
speech. In other words, minute changes in POAs within one quantal area do not 
make any difference at all while a change as minute as the one described 
previously between quantal areas is very easily perceived as different. This has 
resemblances with the theory of categorical perception, but here the general idea 
of changes perceived differently in different areas of continua has been 
transferred into articulatory terms. Is there a chance we might find quantal areas 
also within sign languages? POAs seem to have varying sizes in different parts 
of the signing space. In the same way as in speech there might be such areas of 
articulation within which differences are easily ignored or they are indifferent.  
 
The patterns found in the results for native signers’ data this far have been 
similar to those obtained from native speakers when categorising their mother 
tongue. That is, the results vary in steepness and place of the category boundary 
from one individual to another, but when repeated the test gives stable results for 
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individual categories. The results show improvement of discrimination ability in 
the vicinity of the category boundary in the discrimination task as well as 
lengthening of reaction times in the identification task. These results are parallel 
to those obtained from speakers’ data. On the other hand, the absence of 
discrimination ability improvement in the naïve subjects could be a sign of the 
categorisation of the continuum evolving from a purely physical phenomenon, 
i.e. based on the physical differences within the stimuli. The performance of one 
of the SL interpreters shows a native-like behaviour when identifying and 
distinguishing between stimulus pairs while the other interpreters’ results 
resemble those of naïve subjects when distinguishing between stimulus pairs. 
But also in these subjects the identification patterns with goodness-ratings are 
more similar to those of native signers and one of the interpreters.  
 
This suggests differences in language learning stages of the interpreters. They 
were all matched with regards to training, hours of interpreting during working 
weeks and years of employment. This discrepancy between the results of 
different interpreters raised questions about bilinguals between modalities: how 
would being a bilingual with Finnish and FinSL affect the identification and 
discrimination tasks in these two modalities? Would they manifest with native 
patterns in both modalities or would their ability be biased towards one or 
another modality? This might further shed more lght on the quest for evolution 
of language: how did it come about? The prime bases for the evolution of 
language are further discussed within this thesis in section 1.1. with reference to 
the relations between sign and speech; section 1.2. with reference to the neural 
bases; section 1.4. discusses the evolution of signed languages further, but for 
more general discussion about the origins of human languages, please see 
Corballis, 2002. 
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3.2.2 Individuality in Perception of Places of 
Articulation (POAs) 

 
This study is performed within the phonetic framework and looks at sign 
language as analogous to spoken language. This similarity between signed and 
spoken languages as a means of communication has also been suggested by 
studies from various fields of research (e.g. in brain evoked potential studies 
Nishimura et al., 1999 and studies on sign language structure Mauk, 2003). The 
phenomenon of categorical perception has been widely studied in speech 
sciences for some decades now (e.g. Harnad, 1985). In general, investigations 
have been made in various areas of human perception, such as object 
categorization (Biederman, 1985). As a basis for this particular study, studies 
that have looked at categorical perception of different speech sound continua are 
to be considered here. There is a discrepancy in results between consonant and 
vowel continua and their perception as concerns identification and 
discrimination patterns. While consonants are usually perceived as being strictly 
categorical, the vowels are perceived as being items in a continuum of changing 
vowel parameters. Within the project we have used the same design for 
handshapes, vowels and places of articulation both in speech and sign 
successfully and the preliminary results gathered have assured us that this 
paradigm is suitable for studying sign language within the phonetic framework. 
 
The main element of the gestural/motor theory of speech perception as stated by 
Liberman & Studdert-Kennedy (1985) is that the main percepts of speech are not 
the acoustic patterns per se but the articulatory patterns which trigger the 
acoustic signal. This thinking fits perfectly with sign research, because in sign 
the articulatory movements are completely visible as such and not hidden as in 
speech. Recently, sign researchers have also promoted this idea, although in 
slightly different words, as suggested by Wilcox (1992): “making meaning with 
movement” - encoding of the meaning in articulatory gestures and trajectories. 
Both sign and speech are thus encoded in articulatory movements and then the 
only difference remaining is the channel difference. Both speech and sign obey 
coarticulatory effects and follow both ease of articulation (Shariatmadari, 2006, 
Lindblom et al., 2003) and H&H-theory principles (Lindblom, 1985) with 
coarticulatory patterning (Mauk, 2006). Lately, recent findings in 
neurophysiological studies have shown that signs also are processed in 
Wernicke’s area. Thus one can presume that both sign and speech activate 
Broca’s area. The so-called Broca–Wernicke complex in speech processing can 
be seen as the core area within the mirror neuron system (MNS) (for further 
discussion on MNS and BW complex, please see section 1.2. of this thesis). 
Here MNS represents the main element of the language ability: the core of 
sensomotor links between observed articulatory gestures and internal 
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articulatory pattern memory traces. MNS presents “the missing link” of the 
language inside principle (López-Garcia, 2005), that is, that both sign and 
speech are manifestations of the same human language ability. Sign and speech 
have traditionally been regarded as two completely separate systems based on 
the different modalities they use. Sign has also been seen as an augmentative or 
artificial supporting system to speech for the deaf and not a language on its own. 
In the present framework within this study sign is, however, treated with the 
same status and same research methods as speech. This also represents the basis, 
together with the gestural theory of speech perception, for the experimental 
phonetic framework used in this study. As the research methods are basically the 
same, although adapted and modified to fit the different perception patterns in 
signers, it makes it easier to compare the results from speech and sign research. 
This study is for its part involved in enlarging the phonetic framework to cover 
also signed languages, we started our investigations with handshape testing (for 
results and discussion, please see section 4.2.1. of this thesis), because 
handshapes are the most prominent phoneme group within sign languages (also 
section 1.4 of this thesis), and also the primary group by which signs are 
arranged within a sign language dictionary (Suvi, Online FinSL dictionary). The 
next phoneme group in the prominence hierarchy is the place of articulation and 
these two form the basis of any sign. Other phoneme groups within sign 
languages include movement and orientation, although some research groups 
also regard mouthings and mouth gestures as phonemes, but their status within 
phoneme inventory is still under discussion. 
 
Previous results from handshape studies showed that handshapes elicit similar 
results in identification and discrimination tests as vowels do. This inspired the 
next study question about whether places of articulation behave in the test 
setting similarly to consonants, i.e. are more categorical and less continuum-like. 
There are two distinct result patterns within sign language handshape studies 
with behavioural test setting obtained, one of which states that handshapes 
behave similarly as to places of articulation and thus are more categorical 
(Emmorrey, 1992) and the other states that they are more continuum-like (Ojala 
et al., 2008). We wanted to test which of these obtained results would coincide 
with the forthcoming results obtained here. In other words we wanted to test 
whether handshapes and places of articulation elicit similar or different response 
patterns in behavioural test settings. The other study question addressed here is 
whether consonants and places of articulation elicit similar or different responses 
in the same test battery. In designing sign continua we treated the place of 
articulation in sign as analogous to consonant loci.  
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3.2.2.1 Methods 
In this study behavioural tests administered to informants are used to investigate 
patterns of perception in sign and speech. Different characteristics of the senses 
(i.e. sight vs. hearing) have to be taken into account when designing the 
individual test batteries. The data were gathered in connection with a larger 
research project studying production and perception of Finnish Sign Language 
(FinSL). The preliminary investigations concerning the study paradigm and 
methods are previously discussedd in an Interspeech conference paper presented 
in Brisbane in 2008 (Ojala et al., 2008).  
 
There were 2 informants from each of the 3 informant groups. The informant 
groups were: deaf, native FinSL signers, hearing FinSL interpreters, who have 
learned to sign in adult age and naïve speakers of Finnish who had no command 
of any signed language. All of the informants in the two latter, i.e. hearing 
groups were native speakers of Finnish. The informant groups were matched by 
age and sex. All informants participated in the study as volunteers. The vision of 
all informants was tested with clinical E-chart and it was within the normal 
range. Some of the informants wore eye glasses to correct the eye sight within 
the normal range. The normal range is [1.25-2.00] which has been stated in 
DeValois & DeValois (1990). Groups participated in various test settings 
following the restrictions according to their hearing status. All three groups 
participated in sign stimuli experiments – this was done in order to investigate 
whether language background has an effect on the way visual input is dealt with 
within a behavioural test setting. Including speech stimuli within the study 
enabled us to study both speech and sign stimuli with controlled, analogous test 
batteries. 
 
This study paradigm consists of behavioural test settings in both visual and 
auditive stimuli continua. The informants participated in identification and 
discrimination tests. In the identification test the informant was asked to label 
the stimuli as belonging to one of the categories and furthermore to rate the 
goodness of the stimulus in the range [1-7] with 7 being the best possible and 1 
still recognizable. In the identification test the response labels, goodness-ratings 
and reaction times (RT) were measured. In the discrimination test the informants 
were asked to state whether the stimuli in the seen stimulus pair were same or 
different (AX-paradigm). Informant’s discrimination ability (d prime) was 
calculated along with RT measurements, which were automatically obtained 
with PXLab presentation software. 
 
The 3D synthesis was carried out using Blender software 
(Online.http://www.blender.org/) based on native signers’ productions obtained 
in given tasks related to the production part of the on-going research project of 
FinSL, which this particular study is also a part of. The synthetic stimuli chosen 
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for this test procedure covered one natural place of articulation (POA) 
continuum in FinSL. The continuum also is governed by the boundary 
conditions in the visual/kinaesthetic, i.e. physiological domain. The continuum is 
between two phonemes in FinSL: the POAs in the signs ‘deaf’ (Fig 3.5a) and in 
the sign ‘always’ (Fig 3.5b). The particular POAs do not form these signs alone 
but must be articulated with simultaneous adjacent handshapes and movements. 
The synthetic continuum in visual terms consisted of a protruded index finger 
moving from one point to another point along the mandibular bone ridge of an 
avatar. The endpoints of the particular continuum are depicted in figure 4.5. 
There were 100 steps along the continuum in the identification test and 50 steps 
in the discrimination test. This modification to the discrimination test was done 
in order to ease the concentration load of the informants who participated in the 
study. In designing sign continua we treated the place of articulation in sign as 
analogous to consonant loci. 
 

              
Figures 3.5a (on the left) and 3.5b (on the right). Figures show the endpoint of the sign 
continuum from the starting point of the signs ’deaf’ on the left and ‘always’ on the right 
hand side.  
 
In designing the behavioural test sets we used PXLab software to present the 
stimuli in tests and to analyse the informants’ answers to the study questions and 
reaction times accordingly. The stimuli were displayed in a randomised order in 
the identification task and also the stimulus pairs were displayed in a randomised 
order in the discrimination task part of the study. In the tasks the 
stimuli/stimulus pairs were each displayed 10 times. In the discrimination task 
setting the number of stimuli was reduced by 50% to ease the concentration load 
of the informants who participated in the study. This was done by choosing 
every second stimulus along the continuum to the test set.  
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3.2.2.2 Results 
 
All informants participated in the visual test setting regardless of the language 
status, i.e. whether they knew any sign language or not. Identification results for 
these three groups showed that groups did not differ in identification patterns. 
The informants exhibited similar category boundary steepness effects, but the 
results showed that the places of category boundaries were concentrated in two 
different locations along the continuum. Also the naïve categorizers, i.e. those 
who were not previously used to handling visual input in identification tests 
were able to categorise between the different stimuli in the visual continuum. 
The naïve participants, however, were given the task with visually-based 
conditions and not requiring any knowledge of sign language. Signers and 
interpreters received similar instructions based on sign language categories and 
places of articulation as points of reference.  
 
All three groups had very similar results on category boundary steepness, but for 
two of the groups category boundaries were bimodally distributed. Signers’ 
boundaries were concentrated around one single point in the continuum while 
within both hearing groups the category boundaries were concentrated around 
two different locations. One location, found for one of the SL interpreters, was 
the same as that found in the signer group. Both of these locations have visually 
prominent features, but only one of them is found in the results from the signer 
group. That particular boundary has a linguistic significance in FinSL. The 
differences between the SL interpreters’ category boundary locations suggest 
that the categorisation of POAs might partly reflect the level of language 
proficiency in L2 learners also in the visual modality, i.e. signed languages. The 
individual with categorisation of POAs similar to the deaf informants also had 
results parallel to the native signers’ results in the handshape experiment.  
 

3.2.2.3 Discussion 
The identification patterns along the different continua are similar to each other, 
both in steepness of the category boundary and the tendency of the place of the 
category boundaries to concentrate near particular points along the continua. In 
the sign stimuli test setting, however, there were two different places for the 
category boundary, only one of which was found within the signer group. The 
ability of the naïve informants to categorise visual stimuli links the results of this 
study to a larger scope of human capacity to categorise between different kinds 
of things, such as colours or objects (Palmer, 1999 for colours; Biederman, 1985 
for objects). Both places for the category boundary found within the results are 
visually prominent, and the other one has prominent features anatomically as 
well. The latter is also a boundary within the structure of FinSL. The place for 
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category boundary found only in the two hearing groups is in the middle of the 
visual continuum and thus divides the visual continuum with anatomical 
boundaries in two half. This place is found in one of the interpreters, but not in 
the other, who divided the continuum similarly to the signer group informants. 
The nature of this latter place of category boundary cannot, however, be fully 
understood as being of a purely linguistic nature since it is an anatomically 
prominent as well. This could partly explain also the fact that it can be found in 
every one of these groups’ results. 
 
The results obtained in part coincide with those of previous research groups, e.g. 
those obtained at the Salk Institute of Biological Studies. They also found 
similar effects in categorisation of places of articulation in sign using different 
continua of places of articulation (Emmorey, 2002). There are, however, 
differences between the findings of our group and the Salk Institute of 
Biological Studies findings concerning handshapes. This may be due to bigger 
differences in the continua used on one hand and on the other hand it may be due 
to their group using continua consisting of whole signs and ours consisting of 
purely handshapes detached from whole signs. That is, our stimuli are solely and 
strictly based on individual phonetic feature categories while the Salk Institute 
group continua consisted of meaning-carrying whole signs. Emmorey and others 
state that there are no differences in categorisation of handshapes and places of 
articulation in sign, but our findings have revealed a discrepancy between 
categorisation of handshapes and places of articulation in such that handshapes 
are treated similarly to vowels and this part of the study shows that places of 
articulation are treated similarly to consonants in the context of a behavioural 
test setting. There might also be a distinction based on whether the POA 
continuum used has body contact or not. This issue has, however, not yet been 
tested but remains for further investigation at later stages.  
 
In the consonant continuum there was just one single category boundary, which 
could be expexted according to the categorical perception theory for consonants 
and the fact, that all the informants participating in that setting were native 
speakers of the same language. Different results might have been obtained from 
speakers of a language different from the particular one in question. Results 
from continua with different kinds of stimuli resemble each other both in 
steepness and compactness in the places of category boundaries. This further 
strengthens the previously stated similarity of speech and signs as different 
manifestations of one and the same processing system of human language. 
Previous findings from different studies comparing sign and speech also 
demonstrate that the results from these two language modalities coincide closely. 
This fact might suggest that sign language is less special than widely assumed. 
The ‘specialness’ of sign language, it seems, is maybe that it is not so special at 
all (also Meier, 2002 among others and in various chapters within this thesis).  
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The obtained results give us a starting point when continuing with further 
investigations within the phoneme group inventory of signed languages. As so 
far we have obtained results where handshapes behave like vowels and places of 
articulation behave like consonants, we want to study whether movements are 
similar in sign and speech. Also the function of orientations in sign language 
needs further research. So far, we have managed to establish a solid method for 
testing both sign and speech with analogous test batteries. These preliminary 
results obtained so far must also be further strengthened with more informants 
with different backgrounds, one possible group could be bilingual sign language 
interpreters. That would enable us to study the elicited results across different 
languages within one individual. 
 
We carried out this place of articulation perception test set for two main reasons: 
first of all we wanted to test the infrastructure of the test battery for both 
consonant and vowel stimuli continua and furthermore, we wanted to operate on 
two different kinds of stimulus continua in both acoustic and visual modalities 
using the same procedure and the same software for presentation of the stimuli 
to participants. This two-fold study design on place of articulation in speech and 
sign enabled us to state that these study procedures can be used in two language 
modalities and are analogous in function to each other. We also demonstrated 
that places of articulation are treated the same way in both modalities used in 
language, sign and speech. This is also a further statement of the unification of 
human language as one phenomenon with two different manifestations and not 
an example of two different and separate language systems according to 
modality. The perception of handshapes and POAs in sign or vowels and 
consonants in speech is individual, and thus we have to gather information on 
the area of unanimity so that we can build applications with ability to ignore 
minute details in concordance with the quantums of perception (in speech, 
please see Stevens, 2000). 
 

3.3  Individuality of Sign 
 
In this chapter we looked at sign and more precisely at how individuality is 
represented in both production and perception of sign from various viewpoints, 
each discussed in separate chapters and subsections respectively.  
 
We started with a broader scope of investigating sign production, namely 
looking at rhythmical elements in relation to non-manual and manual 
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articulation of signing. These were found to be interconnected with non-manual 
articulation being slower and adjacent to both pragmatical and grammatical 
junctures while manual articulation was faster and thus formed a basis to which 
non-manuals were anchored in cyclical manner. Furthermore, we found head 
nods to be connected to the acceleration phases in manual articulation, that is, to 
such a phase that hands are moving faster than they were. In the second part of 
investigating sign production we studied the elements of governing 
coarticulatory patterns in both hands and within a single hand. We found that the 
hands moved slower when close together and furthermore that the index fingers 
were the governing element within hands. Sign production was found to be 
highly individual just as speech production is. 
 
From studies of sign production we moved on to investigating individuality of 
sign perception. For that purpose we especially designed behavioural test sets 
that were as closely similar to speech perception studies as possible. Both speech 
and sign perception tests within this thesis consisted of one continuum in 
articulation with only one variable parameter in each of them. We treated 
handshapes equal to vowels and places of articulation equal to consonants. This 
was because handshapes do not have fixed targets but vary in a continuous 
fashion from one to another. On the other hand, we chose a place of articulation 
with a fixed articulatory target, that is, a contact to another part of body. The 
articulatory contact between two articulators connects us to the way that 
consonants are uttered in speech production. In the handshape perception study 
we found that both native signers and naïve informants behaved differently from 
sign language interpreters. In other words, there might be something within the 
foreign language learning process that alters the perception of natural 
continuum. It also revealed a difference in place of the category boundary based 
on the linguistic background of the informants, whether the continuum in 
question had a phonetic significance to them or not. And similarly to the 
consonant perception test within chapter 2, the perception patterns in place of 
articulation continuum differed from those of the first study. 
 
All in all, both language modalities seem to have common tendencies both in 
production and perception processes. Furthermore, the design of experiments, 
use of stimuli, individual results and group findings all seem to converge into 
something that is within all of us as an all-engulfing trait of behaviour. As we 
now can perceive, one can not completely separate speech production and 
perception nor can one separate sign production completely from sign 
perception. In such a way speech and sign as methods of human communication 
show similar traits of behaviour as hierarchical systems. 
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4 General Conclusions on Individuality 
of Speech and Sign Production and 
Perception 

 
Having overcome the difficulty presented by design of analogous test batteries 
for two different modalities and taken account of different properties of the 
modalities stated for the communication methods the following conclusions can 
be drawn. However distinct the two modalities may appear at the early stages of 
research, they still can be studied using analogous test batteries. Of course it 
goes without saying, that the different properties and boundary conditions 
imposed by the given modality have to be taken into account when designing the 
perceptual test sets and the different languages, their fundamental principles of 
course dictate the task design for the production test set. This provides us means 
for investigating the phonetic problem further stated in the aims within this 
thesis. 
 
The re-occurring theme emerging from the various results to different test sets, 
be they productive or perceptive test batteries, has been the individuality of the 
results. Similar to the fact, that we do not look identical, we also don’t act 
identically with regards to language but each and every individual has their own 
ways to produce and perceive speech and sign. Partly this is due to individual 
differences in physiology, but it also has strong ties to the communities we live 
in. So, these results support both sides of the well-known “nature versus 
nurture”debate. Maybe the theme for the debate should perhaps be altered into a 
“nature and nurture” debate? 
 
Whatever the experimental setting may be, nevertheless, the introduction and 
procedures of the test batteries must be given in the language of the individual 
and thus, during this process multiple languages have been used when giving 
instructions and receiving feedback from the individuals that have participated in 
the various experiments. It has previously been shown, in relation to the Turku 
Vowel Test set that the language in which the instruction is given, might affect 
the results, i.e. shift the results towards the language the instruction is given in. 
This is the case especially with informants fluent in multiple languages and with 
deeper inner knowledge of differences between sound systems of those 
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particular languages (Savela et al., 2008). This is a phenomenon similar to the 
fact that language use is altered when talking with non-native language users.  
 
All experiments in this thesis strive to investigate the nature of human 
communication. Acoustic recordings of infant cries and their measurements 
showed that the seeds for the individuality of speech sound are present very 
early on in the human development. The individuality is present from birth, as 
can be observed from the patterns in the acoustic study of cry sounds. Crying is 
already such a multidimensional act of coordinated articulation that it also brings 
forward the individual differences within the cries. So, the individual differences 
within acoustical patterns of cries in the first months and stages of human 
development are brought forward to emphasise that not only speech but also the 
way we cry demonstrates individual differences – and even though it has not 
been scientifically studied, the hypothesis can be made that the differences 
between human cries, and the individual characteristics within cry patterns are 
further dispersed within the acoustic space when we grow older. Furthermore, 
the experiments on acoustic quality changes during and after maxillofacial 
changes due to surgery showed that learning articulation patterns does not stop 
in childhood but the ability to learn something new is still available to adults. 
Individuality in production gives reason to believe that perception is also 
individual and thus is able to normalise across different speakers. Tests with 
vowel and consonant continua state the case in favour of this individuality also 
on the perceptual side of communication. This is true not only for the percept as 
a whole but also there is individuality in perceiving the segments within the 
whole – individuality especially in vowel continuum perception is a well-stated 
case, from research starting from the 1960’s onwards. Then again, consonants do 
seem to behave differently, so there is a discrepancy between identification 
patterns for vowels and consonants. Their production processes differ greatly – 
while consonants almost always involve some contact, either direct (plosives) or 
indirect (fricatives, laterals, nasals) vowels are without exception articulated 
without contact, solely based on proprioception of the individual.  
 
Thus, now, a more precise model of human communication methods and 
languages can be presented (Figure 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1. A more detailed version of the model for human communication in different 
modalities and the relations within and across communication methods.  
 
Next we take a detour to the outskirts of phonetics – we explore sign languages, 
which are conveyed from hands via eyes into the same auditory cortex as speech 
is. We started by recording the production of informants and investigating the 
production of sign languages and indeed, we found similar results – individual 
signs are produced slightly differently according to the context and individual 
preferences. Also the rhythm patterns of sign are similar to speech: there are 
several intertwining rhythms present simultaneously. In these premises both 
speech and sign resemble the melody and rhythmical patterns present in music. 
Music and vocal singing has also been proposed to be the source of the human 
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language ability (Mithen, 2006). The rhythm textures of music can also be 
perceived by those who cannot hear with their ears through vibrations in 
different parts of their body (Palmer & Lahtinen, 2005). This ability of 
discriminating between different stimuli using touch is also exploited when 
communicating with deafblind persons (Lahtinen, 2008). Next we experimented 
on perception of different phoneme continua in sign equivalent to vowel and 
consonant continua in speech. Individuality was the recurrent theme of the 
results also in the visual modality when language and communication was 
concerned. 
 
Individuality in sign – and in gestures even more so – is highlighted further still. 
Partly it could be because there are no standardised language models for any 
signed language in the world in the same way as there are for spoken languages. 
The lack of standardised language models might also be due to lack of a written 
form associated with the languages. Standardised language models and written 
languages are tools for finding compromises in conversations and they also act 
as magnets keeping the individual differences more restricted.  
 

4.1 Implications of Current Research for Design of 
Applications 

 
There is a trend towards developing new technologies for communication in the 
field of speech and language technology. As Finland develops into an 
information society, there is also a need for speech-to-sign applications, this 
would enable signers to participate within the society more fully, bring 
information and services closer to them, since when there is a different language 
in use, there is always a communication barrier which has to be overcome. This 
is all the more true when the languages do not share the same modality but are 
conveyed via different systems. Design of speech-to-sign or equivalent 
applications would promote equality between signers and speakers. One simple 
example of this is the loudspeaker announcements at train stations – they cannot 
be perceived by signers but they have to find alternative ways to get that 
information. One solution to this would of course be captioning of the 
announcements, but that too wouldn’t be adequate, because Finnish is always a 
foreign language to signers and the reading skills are affected by the language 
proficiency of the signers in Finnish.  
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We strived to design an analogous test set battery for both speech and sign 
languages based on the recent findings in neuropsychology stating that the brain 
does not care where the linguistic information comes from – it is still processed 
in the secondary auditory cortex traditionally thought to process only speech. 
Succeeding in providing the test batteries with a common core and fundamental 
design has given us partial answers concerning human language ability. 
Furthermore, we have been able to design tests such that they have implications  
for the design of sign applications based on solutions from speech applications. 
Designing analogous test batteries for languages in different modalities also 
provides us with clues to similarities beyond the surface structures that different 
modalities provide us with.  
 
Sign language data also provides a testing ground for speech-based applications, 
whether they are able to have linguistic data in different modality as the input for 
their software. Besides not only for speech-based applications, also movement 
clustering projects could benefit from handling sign language data in testing the 
validity of the programs.  
 
As this thesis has mainly concentrated on the segmental issues in sign languages, 
the next step towards an all-inclusive study of sign languages is studying sign 
language prosody, a more thorough approach to rhythm texture and intensity 
patterns when signing. The first steps have been taken towards studying sign 
flow, i.e. continuous signing in the part where we studied the rhythm in non-
manual and manual coarticulatory patterns, but the focus was mainly on the 
segmental level and not on a broader domain. This approach would enable us to 
model the prosody in sign languages through similar test batteries for 
prominence and focus in prosody – whether prosody is manifested similarly in 
sign and speech. Some suggestions are brought by observing signing, but this 
approach has not yet been scientifically tested.  
 
This thesis aimed at providing basic knowledge about sign language parameters 
on the phonetic level, i.e. on how individuals produce and perceive sign 
language. This was accomplished by  designing identification and discrimination 
tests for signers. This provided us answers based on the results of analogous test 
settings and the conclusion is that the results are parallel to each other, i.e. that 
both modalities yield similar answers to analogous study questions. This has 
lead us to providing basic input for sign language applications, i.e. signing 
avatars and also has given us answers as to the questions on precision of 
animation and intelligibility for the users. 
 
The phonetic tests using analogous continua in sign and speech and their 
individual results have provided us tools for fundamental design parameters of 
applications language-independently, that is, knowledge about what are the most 
salient handshapes and places of articulation along with the seeds of knowledge 
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relating to the motion envelopes of sign languages compared to the 
coarticulatory patterns in speech. This also has provided us the basic rules which 
in the later stages of application development can further be specified according 
to the particular languages used, whether signed or spoken. 
 
The state-of-the-art of existing sign language applications enables us to pick and 
choose the best developed solutions to basic questions when designing sign-to-
speech applications. This development requires adapting and incorporating parts 
of the existing solutions – or alternatively adapting and incorporating ideas from 
those existing solutions – to be used for a FinSL application. The quest for 
designing what can be basically called a machine translation system is multi-fold 
and each and every partial solution brings us nearer to the ultimate application. 
There are several parallel study programs going on around the world and thus 
the need for international co-operation can not be emphasised enough.  
 
As both results, coming from sign and speech, yield to parallel results, i.e. 
individuality and stability of the phonetic categories, it points towards the 
common origins of the human evolution of communication. These results give 
further support to the idea, that speech and sign do have a common origin, but 
what it actually is, remains under further investigation. So, for part, this thesis 
does not only answer questions but also states new ones, maybe providing 
alternative and new points of view for research on human evolution and the 
language ability per se.  
 
In conclusion, it is easy to find similarities between speech and signing. The 
main problems arise from the fact that the methods of research are not stable and 
standard, but each and every scientist has to develop his/her own methods of 
research. Neither are there unified standards for terminology which is unlike 
speech research having a well-established terminology and methodology for 
phonetic transcription and description as well as methods of study. Despite 
arisen problems of architecture, design and methodology the comparison of sign 
and speech is a future vista for phonetics and computer science, which we strive 
to travel towards solving the problems together with researchers with multiple 
disciplines and background. This is a truly integrative issue for research. 
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5 Future vistas 
 
What would the world look like if the obstacles stated above within the 
introduction of this thesis had been solved altogether? How would people 
communicate? If individuality could be taken into account when developing user 
interfaces, what would the programs be like? Would they be capable of learning 
individual ways of information input and output? 
 
What would the world be like if all the problems stated during this thesis had 
been solved? How would that world differ from this present one? First of all, it 
would be more equal between different kinds of languages whatever the 
modality. Second, people would not be as categorised and divided by the 
languages they might use as we nowadays are. The lay user of information 
solutions, such as search engines, info desk applications etc. would perhaps not 
notice the change at all. Why? Because all the information he might need would 
be provided in text format anyway. The biggest changes would be noticeable to 
those individuals who have some other ways for communication or information 
retrieval than the majority of us. That is if the person is a signer or uses e.g. 
signed Finnish there would be new ways for information searching, retrieval and 
providing. That would also provide the solution for the problem stated on page 2 
of this thesis about translation of written documents. After those problems stated 
above were solved the invisible yet existing language barriers would cease to 
exist at last and for good. That would promote ultimate equality within the 
information society.  
 
In the future it would be possible to search for information by signing to a 
computer which would then recognise what has been signed, convert that into 
e.g. a Boolean search, get results in e.g. text format and then convert those 
results into a signed avatar input which would then be provided to the person 
searching for information as a signed utterance. This is not to say that the signers 
couldn’t search information using e.g. written Finnish, but it is always most 
natural to use your own native language for information search and retrieval, 
much more so than any foreign language. And furthermore, who knows, maybe 
in the future it would be possible to write sign languages. The above-stated 
scenario would also be possible to implement using spoken document retrieval 
procedure; only that speech would be replaced with signing as the input method. 
Part of the problematics for signed document retrieval can be found within the 
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study of spoken language document retrieval - lack of invariance, individuality, 
coarticulation, signal to noise ratio (SNR), just to name a few of the problems as 
yet only partially solved.  
 
The problems and themes introduced in this thesis are a collection of seeds for 
ideas that have to be looked into in greater accuracy and detail when starting the 
development for sign interfaces. And not only those but some of the issues 
raised in this thesis can also benefit from doing further studies on different 
components of either sign or speech. Rhythm is one of such area combining both 
of the language modalities. The notion of rhythm and coarticulation and their 
function within the language modalities is not yet fully utilised within speech 
and sign production and perception testing. There are thus further studies that 
have to be made before anything more specific can be stated about the overall 
function of rhythm and coarticulation in communication. 
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